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Executive Summary 

The objective of this thesis is to uncover how initiatives of sharing can influence a corporate brand’s image 

and reputation. The thesis looks into the concept of the sharing economy as a driver of legitimacy creation 

for traditional companies, by investigating how consumers perceive sharing initiatives and how such 

initiatives influence their perception of a brand, specifically focusing on corporate social responsibility (CSR). 

A case study of BMWs involvement in the car sharing initiative DriveNow is used to shed light on how a such 

initiative influences consumers’ image associations of a corporate brand and whether it has the potential to 

enhance a company’s legitimacy. The interest in the consumers’ perception of DriveNow as a sharing 

economy initiative guides the investigation and explores how the consumers position DriveNow within the 

sharing economy, their motivations for using DriveNow and as a result what image associations they attribute 

to DriveNow and BMW. 

In order to answer the research question, a qualitative investigation of how BMWs involvement in DriveNow 

influences its brand image and reputation, and ultimately its legitimacy have been conducted. The study is 

encompassed of two focus groups and three in-depth interviews with users and non-users in which the 

researcher, based on brand image, CSR and sharing economy theories, examines how DriveNow influences 

the consumers’ perceptions BMW. 

The study finds that the consumers emphasize convenience over both community and consciousness, which 

leads to a revision of the categorization of sharing initiatives and a realization that initiatives of sharing first 

and foremost must provide added value in terms of functionality to be successful. Furthermore, the study 

reveals how DriveNow explicitly benefits from the consumers’ existent corporate image associations of BMW 

and are related to functional attributes, whereas the influence from DriveNow on BMW to the corporate 

brand is more implicit and related to the consumers’ perception of the company’s CSR involvement as well 

as the innovativeness of the company. A sharing initiative like DriveNow as communicative CSR and an 

enhancer of legitimacy is dependent on the initiatives employment of CSV principles and the company’s 

ability to allow the initiative to be communicative in its own right. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the rise of the sharing economy, numerous startup companies like the accommodation platform Airbnb 

and the carpooling service Uber have challenged traditional business models and put forward a new form of 

consumption, where the production and consumption of goods and services are shared and where market-

relationships are being redefined as consumers move from being passive consumers to being creators, 

collaborators, providers, producers and financiers (Botsman, 2013; Owyang, 2013). Up until recently, the 

business landscape of the sharing economy has been dominated by startups, but a new development appears 

as traditional companies with long histories and strong brands are seen acquire, implement, and develop 

initiatives of sharing into their business models to accommodate the rise of the sharing economy. Marriot, 

an international hotel chain, is now offering workspaces on demand to people in their hotels and DHL, a 

German logistic and carrier specialist, has developed an app, that allows its customers in Sweden to connect 

with others and organize transportation of their packages from the service point to their homes (DHL 

MyWays, 2016). Patagonia, a Canadian outdoor clothing and gear brand has teamed up with Yerdle, an online 

exchange platform, and created a site where customers can swap or resell their secondhand Patagonia 

products (Gloudeman, 2014). 

The rapid development of the sharing economy influences business practices in a variety of different sectors 

and new sectors are continuously included into the sharing economy as well as disrupted by new initiatives. 

Airbnb caused disruption within the hotel and accommodation industry, when it developed a platform that 

allows people to rent out their private homes. Rent the Runway has created a business on giving their 

customers the opportunity to rent designer clothes instead of buying it and in Denmark Resecond has created 

a clothing library, where members pay to access a shared closet of clothes. 

The high competition and constant development within the sharing economy is particularly apparent within 

the personal mobility sector, where both startups and traditional firms are competing for customers through 

the initiation of car sharing and carpooling initiatives. Startups like Uber, Zipcar, Lyft and its Danish 

counterpart GoMore have introduced consumers to new ways of using transportation, where access is 

replacing ownership, and sharing is changing the way consumers view transportation as well as how they 

transport themselves. 

Within the last years, traditional car manufacturing companies have found their way into the sharing 

economy within the personal mobility sector either through the acquisition of and investment in startups 

that already have a strong market position within the sector or through the development of own initiatives. 

In 2013, Avis, an American car rental company, acquired Zipcar, one of the first car sharing services 
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established in 1999 (Avis Budget Group, 2013) and in January 2016 General Motors announced a long-term 

strategic alliance with Lyft, a San Francisco based carpooling company, which included an investment of 500 

million dollars from General Motors in the start-up company (General Motors, 2016). Daimler AG, the car 

manufacturer behind brands like Mercedes-Benz and Smart, has developed its own car sharing scheme called 

Car2Go and Bayerische Motoren Werke AG, hereafter referred to as BMW, has developed its own, partly 

electrical car sharing initiative called DriveNow. 

An investigation of sharing initiatives within the mobility sector is of particular interest for several reasons. 

For one, the automobile industry is known as an industry that has a negative impact on the environment due 

to pollution and environmental issues are challenging the industry in terms of regulations, innovation and 

legitimacy (Dicken, 2011; 341). One of the key notions of the sharing economy is the idea that sharing can 

utilize idle resources and sharing is often linked to environmental sustainability. It is thus intuitive to conclude 

that sharing, and thus also car sharing, is good for the environment because of the emphasis on putting 

under-utilized resources to use. This combined with the fact that when developing sharing initiatives 

traditional companies showcase the initiatives in their annual CSR reports makes it interesting to investigate, 

how these initiatives influence the companies’ reputation among consumers and in society. 

Secondly, the mobility sector is one of the most developed sectors within the sharing economy because of 

the many different initiatives and players within the sector and it is thus a sector with much attention drawn 

to it. Companies within the car manufacturing industry are trying to develop the future of mobility, and car 

sharing is one of the effects of this development alongside electrical-, hybrid-, and self-driving cars. For 

traditional companies, car sharing is not the fundamental business model, but can be seen as a combination 

of exhibiting CSR and pursuing the development within the industry.  

1.1 Research Question 

The purpose of this study is to advance an understanding of how introducing sharing initiatives influence 

consumers’ perception of a brand. More specifically, the study aims to understand how a traditional company 

can use the introduction of sharing initiatives to enhance legitimacy among its consumers.  

With the purpose of creating an understanding of the above stated area of interest, DriveNow, a car sharing 

project developed by the German car manufacturer BMW and Sixt AG, acts as a case. The aim of the study is 

to shed light on how DriveNow influences consumers’ perception of BMW as a car manufacturer and to 

discover how the involvement in a car sharing initiative like DriveNow influences the consumers’ attitudes 

towards BMW in relation to CSR and the BMW brands legitimacy. 
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The research question appears two-fold, but is in fact one, because an understanding of how DriveNow 

influences consumers’ perceptions of the BMW brand, is a prerequisite for answering how BMW can activate 

DriveNow in a way that enhances legitimacy. Companies that wish to maintain and create legitimacy often 

turn to CSR as it is considered one of the best ways to achieve that objective (Gond, Kang, & Moon, 2011; 

Matten & Moon, 2008; Moon & Vogel, 2008). Furthermore, as the world is changing and consumers’ strive 

for more meaning in their lives and in their consumption, it is becoming more and more important for 

companies to be able to present a socially responsible profile, and beyond that “customer behavior and 

marketing courses will have to move beyond persuasion and demand creation to the study of deeper human 

needs and how to serve nontraditional customer groups” (Porter & Kramer, 2011; 77). Following this call, it 

is the purpose of this study to investigate whether and how an initiative like DriveNow can accommodate a 

potential of legitimacy creation and influence the image and reputation of the corporate BMW brand. In 

order to do so and operationalize the research question, the following sub-questions have been made to 

guide the analysis: 

 

The descriptive features of the sub-questions will allow the researcher to identify the influencers so as to 

bridge and connect the different research areas and develop a profound understanding of the phenomenon 

of sharing economy initiatives as a driver of legitimacy creation. 

Because the area of the sharing economy as a research field is still rather new, it is interesting to investigate 

how sharing economy initiatives can create brand/reputational/image value for traditional firms. Thus, 

traditional theories of branding are combined with CSR theories in order to shed light on how the sharing 

economy as a new type of business model creates value for both the company and the consumers and how 

Research question 

How does DriveNow influence consumers’ perceptions of the BMW brand and how can BMW use 

DriveNow to enhance legitimacy? 

Sub-questions 

- What influences consumers’ choice of personal mobility? 

- How do consumers position DriveNow within the sharing economy? 

- What influences the consumers’ image associations of BMW? 

- What influence does the image associations of DriveNow have on BMWs corporate credibility? 
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the structure of this particular business model impacts the consumers’ perception of the corporate brand. 

The novelty of the thesis lies in the combination of the three theoretical areas of interest, namely the sharing 

economy, brand influence and corporate social responsibility (CSR). 

1.2 Delimitations 

The purpose of delimitation is to create clarity in the research and remove redundant and less relevant 

information from the research in order to define the scope of the research (Andersen, 2005). 

The case study as a method is applied, because the method is relevant when investigating a specific context-

dependent phenomenon (Flyvbjerg, 2006) such as the sharing economy as an influencer on consumers’ 

perception of a brand. The use of a case study provides the researcher with rich and detailed information 

that allows for a development of a multifaceted and nuanced understanding because of the closeness of a 

case to “real-life situation (Ibid.). 

As the thesis is concerned with investigating the consumers’ perceptions of a brand qualitative methods of 

focus groups and in-depth interviews have been employed. The methodological approach has excluded the 

use of quantitative research methods and results, as the focus and interest lies in understanding how 

traditional companies’ involvement in the sharing economy influences consumers’ perceptions and how a 

company can make use of the sharing economy to enhance legitimacy. Analytically, the concept of the 

sharing economy is linked to the specific case of BMW and the car sharing initiative DriveNow, with the 

purpose of uncovering how consumers understand, perceive and evaluate BMW based on the introduction 

of DriveNow. The nature of these insights require a deep understanding of the consumers’ perceptions, 

attitudes and motivations and such an understanding is best obtained through qualitative data. The 

epistemological position of social constructivism guides the knowledge creation as the thesis is concerned 

with how the consumers perceive the BMW brand in relation to DriveNow and within social constructivism 

truth is not universal but a reflection of how people perceive things (Gray, 2014). Quantitative methods 

would fall short in trying to contribute to a study, where a social constructivist epistemological orientation 

calls for a focus on the contextual setting and the social creation of meaning between people revolving 

around the subject of interest. 

The geographical delimitation of the study is encompassed by Denmark and in particular the greater area of 

Copenhagen. As the thesis seeks to investigate DriveNow’s influence on the BMW brand in terms of CSR and 

legitimacy, DriveNow in Denmark is of particular interest, because it is the only place, where the car fleet 

consists of 100% electrical cars. Research has shown that CSR is the most influential driver of corporate 

reputation in Denmark and that Danes are the most sceptic consumers when it comes to companies and their 
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CSR communication (Morsing, Schultz, & Nielsen, 2008), which further substantiates the geographical 

delimitation as Denmark represent a unique case (Yin, 2003), where the population expresses cynicism 

towards CSR communication, despite the fact that the population has a positive perception of CSR activities 

(Morsing et al., 2008). Investigating the influence of DriveNow on BMW among a critical population creates 

grounds for a best case illustration of the influence of sharing initiatives on brand legitimacy in a sceptic 

environment. 

The study focus on how DriveNow influences younger consumers’ (age 18-35) perception of BMW, as 

millennials are among the most experienced users within the sharing economy (Nielsen, 2014) and a wish to 

investigate the influence of the DriveNow initiative on consumers, that do not own a car of their own. The 

consumers’ motivations and their perceptions of BMW in relation to the introduction of DriveNow may differ 

for consumers that already have a car at their disposal, but this study choose to focus on consumers, that 

does not already own a car as these are the consumers of the future. 

The central terms employed throughout the thesis are branding, CSR and the sharing economy. These terms 

and corresponding theories will be introduced and defined throughout the theory chapter, in order to create 

an understanding of the research gap that the thesis addresses. In addition to the central terms, the following 

terms are used to explain the research field of interest and thus require a definition, as they can be 

understood in more than one way.  

A traditional company is defined as a company, which, when founded did not focus its business operations 

on activities within the sharing economy and the core activities and business operations of which still do not 

revolve around the sharing economy. The term carpooling describes the activity of two or more people 

sharing a car ride because they are going in the same direction and as a result they save a car ride. Car sharing 

describes the activity of someone borrowing, lending or renting a car for a short period of time, where the 

car would otherwise be inactive and gives the driver full control over the car and the destination. 
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1.3 Structure 

Chapter one provides the reader with an introduction to the thesis, the research question and an outline of 

the thesis’ delimitations. In chapter two, a theoretical literature review provides the reader with an 

introduction to the chosen theories on the topics of branding, CSR and the sharing economy, leading up to a 

presentation of the research gap. The methodological foundations are presented in chapter three, including 

the adopted philosophy of science, the research design and the methods used. Chapter four contains a case 

description of DriveNow, including an introduction to personal mobility and car sharing in Copenhagen. 

Chapter five presents the analysis and in chapter six, the researcher presents a discussion of the findings 

from the analysis. Chapter seven concludes the thesis by answering the research question and outlining the 

theoretical contributions and managerial implications of the study. 
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2. Theory 

This chapter presents and discusses the theories and literature that provides the foundation for the further 

analysis. Section 2.1 contains a presentation of brand image and reputation, and the factors influencing 

consumers’ perception of a brand. Section 2.2 presents a discussion of selected theories on CSR and section 

2.3 discusses the issues related to companies’ communication of CSR. In section 2.4, a discussion of the 

phenomenon of the sharing economy is presented in order to further contextualize the thesis. Finally, section 

2.5 unfolds the concept of legitimacy and presents the research gap. 

2.1 Branding 

Originally, branding referred to the practice of burning a mark into the skin of cows in order to be able to 

identify what cows that belonged to which farms (Sandstrøm, 2003). Today, a brand helps consumers identify 

and separate companies from each other. A brand can be defined as “the total sum of all that is known, 

thought, felt and understood by all internal and external stakeholders about a company, a product, a service 

or a concept” (Ibid.: 18). A brand is a promise that the company makes to the consumers. A promise about 

something different and something more than the generic product or service it provides and it is what 

differentiates the company from its competitors. Branding is also the process that links a company’s values, 

strategy, identity and communication in order to create uniformity (Ibid.). 

Generally, one can distinguish between product branding and corporate branding. Product branding is 

concerned with the specific product, service or concept that the company is trying to sell to its customers, 

whereas a company’s corporate brand is the accumulation of all the things that distinguish and differentiates 

the company from its competitors and includes a broader range of associations than a product brand (Keller, 

2000). 

2.1.1 Brand equity, image and reputation 

The brand plays an important part in the consumers’ cognitive understanding of a company, which is made 

up by everything known and said about a company, also known as brand equity. In 1991, Aaker defined brand 

equity as “the most important assets of any business are intangible: its company name, brand, symbols, and 

slogans, and their underlying associations, perceived quality, name awareness, customer base, and 

proprietary resources such as patents, trademarks, and channel relationships. These assets, which comprise 

brand equity, are primary source of competitive advantage and future earnings” (Aaker, 1991). Even though 

Aaker describes how the most important assets of a business are intangible, he also refers to proprietary 

resources that to some extent make tangible some of the company’s intangible resources. Keller (2000) takes 

on a broader perspective in his definition of corporate brand equity as “the differential response by 
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consumers, employees, other firms, or any relevant constituency to the words, actions, communications, 

products or services provided by an identified corporate brand entity” (Keller, 2000; 115) and emphasizes how 

it is not only a company’s communication, but also its organizational behavior and its actions that influences 

its image and reputation and how a brand ultimately resides in the minds of the stakeholders (Heding, 

Knudtzen, & Bjerre, 2009). 

A company’s reputation is built up over time and based on how the consumers and other stakeholders 

evaluate the company in terms of its actions and its behavior (Ibid.: 59). Contrary to reputation, a company’s 

image is more short term and exists in the minds of the consumers (Ibid.). Keller (2000) defines company 

image as “the associations in the consumer’s memory to the company or corporation making the product or 

providing the service as a whole” (Keller, 2000; 188). The image of a company tells something about how the 

consumers perceive a brand, not only in terms of the products or services it provides, but also in terms of its 

values and its credibility as a firm. Consumers’ perception of a brand and its image is the accumulation of a 

broad range of associations evoked by the brand. Keller (2000) divided consumers’ image associations into 

four distinct groupings, that each influences the brand image and the consumers’ perceptions of the brand. 

These groupings identify image associations related to 1) common product attributes, benefits, or attitudes, 

2) people and relationships, 3) values and programs, and 4) corporate credibility. 

 

Figure 2 - Important Corporate Image Associations (Keller, 2000; 119) 

The consumers’ image associations related to a company’s product attributes, product benefits, and 

attitudes towards the product are often the most important image associations for consumers during the 

purchasing process (Ibid.). Keller (2000) describes how a “company brand may evoke product-related or non-
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product related attribute or benefit associations as well as attitude associations” (Ibid.: 119) and emphasizes 

how associations of quality and innovation is of particular interest, as quality is the most influential factor for 

consumer decisions and perceived innovation is considered a key driver of competitive advantage (Ibid.: 120). 

The image associations related to the consumers’ perception of the employees and the company’s 

responsiveness and interest in its customers is called people and relationships (Ibid.: 121). 

Keller (2000) describes company image associations that reflects the company’s values and programs as 

activities that “do not always relate directly to the products” (Ibid.: 121) that the company is providing and 

emphasizes how these values and programs serves to describe the company’s values and commitments to 

issues of social, organizational, political and economic concern (Ibid.: 121). Keller specifically emphasizes 

corporate advertising campaigns that “address environmental issues and communicate social responsibility” 

(Ibid.: 121) as actions that can influence the consumers’ and stakeholders’ image associations and their 

perception of the brand. 

Finally, consumers can perceive the company in relation to more abstract image associations of corporate 

credibility and whether or not the consumers believe that the company can produce and deliver to the 

satisfaction of its customers (Ibid.: 123). Corporate credibility in turn relates to the long term reputation of 

the company and is dependent on 1) corporate expertise, 2) corporate trustworthiness and 3) corporate 

likability (Ibid.: 124). Corporate expertise is concerned with whether or not consumers and other 

stakeholders believe that the company is competent within its field, whereas a company is considered 

trustworthy if it “is seen as motivated to be honest, dependable, and sensitive to customer needs” (Ibid.: 124). 

Finally, corporate credibility is dependent on “the extent to which a company is seen as likable, attractive, 

prestigious, dynamic, etc.” (Ibid.:124). 

The four different types of image associations each contribute to the consumers’ overall perception of a 

company’s image and reputation and is influenced when the consumer is in contact with the brand, whether 

it may be directly or indirectly (Ibid.: 118). Each of the four image association groupings are important for a 

brand’s overall image and the consumers’ perception, but is influential in their own ways. Image associations 

related to product attributes strongly influences consumers in the actual purchasing process, whereas image 

associations related to corporate credibility influences a company’s legitimacy in the long run and how well 

consumers accept product extensions (Ibid.124). Companies are expected to act as responsible corporate 

citizens (Sandstrøm, 2003) and Keller’s categorization of corporate brand image associations, illustrates how 

a corporate brand is dependent on the overall perception from its consumers and stakeholders and not only 

their perceptions related to the product attributes. The increased interest in companies’ impact on society 

has fostered a moral stakeholder-oriented dimension within corporate branding where trust, acceptance and 
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understanding are central concepts (Ibid.). The moral stakeholder-oriented dimension is expressed through 

a variety of company actions such as companies’ increased interest in receiving feedback, their interest in 

creating communities and the publications of CSR reports regarding companies’ social, environmental and 

ethical considerations (Ibid.). 

The increased interest from stakeholders requires that companies organize their businesses in a transparent 

way that allows for the stakeholders to understand the purpose of the companies’ existence. If a company 

creates a solid foundation for its business and engages with its stakeholders through a strong corporate 

brand, it is suggested that it can prepare itself for future crises and conflicts that may arise and damage the 

brand, the company’s legitimacy and its “license to operate” (Sandstrøm, 2003). 

This section highlights how CSR plays an important role within branding, as it influences the consumers’ 

perception of a company’s image and reputation. The following section will thus present and discuss selected 

theories on the concept of CSR. 

2.2 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

The interest in companies’ impact on society has never been bigger. Society expects companies and global 

corporations to act responsibly and ethical in everything they do and are also expected ensure responsibility 

of their suppliers. If the companies do not live up to the expectations of society, an army of stakeholders are 

ready to call them out on it, potentially damaging the companies’ long term reputation. Companies’ 

responsibilities towards society have become an important factor in today’s society and it greatly influences 

the way people view businesses in relation to society (Gjerdrum Pedersen, 2015).  

CSR is a complex concept that has emerged alongside the increased global interest in sustainability and CSR 

has become an inevitable priority for businesses around the world as “governments, activists and the media 

have become adept at holding companies to account for the social consequences of their activities” (Porter & 

Kramer, 2006; 78). Neither within the academic world, nor among organizations and stakeholders a definite 

consensus exists as to what the concept of CSR entails. In 2005, Matten and Moon defined CSR as “a cluster 

concept which overlaps with such concepts as business ethics, corporate philanthropy, corporate citizenship, 

sustainability, and environmental responsibility. It is a dynamic and contestable concept that is embedded in 

each social, political, economic and institutional context” (Matten & Moon, 2005; 335) and Scherer and 

Palazzo have characterized CSR as an umbrella term used in the debate of business’ role in society and their 

responsibilities within it (Scherer & Palazzo, 2007). 

The rich and elaborate literature that exists revolving around the topic of CSR is a testimony of its increased 

influence on management practices and company communication, but at the same time CSR, as a contested 
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concept, suffers from the lack of a shared definition, which is the cause of difficulties within any theoretical 

and empirical analysis (Okoye, 2009). The several different definitions that all try to explain CSR demonstrate 

the complexity of the concept as it is not only a matter of definition, but also a matter of corporations’ role 

in society. Furthermore, companies often define CSR in their own unique way. Some call it corporate 

citizenship, while others eliminate the word “social”, which highlights Matten and Moons point of CSR being 

a cluster concept that is embedded in not only a social, but also a political, economic, and institutional 

context. 

One of many definitions of CSR is the definition proposed by Marcel Van Marrewijk. Van Marrewijk defines 

CSR as “company activities – voluntary by definition – demonstrating the inclusion of social and environmental 

concerns in business operations and in interactions with stakeholders” (Van Marrewijk, 2003; 102). The 

definition stresses the element of voluntarism as CSR moves beyond legal and regulatory requirements to 

include responsibility towards society in terms of both social and environmental responsibilities, which leads 

to another important aspect of CSR, namely the multidimensional nature of CSR. 

In the pyramid of CSR from 1991, Carroll identifies four layers of CSR, the economic-, legal-, ethical-, and 

philanthropic responsibilities. The pyramids’ two bottom layers, a company’s economic- and legal 

responsibilities, is outside the scope of Marrewijk’s definition, as obeying the law and being profitable are 

fundamental for any business and considered necessary if a business is to survive in today’s society. 

 

Figure 3 - The Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibility (Carroll, 1991) 

On top of the legal and economic responsibilities, we find the ethical responsibilities and the obligation to do 

what consumers, employees, stakeholders, and the community consider right and fair. Philanthropic 

responsibilities and the contribution to improving quality of life within the community is placed on the top 

of the pyramid (Carroll, 1991) and indicates how the environmental aspects of CSR was yet to be introduced 

into the concept of CSR in 1991. Carroll’s definition of CSR as “the social responsibility of businesses 
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encompasses the economic, legal, ethical, and discretionary expectations that society has of organizations at 

a given point in time” (Ibid.: 500), is less dynamic and attentive to the setting in which the concept is present 

and more concerned with the particular responsibilities of a business. The discretionary expectations from 

society is undefined, yet the influences of society’s expectations are though recognized. 

As the concept of CSR has developed, the notion of environmental responsibility has become an integrated 

part of the concept. The attention and interest in environmental responsibility from the public and media 

have increased and few researchers would argue against the fact that environmental issues, as well as social 

issues is part of the concept of CSR (Gjerdrum Pedersen, 2015). The importance of both social and 

environmental impacts of business processes in the concept of CSR, is also seen in the emergence of the 

concept “Triple Bottom Line”, that suggests companies to measure their performance not only financially, 

but also environmentally and socially in order to measure the company’s impact on the society it operates in 

(Savitz, 2013). 

Finally, Marrewijk’s definition of CSR includes the role of stakeholders. The stakeholder approach to CSR is 

one of the dominant theoretical perspectives within contemporary CSR literature and builds on the idea that 

the company is responsible to society at large and not only its shareholders. The stakeholder approach 

emphasizes that the relationships a business has with groups and individuals that have a “stake” in business-

related activities, is what constitutes the business. The stakeholder approach to CSR is also the foundation of 

the two leading understandings within the field of CSR research, namely the instrumental view and the 

political-normative view (Schultz, Castelló, & Morsing, 2013). 

2.2.1 Instrumental view 

Research within the instrumental view on CSR builds on the idea that CSR and corporate social performance 

is positively linked to corporate financial performance (Schultz et al., 2013) and thus should be viewed as a 

strategic tool for value creation (Porter & Kramer, 2011). The instrumental view put forward CSR as a business 

case approach, where CSR initiatives are used to pursue company objectives and create value for the 

company in terms of improved reputation, increased brand value and financial value to the company (Schultz 

et al., 2013). 

The instrumental view is built on the perception that “there is a separation between the private and public 

spheres, where the state has to prevent corporate externalities” (Ibid.: 682) and the premise that companies 

first and foremost have a responsibility towards their shareholders with regards to maximizing profits (Ibid.). 

It is the responsibility of the state to prevent corporate externalities, such as air pollution and CO2 emission, 

which can be done through the implementation of laws and regulations, and decrease the society’s social 

cost of businesses. While the responsibilities of the company are to provide profit to their shareholders, the 
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instrumental view does consider other stakeholders, such as NGO’s and consumer groups, if they are 

considered to be of importance to the success of the company and its CSR strategy (Ibid.). The integration 

and consideration of other stakeholders’ opinions are essentially a response to the idea of a positive 

relationship between corporate social performance and financial performance. The instrumental view draw 

parallels to an economic theory of the firm, as cause-effect relationships is used to guide managerial practices 

(Scherer & Palazzo, 2007).  

The idea of CSR as an operational and manageable resource provides the company and its actions with the 

opportunity to obtain pragmatic and cognitive legitimacy. The pragmatic legitimacy provides the company 

with the rationale of it being beneficial for society that the company exits and is created through strategic 

actions related to a CSR strategy. The company receives the cognitive legitimacy, when it adapts to the norms 

and values within society (Schultz et al., 2013) and as these norms and values change the company must 

adapt to maintain its legitimacy. 

2.2.2 Political-Normative view 

Whereas the instrumental view on CSR regards companies as separate entities with a clear separation 

between the private and public spheres, the political-normative view on CSR view companies as political 

actors that create norms and influence values within the society (Scherer & Palazzo, 2007; Schultz et al., 

2013). From a political-normative view, companies cannot disregard their political responsibilities and claim 

to be depoliticized entities. They are responsible for setting the stage as well as for the implementation and 

continuous development of the society’s norms and values (Scherer & Palazzo, 2007). From the political-

normative perspective, companies have a responsibility towards the society they exist within and should be 

committed to act in a responsible manner, that goes beyond the good business case, as suggested in the 

instrumental view. Within the political-normative view, the identification of cause-effect relationships is 

replaced with “a moral evaluation, judgement, and prescription of human action” (Ibid.: 1097) and companies 

should take part in the “democratic processes of defining rules and tackling global political challenges” (Ibid.: 

1098). 

As a result of the increased globalization, nation-states experience a decline in their regulatory power and 

civil society is gaining power in terms of determining standards for behavior and addressing issues of societal 

concern (Schultz et al., 2013). Migration and individualization within communities reduce the cultural 

homogeneity (Scherer & Palazzo, 2011) which have moved the ability to determine the conditions for social 

issues from governments to actors within the civil society such as companies (Schultz et al., 2013). This 

transfer of power brings a high degree of ambiguity and complexity to the corporate environment, which 
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again makes it more complex, but also more important for companies to justify their existence (Scherer & 

Palazzo, 2011).  

In opposition to the instrumental view, where pragmatic and cognitive legitimacy is obtained through CSR 

involvement, the political-normative view includes moral legitimacy as a third dimension of corporate 

legitimacy. An organization obtains moral legitimacy, when the organization and its activities is evaluated in 

a positive normative way (Schultz et al., 2013). 

2.2.3 Creating Shared Value (CSV) 

As a response to the increased interest in and focus on companies’ responsibility to society, Porter and 

Kramer introduced the framework of Creating Shared Value (CSV) in 2011. The objective of the framework is 

to guide business efforts towards a reconciliation with society. They highlight how connections between 

societal and economic progress can generate a new wave of growth and innovation, if companies redefine 

their objectives from generating profit to creating shared value (Porter & Kramer, 2011). 

The central idea of the framework is that value should be viewed as benefits relative to costs and not only 

benefits (Ibid.). The concept illustrates how responsibility initiatives by companies should not be add-ons, 

but be integrated into the core business and how progress, both economic and social, should be addressed 

through the proposed value principles. By excluding the concept of corporate externalities and instead 

realizing that societal costs can generate internal expenditures and address the needs and challenges of the 

society, companies can create economic growth, while contributing to society (Ibid.). 

Porter and Kramer carry forward the instrumental view of corporate responsibility as they clearly link CSV to 

the financial performance of the companies, but to a larger extent emphasizes how a holistic approach 

towards value creation can add value to both the company and the society at large, thus creating shared 

value. CSV is not about sharing already generated value, but about generating new value for a company by 

addressing societal issues and viewing these as opportunities of innovation, market expansion and value 

creating (Ibid.).  

Porter and Kramer (2011) outline three ways for a company to create shared value, that each enhances the 

opportunities of shared value creation within the two other ways. 

First, companies have the opportunity to reconceive their products and markets in order to create a supply 

of products that meets the needs of society. Products and services that create societal benefits in terms of 

being e.g. healthier or more environmental friendly are increasing in demand in advanced societies and 

addressing these demands, while using innovation will create new opportunities for growth. The 

opportunities within developing countries are equally great or bigger as the societal needs are bigger and 
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more pressing and companies will often be better and more effective at addressing these issues, than NGO’s 

and governments (Ibid.). 

Secondly, if companies redefine productivity in their value chain, by looking at their energy use and logistics, 

their use of resources, their procurement procedures, their distribution practices and their employee 

productivity level, they can address numerous societal issues, while generating more value. These issues 

often create huge internal costs for companies and the actions taken by a company can inflict great costs on 

a society (Ibid.) 

Finally, by enabling local cluster development companies can boost productivity and innovation. Strong 

clusters are present within every growing region and companies breed from successfully related businesses, 

suppliers, service providers, logistical infrastructure and institutions such as trade associations and academic 

programs in their close environment (Ibid.). The absence of clusters and insufficiencies within the society a 

company works within, can be a huge internal cost for companies, as it can affect the quality of employees 

and the demand for products due to poverty. Within cluster thinking, the success of a company amplifies the 

success of its community (Ibid.) 

2.2.4 Communication View 
A third view on CSR, the communicative view, have recently been introduced by Schultz and colleagues 

(2013), whom argue that the two dominating views on CSR do not take into account the communication 

dynamics that are fostered by the development of communication technologies and exists within networked 

societies. They define “CSR as communication and as a forum for debates over social norms and expectations 

attached to corporate responsibilities” (Schultz et al., 2013; 682). Whereas the instrumental- and political 

view on CSR, as well as the concept of CSV, consider CSR to be an operational and manageable resource, the 

communication view disregard this idea and instead consider it to be a process. 

From a communications view the foundations for CSR is that it is network-oriented, builds its epistemology 

on a constructivist approach and the idea that communication constitute organizations. Communication is 

understood as a process that is socially constitutive and where “the use of language meanings, knowledge, 

identities, social structures and the various practices and means of the contact of the organization with the 

environment are produced, reproduced, or changed” (Ibid. 684). Reality is created within the process of 

communication and as such CSR, and essentially also organizations, are constructed within the 

communicative process. As the communicative process unfold in the interplay between organizations and 

the society, and this is where reality is constructed, CSR and organizations is constructed in the 

communication and should thus not be seen as individual entities (Taylor & Van Every, 2000). 
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The communicative view on CSR, view actors as individuals in fluid networks and social relations as 

symbolically mediated interactions. These institutional characteristics of CSR from a communicative view 

influence the scope of CSR, where the moral communication is conflictive, aspirational and disintegrative. 

Responsibility is mediated and co-constructed and the role of new media is to act as an unspecified platform 

for symbolic interaction through which legitimacy is constructed, as it is viewed as communicative legitimacy 

(Schultz et al., 2013). 

The communication dynamics fostered by the development of communication technologies have made it 

more complex for companies to maintain legitimacy as communication takes place in real time and outside 

of a geographical distinction (Ibid.). As crowds of critical voices can be raised within hours and corporate 

legitimacy publicly questioned, no company can assure itself against public conflicts generated due to a 

difference in expectations and perception of company actions (Ibid.). Enabled by the communication 

dynamics, it is the networked society that challenge and change the framework of business responsibility and 

companies need to pay attention to these dynamics and consider how they implicate their CSR strategy 

(Ibid.). 

Schultz and colleagues (2013) propose an understanding of CSR as a communicative event, where different 

actors such as consumers, corporations and governments negotiate competing meanings, narratives and 

expectations to corporate responsibility (Ibid.). Companies thus, through their communication, participate in 

the act of making and giving sense in corporation with stakeholders and beyond (Morsing & Schultz, 2006) 

and legitimacy is derived from the interactive constitution of ongoing and changing descriptions of CSR 

(Schultz et al., 2013). By applying a communicative view on CSR, the three bias of control, consistency, and 

consensus, that Schultz and colleagues (2013) argue the instrumental-  and the political-normative view is 

based on are eliminated (Ibid.). 

The thesis will ascribe to a definition of CSR put forward by Ihlen and colleagues (2011). A definition that 

attempts to incorporate both the instrumental-, political normative- and communication view on CSR and 

define CSR as an activity and “the corporate attempt to negotiate its relationship to stakeholders and the 

public at large. It might include the process of mapping and evaluating demands from stakeholders, and the 

development and implementation of actions and policies to meet (or ignore) these demands. At a minimum, 

CSR focuses on the ways corporations handle economic, social and/or environmental issues” (Ihlen, Bartlett, 

& May, 2011; 9). The definition incorporates the concept of the triple bottom line view CSR as a process of 

negotiation between the company, its stakeholders and society regarding the company’s responsibilities. 

This view of CSR as a socially constitutive process which is in line with the communication view on CSR, and 
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it is the researchers’ belief that the definition of CSR by Ihlen et al. captures the many aspects of CSR in a 

broad, but clear definition.  

2.3 The Paradox of CSR Communication 
CSR communication is the behaviors of a company and the ways in which a company communicate in and 

about the process of CSR usually through the use of symbols and language (Ihlen et al., 2011). 

The growing skepticism towards and scrutiny of companies’ role in society is also seen in the growing 

skepticism towards the concept of CSR communication. Consumers and other stakeholders are skeptical 

about companies’ motives for engaging in CSR and believe that the main driver for companies’ involvement 

in CSR is instrumental (Sen & Bhattacharya, 2001). Journalists, consumer groups and NGOs do not only draw 

attention to the companies, they believe do not live up to the expectations of society, they also challenge 

claims of corporate CSR made by companies who believe they live up to the expectations of society (Morsing 

et al., 2008). 

The paradox of CSR communication describes how it is not a given that a company’s CSR message is believed 

by its stakeholders, because of the increased distrust in and skepticism towards companies, and in particular 

large corporations (Ihlen et al., 2011). Morsing and colleagues (2008) describe the paradox of CSR 

communication as a “Catch 22” because companies experience that they are caught between an 

encouragement to engage in CSR and the contradictory discouragement of communicating about it. The 

discouragement is derived from research and anecdotal evidences that illustrate how communicating about 

CSR can result in bad publicity and damage a brand and a company’s reputation. It is the companies that are 

the most committed to CSR, that experience to be the most criticized, whereas the companies that are least 

engaged in CSR does not experience the same scrutiny and criticism of their business conduct (Morsing et 

al., 2008). 

2.4 Sharing Economy 

Within the last decade, a new type of businesses has challenged traditional business models and introduced 

a new way of thinking and talking about consumption. People have started sharing cars, foods, 

accommodation and other excess assets with each other. New businesses and start-ups have seized the 

change in consumption habits and introduced business models that can facilitate this new way of 

consumption labelled the sharing economy. The sharing economy is not only changing how we consume, but 

is also redefining market-relationships through a disruption of the traditional business landscape (Owyang, 

2013) as it is based on a shared production and consumption of goods and services. The distribution of power 

is changing as consumers move from being passive consumers to being active creators, collaborators, 

providers, producers and financiers (Botsman, 2013). 
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In 2010 Rachel Botsman and Roo Rogers published the book “What’s Mine Is Yours – How collaborative 

consumption is changing the way we live” and in 2011 the Times named “sharing” as one of the “10 Ideas 

that will change the world” (Walsh, 2011). The interest in sharing has been increasing ever since and in 2014 

a report from PWC estimated that the sectors within the sharing economy have the potential to reach a 

global revenue of $335 billion by 2025 (PwC, 2015b). The sharing economy has the potential to become the 

term of the decade and is not only popular within the media. Companies like Airbnb and Uber have made big 

business on the sharing economy and established companies are beginning to integrate sharing solutions 

into their existing business models in order to stay ahead (or keep up with) the startups, that are exploring 

the opportunities within the sharing economy. Within academia, the rise of the sharing economy has not 

gone unnoticed either. The interest from scholars are increasing and work have been published regarding 

access based consumption in opposition to ownership (Bardhi & Eckhardt, 2013; Belk, 2013), why people 

share (Belk, 2009) and several case studies of successful startups within the sharing economy such as Airbnb 

and ZipCar have been conducted (Gansky, 2010; Guttentag, 2013; Vinnie, 2012; Zhou, 2012). 

The concept of sharing is both popular, debated and controversial, but also contested as a concept. Opinion 

makers and companies, in particular startups, constantly challenge, disrupt and develop on the 

understanding of the concepts related to the sharing economy and several definitions, categorizations and 

terms have emerged alongside the increased popularity of the sharing economy. The terms sharing economy, 

collaborative consumption and the collaborative economy all cover different aspects of the sharing economy, 

the new consumption patterns and business models. They overlap in definition, share similarities with each 

other and makes it difficult to give an exact definition of the sharing economy. 

Rachel Botsman, author of What’s Mine is Yours and self-acclaimed Global Authority on the Collaborative 

Economy define the sharing economy as “an economic model based on sharing underutilized assets [...] for 

monetary or non-monetary assets” (Botsman, 2013) and emphasizes the aspect of sharing underutilized 

resources within the sharing economy. When defining the collaborative economy as “an economy built on 

distributed networks of connected individuals and communities versus centralized institutions, transforming 

how we can produce, consume, finance and learn” (Ibid.) the emphasis is on the connected individual and 

importance of the networks that democratize the marketspace and redistribute power from institutions to 

the consumers and communities. Whereas Botsman rejects centralized institutions in her definition of the 

collaborative economy, centralized institutions are a central part of Owyang’s definition of the collaborative 

economy as “an economic model where ownership and access are shared between corporations, startups, 

and people” (Owyang, 2013; 4) From Owyang’s perspective, the sharing economy is an opportunity for 

business entities to develop new products and services and integrate and engage with consumers in new 
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ways. The sharing economy brings with it an opportunity of increasing market efficiencies and foster business 

growth for companies that take part in it (Ibid.: 2013). 

Belk (2013) argues that the concepts and practices within sharing economy and collaborative consumption 

have two shared commonalities, namely that they replace ownership of things with temporary non-

ownership access models and rely on the internet and the power of Web. 2.0 (Belk, 2013). Whereas the first 

generation of the internet was one-directional with the purpose of sending out information, the web 2.0 

“refers collectively to websites that allow users to contribute content and connect with each other” (Ibid.; 

1595). 

The sharing economy is participatory in its nature and the lines between products, services, companies and 

customers is becoming blurred (Bove-Nielsen, 2015). Participants interact with each other when they share 

and the sharing economy is thus also a social economy, that can provide the opportunity of enhancing social 

interaction and foster communities (Ibid.). Belk divides sharing into two categories, “sharing in” and “sharing 

out”, based on the level of intimacy in the process of sharing. “Sharing in” is when the act of sharing is seen 

as inclusive and social and when the purpose of sharing is to make the recipient part of a “pseudo-family”. 

When people participate in “sharing in”, the community plays an active role in the decision to share and 

there is a high level of intimacy. “Sharing out”, according to Belk, is when the act of sharing is considered to 

be a one-time act, such as sharing directions or sharing a piece of paper and there is no greater purpose of 

the sharing (Belk, 2013). 

2.4.1 Drivers of the sharing economy 

The fundamental idea of sharing is not new, but the new practices of sharing is the consequence of some key 

technological, societal and economical drivers that have shaped and influenced the development of the 

sharing economy. The technological development, the emergence of social networks with related online 

identity systems, nurtured by the progress within mobile devices and platform technology, as well as the 

development of technological payment systems have enabled the sharing economy to grow rapidly within 

every industry (Botsman, 2015; Owyang, 2013). The digitalization has brought with it an increase in resources 

available because unused resources is digitalized, which enables a better use of them through sharing and 

collaborative consumption (Bove-Nielsen, 2015). 

Some distinctive economical drivers have also influenced the emergence of the sharing economy. The global 

recession introduced the world to some new economic rationalities that influenced consumers and their 

consumption habits. Within society, there is a growing trend to rethink the meaning of ownership, assets and 

sharing within the digital age (Botsman, 2013). The change in the financial climate have made both 

consumers and companies consider how efficiently to exploit previously untapped resources and 
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underutilized assets. Furthermore, startups within the sharing economy have enjoyed massive interest from 

investors and incubators, which have resulted in a heavily funded startup environment revolving around the 

sharing economy (Owyang, 2014a). 

Not only technological and economical drivers have disrupted the business landscape and enabled the rise 

of the sharing economy. Societal drivers in terms of a newfound need to connect with a community and an 

increased population and general urbanization have also had an influence. There has been a value shift and 

for many the need to own have been replaced with the opportunity to access (Belk, 2013; Botsman, 2013; 

Owyang, 2014a). An increased interest in sustainability, and a realization of the impact our consumption 

patterns have on the environment, have further increased the popularity of the sharing economy, as it has 

presented consumers with an opportunity to feel they made better use of the resources available. The 

concept of sharing and participating in collaborative consumption have been associated with a sustainable 

and responsible lifestyle, because of the assumption that sharing per definition is sustainable (Botsman, 

2013). 

2.4.2 Transactions models and sharing economy systems 

Within the sharing economy, three distinct transaction models are found that define the different 

relationships between the involved actors. The business-to-consumer (B2C) transaction model, where a 

company owns its inventory and facilitate transactions among its users. The peer-to-peer (P2P) transaction 

model, where assets are owned or exchanged directly person-to-person, and a company facilitates the 

contact between the involved parties for a facilitation fee. The business-to-business (B2B) transaction model 

within the sharing economy allow for businesses to “unlock and monetarize the idling capacity of their 

existing assets” (Botsman, 2013) by allowing companies to share equipment, skills or knowledge of 

personnel. 

Within the sharing economy, the opportunities to swap, borrow, lend, share or trade, provides both 

companies and consumers with a variety of options to choose between, in terms of how they want to partake 

in the sharing economy. In general, there is a distinction between access-based or ownership-based 

consumption. Access-based consumption is when one pays to access an asset for a fixed period of time or a 

fixed amount of times. This can be accessing a car that you borrow for an hour or paying to access a collection 

of dresses you can borrow. Ownership-based consumption within the sharing economy is when idle assets is 

redistributed for a monetary (or non-monetary fee) to provide value for someone else, thus assuring that the 

resources are used to the fullest of their capacity (Ibid.) 

Botsman and Rogers (2000) further suggest to divide the sharing economy into three distinct types of 

systems, namely redistribution markets, product-service systems and collaborative lifestyles (Botsman & 
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Rogers, 2010a). Within the redistribution markets, resources that are underused or unwanted are 

redistributed in order to release the full value the resources contain (Botsman & Rogers, 2010b; 72). This 

correlates to ownership-based consumption within the sharing economy and is found at companies like Ebay, 

Trendsales and Etsy. These companies provide their members a platform for redistribution of products they 

no longer need or the possibility of purchasing a product they need at a lower price because it is used. 

Collaborative lifestyles address how the sharing economy is about more than physical assets. Likeminded 

people with similar interests connects through the exchange and sharing of assets of an intangible nature, 

such as time, space, skills, and money and emphasizes the community aspect of the sharing economy. 

Collaborative lifestyles happen on a local and global level. On a local level, the collaborative lifestyle system 

happens through sharing of workspaces, gardens or parking spots. Globally, the collaborative lifestyle system 

is highly developed in terms of peer-to-peer lending and peer-to-peer travel initiatives such as Airbnb (Ibid.: 

73). Finally, a third system, the product-service system displays a market, that correlates to the access-based 

consumption model, where people pay to get the service of accessing a product, without having to own it 

(Ibid.: 71). The example of how an owner of a drilling machine only uses the drill for 13 minutes over its life 

span, has become a famous example of the product-service system and the idea, that resources are better 

used when shared (Bove-Nielsen, 2015). Within product-service system both the B2C transaction model, 

where a company owns its inventory and facilitate transactions among its users, and the P2P transaction 

model, where assets are privately owned and a company charges for the facilitation of contact between two 

peers, exist. BMW’s DriveNow is an example of access-based consumption with a B2C transaction model 

within the product-service system, as the car sharing initiative provides the members with the opportunity 

to access the cars within the fleet. 

Botsman and Roger’s categorization of the systems within the sharing economy poses some difficulties, as 

the examples from around the world prove how these definitions are not as clear cut as described in the 

paragraph above. Botsman and Rogers, place Airbnb within the system of collaborative lifestyles, as they 

emphasize how the users of Airbnb is part of a community, and share a lifestyle of travelling and exploring, 

but Airbnb, could also be categorized within the product-service system, as a P2P transaction model, where 

people pay to access an apartment in a foreign country. 

2.4.3 When established companies participate in the sharing economy 
Up until now, startups have dominated the sharing economy, but traditional companies are starting to 

become aware of the sharing economy. For traditional companies, the sharing economy contains 

opportunities for development and innovation (Botsman, 2014), but also threats from an already more 

experienced startup scene. There are three gateways for a traditional company into the sharing economy. 
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Either through the development of partnerships, through the application of a “do it yourself” strategy or 

through acquisitions and investments (Ibid.) 

If a traditional company assume a partnership strategy, it can choose to create a partnership with a business 

that is already present within the sharing economy. In most instances the traditional company is the provider 

of resources, logistics and financial stability, whereas the sharing economy company is the provider of the 

critical mass of participating “customers” and knowledge of the sharing economy. Patagonia, an American 

clothing company producing outdoor clothing, entered into a partnership with Yerdle, a sharing economy 

company, that through their online marketplace facilitate the redistribution of peoples’ excess assets. The 

partnership allowed people to resell their Patagonia clothes and Patagonia further provided items from their 

excess warehouse to be shared on Yerdle (Gloudeman, 2014).  

A second option is for a traditional company to adopt a “do it yourself” strategy, where the company 

undertake all responsibilities of the project as an internal development project, without the involvement of 

external partners or the creation of partnerships. DHL adopted a “do it yourself” strategy, when they realized 

their customers’ frustration of the last mile transportation, that neither DHL or anybody else provided 

(Botsman, 2014). They launched an app that connected their customers with people who was willing to 

transport packages the last mile on demand, thus establishing a network with the purpose of decreasing their 

customers frustrating with the delivery experience (DHL MyWays, 2016). 

The third option for traditional companies looking for a gateway into the sharing economy is to acquire and 

invest in companies within the sharing economy that show prospect of growth potential (Botsman, 2014). 

The sharing economy is comprised of startups, that are looking for funding and financial investments 

(Owyang, 2014b) and the sharing economy has already experienced heavy investments from venture 

capitalist and traditional companies (Newcomer, 2015). In 2013 Avis, the international car rental company 

invested in Zipcar, an American car sharing service, and Google invested in Lending Club, a peer-to-peer 

lending company (Botsman, 2014). 

Whereas, the frontrunners within the sharing economy have most often taken on a corporate branding 

approach, also known as a monolithic branding strategy, where a company uses the same name and the 

same visual identity for all of their activities and across all products (Sandstrøm, 2003), the traditional 

companies that have entered the sharing economy is often seen employing a product oriented branding 

strategy, with little or none emphasis on the already known brand. This difference might be based in the fact 

that most startups within the sharing economy are providing their customers with a single service or platform 

such as the online marketplace for renting and booking accommodation Airbnb, whose name has become 
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synonymous with the service it is providing and, thus also have become its corporate branding identity, 

whereas established companies have a range of different product offerings. 

2.5 Legitimacy 
A strong brand image and a good reputation in a globalized world is not only about differentiating the 

company from its competitors in the minds of the consumers. It is also an issue of corporate legitimacy, both 

pragmatic-, cognitive-, and moral legitimacy. As described, companies around the world are constantly 

challenged on their legitimacy as a business, and asked by stakeholders to justify their behavior and their 

reasons for existing. The technological development and the increased use of social media, such as Facebook 

and Twitter, have increased the importance of strategic reputation management and “accentuated the 

dynamics of communication and the complexity for maintaining legitimacy” (Schultz et al., 2013; 681). 

Obtaining and maintaining legitimacy is thus more important than ever. The process of globalization has 

increased multinational corporations’ influence on society and turned them into political actors (Scherer & 

Palazzo, 2007). 

Legitimacy can be defined as “a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are 

desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and 

definitions” (Suchman, 1995; 574). Legitimacy is thus co-created by “networked publics” (Friedland, Hove, & 

Rojas, 2006) through a process of mediation in the interplay between companies and their stakeholders. The 

new communication technologies and social networks have pushed the mediation of legitimacy “beyond the 

company’s sphere of influence” (Schultz et al., 2013; 685) to also include stakeholders whom have previously 

had little influence on the company’s legitimacy. 

The new communication technologies have made it increasingly more complex for companies to gain 

legitimacy as they actively influence the process of constituting corporate legitimacy (Schultz et al., 2013) 

and it requires a broad holistic understanding of the “concerns, voices, and conceptions of truths, and an 

ability to engage across independent and conflicting interpretations of the intricate issues related to 

corporate behavior” (Ibid.: 681). As businesses find the need to maintain legitimacy, both corporations, policy 

makers and social actors consider CSR to be one of the best ways to achieve that objective (Gond et al., 2011; 

Matten & Moon, 2008; Moon & Vogel, 2008) and the question is whether the combination of CSR and a 

sharing initiative can create a new “license to operate”? 

The thesis is concerned with creating an understanding of the research gap between branding, the sharing 

economy and CSR and explores what happens when the concept of sharing becomes associated with already 

known brands while attending to the dynamics of CSR. With a main focus on the sharing economy, the 
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combination of the concepts within the research gap seeks to understand how these concepts influence a 

company’s legitimacy. 

 

Figure 4 - Research Gap 
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3. Methodology 

Chapter one and two introduced the research field and presented the reader with a composed theoretical 

apparatus concerning branding, CSR and the sharing economy. In the following chapter, the methodological 

settings of the thesis are defined. This includes the philosophy of science, the research design and the case 

selection strategy, as well as an outline of the empirical data collection. 

3.1 Philosophy of science 

The adopted philosophy of science is dependent on the researcher’s understanding of how knowledge is 

produced (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2007). The way we think about the knowledge production process, 

influences the researchers’ role and the way that research is conducted in terms of choice of theories and 

how empirical data is collected and analyzed. Three different views are dominating the literature regarding 

the understanding of the knowledge production process and the acceptance of this process, namely 

interpretivism, realism and positivism (Ibid.). 

The philosophy of science follows the traditions of interpretivism, which emphasizes interpretations of the 

social life-world. The interpretations are culturally derived and situated in history, as there is no direct 

relationship between people and the world as an objective truth. Rather, truth is constructed through the 

classification schemas in the mind of the subjects (Gray, 2014). Interpretivism as a theoretical perspective 

originates from the epistemological position of social constructivism, where there is no universal truth to 

uncover, as reality is a reflection of how we perceive things (Ibid.). 

In the attempt to evaluate and measure companies’ activities related to CSR researchers and businesses have 

employed numerous methods. It can be argued that stakeholders evaluate companies CSR activities in 

relation to their own interests and therefore these evaluations are linked to the values, morals and priorities 

of the stakeholders (Rowley & Moldoveanu, 2003). It is thus not the actions that the company take that 

characterizes the social performance of the firm but how these actions are evaluated by the stakeholders 

(Murray & Vogel, 1997). This corresponds with the philosophy of social constructivism, as it is concerned with 

the subjective meanings that guides peoples’ beliefs and actions (Saunders et al., 2007). The purpose of this 

research is to uncover what belief systems consumers have and how these belief systems influence their 

perception of BMW in response to the introduction of DriveNow. 

3.2 Research Design 

The relationship between theory and research can either be considered to be deductive, inductive or 

abductive in nature. A deductive approach entails the researcher to develop hypotheses on the basis of 
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already existent literature and theories and through the empirical analysis confirm or reject these hypotheses 

in order to revise existent theory. An inductive approach entails the researcher to develop new theories 

based on the empirical data collected (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Abductive reasoning describe how the 

researcher move back and forth between theory and empirical data throughout the research process 

(Halkier, Bransholm, & Nielsen, 2001). The abductive approach has been applied in this study as it allows the 

researcher to move from one conceptual understanding of the phenomenon of the sharing economy to a 

different and more developed conceptual understanding of the sharing economy in relation to CSR. The 

approach allows the researcher to put the concept of the sharing economy into a new context of CSR and 

branding, which can generate new insights about the concept. 

3.3 Research strategy 

The research strategy refers to the general orientation and the nature of the research conducted. In general, 

there is a distinction between research strategies that employ qualitative data and quantitative data, as they 

have different epistemological and ontological orientations as well as the role of theory in relation to the 

research in most instances differ distinctively between the two (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

A qualitative research strategy has been employed for this particular research project as the purpose of the 

study is to uncover how the introduction of DriveNow influences peoples’ perception of the BMW brand. 

Through the use of the qualitative approach, the researcher can examine a phenomenon within a context 

and through dialogue and the shared knowledge production process of the respondents generate an in-depth 

understanding, which is not possible through the use of a quantitative approach (Bryman & Bell, 2011). A 

qualitative research strategy is found applicable and corresponds with the goals of uncovering new insights 

and develop a further understanding of a phenomenon such as the sharing economy and its relationship to 

consumers’ perception of a company in terms of CSR (Strauss & Corbin, 1990; Yin, 2003). The qualitative 

empirical data is collected through the conduction of focus group interviews (Appendix A) with users and 

non-users of DriveNow and in-depth interviews (Appendix B) with frequent users of DriveNow. 

The quality of the thesis is addressed through the notion of validity and reliability. Validity is concerned with 

the conformity between theory and empirical research, and how relevant the empirical data is to the 

research question. Reliability is related to the quality of the empirical data and its use in the analysis. In 

relation to the adopted research philosophy of social constructivism and interpretivism, the findings are 

influenced by the researchers’ subjective meaning creation, and other researchers might come to different 

conclusions. As the thesis seek to explore new knowledge in a contemporary phenomenon, the use of a case 

makes the empirical data relevant (Bryman, 2012). 
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3.4 Limitations 

The following limitations have restricted the study and influenced the research design and the accompanying 

findings. The researcher has not been able to gain access to interviewees inside BMW and DriveNow. A such, 

access would have provided the researcher with more detailed insights on the strategic considerations 

concerning the introduction of DriveNow as well as insight into their communication strategy. The solution 

to this limitation has been to place an emphasis on the consumer perspective. As the researcher has had no 

access to internal documents or respondents inside DriveNow and BMW all data concerning DriveNow and 

BMW has been collected through company websites, publicly available publications from BMW and 

DriveNow, as well as data available through social media, press releases and a public presentation held by 

DriveNow representative René Vinther Andersen. 

3.5 The case study as a research method 

The closeness of a case study to the context of “real-life” allow for the research to focus on a phenomenon 

within its context, which is useful when the research is concerned with a complex social phenomenon such 

as car sharing (Yin, 1994) and the advantage of a single case study is its ability to provide depth to the context-

dependent phenomena, whereas larger samples and a multiple case study are valuable in terms of the 

breadth they can add to research (Flyvbjerg, 2006). 

Three conditions have created ground for the choice of the case study as a research strategy as opposed to 

applying a different research strategy, namely the type of research question, the requirement of control over 

behavioral events by the researcher and whether the research is focused on contemporary or historical 

events (Yin, 2003). Research questions that attend to “how” favor the use of a case study, as these questions 

are concerned with operational links, which align with the research question. The interest lies in uncovering 

“how” an initiative of car sharing influences a corporate brand in terms of CSR and legitimacy (Ibid.). In the 

case of DriveNow’s influence on the BMW brand, the interest lies in a contemporary event over which the 

researcher has little control, which further calls for the use of a case study, as the advantage of a case study, 

is its ability to deal with evidence and data within an environment the researcher has no control over (Ibid.). 

Additionally, case studies in general, and in particular this case study, provides insights into an area, which 

previously has obtained little attention ´(Ibid.). The un-researched area lies in the combination of the 

research field, namely the combination of the sharing economy, CSR and branding. 

A typical critique that meets the case study method is that the method provides no foundation for scientific 

generalizations (Ibid.). The emphasis of the case study is on providing a nuanced understanding of the specific 

circumstances within the research area (Flyvbjerg, 2006) and use the comprehensive understanding to create 

theoretical propositions (Yin, 1994). As a consequence, the importance of producing generalizable findings is 
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reduced, because the case is not supposed to be representative of a population (Ibid.). Generalizability is a 

predominant legitimate method of scientific investigation, but it has been argued that case studies that do 

not attempt to generalize can be valuable in the process of generating knowledge and making way for new 

scientific understandings (Flyvbjerg, 2006). Furthermore, it has been argued that “the force of example is 

underestimated” (Ibid.: 228) and even though “knowledge cannot be formally generalized (it) does not mean 

that it cannot enter into the collective process of knowledge accumulation in a given field or in a society” 

(Ibid.: 227). The case of DriveNow’s influence on consumers’ perception of BMW in terms of CSR and 

legitimacy provides a nuanced understanding of the phenomenon of car sharing in relation to a company’s 

brand and CSR as perceived by the consumers. 

3.5.1 Case selection strategy 

When selecting a case for the purpose of research, Robert Stake (1995) describe how one can either approach 

the selection process intrinsically or instrumentally. When the case itself is of a particular interest to the 

researcher, an intrinsic case study approach has been applied (Stake, 1995). If the selection of a case is based 

on its ability to provide insights that can create a more general understanding of a phenomenon, the case 

study is of an instrumental nature. Instrumental case studies allow the researcher to use the case as a tool 

for generating an understanding of something greater than the specific case (Ibid.). 

An instrumental case selection strategy has been employed as the selection of the specific case of DriveNow 

and BMW has been guided by a general interest in the phenomenon of car sharing and the influence of such 

initiatives on already established brands within the car manufacturing sector and as such the case has been 

selected due to its ability to provide context specific insights into a more general phenomenon of car sharing 

initiatives by traditional companies. 

In addition to the instrumental case selection strategy, an information-oriented selection strategy has been 

applied in the selection of BMW and DriveNow as a case. In an information-oriented selection strategy, the 

selection is based on the expectations to the content of information within the selected case. This strategy 

is used in order to maximize the information output from the case sampled, as a random selection strategy 

may not be able to provide the same comprehensiveness in terms of information (Bryman, 2012; Flyvbjerg, 

2006). Within the information-oriented selection strategy, cases can be selected based on various criteria 

and be considered extreme/deviant, critical and paradigmatic (Flyvbjerg, 2006). A critical case is selected on 

the grounds that it can help in the development of a thorough understanding of certain circumstances 

(Bryman, 2012). The case selected is a so-called “best case”. A “best case” is a critical case in its negative 

form. Through the use of a critical case, it is possible to obtain information that allow one to make logical 
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deductions i.e. if it is not valid in this particular case, then it is not valid in any (or very few) cases (Flyvbjerg, 

2006). A critical case in its negative form are thus considered a “best case”. 

DriveNow in Denmark represents a “best case”, because it is the biggest car sharing initiative in Denmark and 

only operates electrical cars. When looking at the mobility sector in relation to CSR and the sharing economy, 

DriveNow as a “best case” offers the opportunity of investigating the issue in the most positive 

circumstances. As the research project is concerned with what influence a sharing initiative has on 

consumers’ perception of the corporate brand, DriveNow’s presence on the Danish market have been a 

primary reason behind the selection of DriveNow as a case. 

3.5 Classifying companies in relationship to global corporate citizenship 

In order to strengthen the argument for the categorization of the selected case as being critical, a 

categorization of the case’s relationship to global corporate citizenship have been conducted. 

Thompson (2012) suggests that in order to determine whether a company act as a good global corporate 

citizen, companies can be categorized along two dimensions in respect to their approach towards global 

corporate citizenship. The first dimension distinguishes between those companies that believe CSR is central 

to their business and have integrated CSR values into their activities, and those whom believe CSR is irrelevant 

for their business (Thompson, 2012). The second dimension is related to the company’s believed business- 

and financial rewards of CSR activities. Either a company considers its activities related to CSR as a financial 

strength that strongly enhances their financial position because of a reward from the market or it only 

considers a commitment to CSR activities as being weakly related to their financial performance (Ibid.). 

 

Table 1 - Global Corporate Citizenship (Thompson, 2012) 

Companies that recognizes the importance of strong social-, environmental-, and ethical values to their 

business’ financial success, but in reality finds them irrelevant are labeled “cynics” and placed in the top left 

cell. The objective of “cynics” is often, that they wish to display an appropriate public image in order to avoid 

public campaigns against their business practices or as a response to such a campaign (Locke, 2003). “Ethical 

producers” believe a strong commitment to society is essential, but the financial rewards from such activities 

are weak, either because their commitment and the importance of their activities have not been recognized 
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by customers and the market in general or because “ethical producers” often are small with less 

professionally management, than big multinational companies (Thompson, 2012). For companies labelled as 

“bottom feeders”, CSR activities is considered irrelevant and the rewards related to business activities and 

the bottom line is believed to be insignificant. “Enthusiasts” on the other hand, consider their commitments 

to CSR activities essential to their business and strongly believe it enhances their financial performance 

(Ibid.). 

This heuristic approach of categorizing companies in relation to their attitude towards global corporate 

citizenship and CSR have been used to further categorize BMW as an “enthusiast”, which further supports 

the categorization of DriveNow and BMW as “best case”, i.e. a critical case in its negative form as BMW 

consider its commitments to CSR activities as essential to its business activities and believe it strongly 

enhances its financial performance (BMW Group, 2016b). 

3.6 Focus group interviews 

The focus group as a research method follows the traditions of the qualitative research strategy and typically 

emphasizes a specific theme or predefined topic that the researcher wishes to explore in-depth (Halkier, 

2002). In a focus group interview several respondents are engaged in a conversation concerning a particular 

topic and the researcher is concerned with exploring the respondents’ views on the issues they are 

confronted with as well as the underlying reasons for their perspectives (Bryman & Bell, 2011). By applying 

the focus group as a research method, it was possible to explore how consumers, both users and non-users, 

view the introduction of DriveNow in relation to their perception of BMW’s corporate brand, as well as the 

underlying reasons because the respondents within a focus group probe each other for explanations 

regarding why they hold certain views.  

In a focus group the moderator relinquishes a certain amount of control over the interview situation and the 

unstructured setting of a focus group allows for the respondents to bring up issues related to the topic that 

the researcher have not herself considered (Ibid.). Furthermore, the low level involvement of the moderator 

allows the participants to guide the conversation, which further enables the researcher to identify what 

issues the participants deem relevant in relation to the topic. The use of the focus group as a research method 

is consistent with the philosophical stance of the thesis, the social constructivist paradigm as the participants, 

through conversation collectively construct meaning and make sense of a phenomenon (Ibid.) such as car 

sharing in relation to a parent brand and the influence on brand image, reputation and legitimacy. 
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The participants of the focus groups were as sought to be a mix of users and non-users of the car sharing 

service DriveNow. The composition allowed for the researcher to explore how the differences in experience 

with DriveNow influences the consumers’ opinions and perceptions of DriveNow and BMW.  

As the thesis seeks to explore how the initiative of DriveNow influences the consumers’ perception of BMW 

as a responsible company, this was the theme of the focus groups. The interview followed a funnel structure, 

as the participants in the focus group discussed their general transportation habits and their motivations for 

using different means of transportation, before engaging in a discussion on their perception of car sharing, 

DriveNow in particular and their perception of BMW. The researcher used follow-up questions to probe the 

participants for deeper responses and get them to elaborate on their initial answers in order to uncover the 

respondents underlying motivations for using (or not using) DriveNow and their perceptions of BMW and 

reasons for these. A focus group emphasizes the collective meaning creation among the participant and the 

data produced in a focus group steams from the groups interaction around the predefined topic (Halkier, 

2002). 

The researcher conducted two focus groups, one consisting of a combination of users and non-users and one 

only consisting of non-users. The researcher had recruited 5 participants for each focus group, but 

experienced two no-shows in both of the focus groups, which resulted in focus group 2 only consisting of 

non-users. The focus groups lasted an hour and were conducted in Copenhagen. 

             

The focus groups were recorded and subsequently transcribed for the purpose of analysis. Prior to the actual 

focus groups, the participants were asked to state their name and share with the group their previous 

experiences with DriveNow and car sharing in general. The purpose of this exercise was twofold, as it was 

both to introduce the participants to each other as well as to create an audio introduction of each participant, 

that would allow for an accurate transcription. 

  

Focus Group 1 

- Alexander, user 
- Ruta, user 
- Emilie, non-user  

Conducted in English 

Focus Group 2 

- Martin, non-user 
- Kristina, non-user 
- Melissa, non-user 

Conducted in Danish 
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3.7 In-depth interviews 

Besides the two focus groups, three semi-structured in-depth interviews (Appendix B) with frequent users of 

DriveNow represents the empirical foundation of this thesis. 

The in-depth interviews sought to further understand 

how DriveNow influences the users’ perception of 

BMW with regards to its CSR involvement and its 

legitimacy as a brand. The strength of the semi-

structured interview is that it can provide the 

researcher with in-depth descriptions and a more 

nuanced understanding of how the interviewees view 

the socially constructed world (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009; 19). Each interview started with the researcher 

briefly explaining the respondents the purpose of the interview. A characteristic of the semi-structured 

interview is the researcher’s ability to deviate from the interview guide, if and when the answers from the 

interviewee can lead to new insights (Ibid.: 144). The researcher took advantage of this and the interview 

guide thus acted merely as a guide and a way for the researcher to control that the interview stayed on topic 

as the interview progressed (Ibid.: 151). 

3.8 Coding of the qualitative data 

The in-depth interviews and the focus groups were conducted in either English or Danish, as the researcher 

wished to conduct the interviews in the language the respondents felt the most comfortable with, as this 

would increase the quality of the data because the respondents could thus better express themselves. Focus 

group 1 (Appendix A1) was conducted in English and focus group 2 (Appendix A2) was conducted in Danish. 

In-depth interviews 1 and 2 (Appendix B1+2) were conducted in Danish and in-depth interview 3 (Appendix 

B3) was conducted in English. The transcriptions of the data have been done in the interviews’ original 

language and Danish quotes have been translated by the researcher in the following analysis. 

In the coding process, the researcher first looked at what they respondents talked about and based on that 

insight, the researcher used the purchasing process as a grid for coding the interviews and employed a 

consumer behavior oriented perspective on the coding of the empirical data. The coding thus stays true to 

the respondents own perceptions and the objective of the thesis as it is concerned with how the consumers 

perceive BMW in relation to the introduction of the DriveNow initiative. Consumer behavior is defined as 

“the process and activities people engage in when searching for, selecting, purchasing, using, evaluating, and 

disposing of products and services so as to satisfy their needs and desires” (Belch & Belch, 2012) and it is this 

process that the researcher has sought inspiration from in the coding of the data.  

In-depth Interview 1 (conducted in Danish) 

- Jens, user since September 2015 

In-depth Interview 2 (conducted in Danish) 

- Christoffer, user since September 2015 

In-depth Interview 3 (conducted in English) 

- Sofie, user since September 2015  
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4. Case Description 

In the following chapter the concept of personal mobility is presented in section 4.1 and in section 4.2 the 

current nature of car sharing in Copenhagen is outlined. Section 4.3 provides the reader with an introduction 

to DriveNow and the companies behind the initiative. 

4.1 Personal mobility 

The personal mobility sector and the development of sharing within this sector as a mean of brand- and 

legitimacy creation create ground for this thesis’ conceptualization. BMW is a large and influential player 

within the automotive sector and with the introduction of DriveNow, BMW is actively entering the sharing 

economy. The mobility industry encompasses “activities that provide products and services which aim to 

optimize the mobility of goods and people by combining or connecting means and modes of transport” (PwC, 

2013). As the research’s area of interest is on the transportation of people and personal mobility within the 

sharing economy, mobility of goods is excluded from the analysis.  

In relation to CSR and the sharing economy, the personal mobility sector is of particular interest as several 

driving forces within the personal mobility sector makes it an interesting case for a study on the sharing 

economy. Within the sharing economy, the personal mobility industry is particularly developed and several 

mobility service providers and ride-sharing initiatives exist around the world. In a classification of sharing 

economy companies conducted in June 2015, 17 identified companies were valued at more than US$ 1 billion 

dollars. Of those, 23% operates within transportation, making it the most represented category within the 

sharing economy (Koetsier, 2015). The personal mobility industry has experienced a rapid development 

within the sharing economy and fast growing startups like BlablaCar, Uber, Zipcar and GoMore have 

developed a new market for carpooling and car sharing. Established auto manufacturers and car rental 

companies such as Avis, BMW and Daimler AG are examples of traditional companies that have developed 

and purchased car-sharing initiatives as a response to this development (Avis Budget Group, 2013; BMW 

Group, 2015; Daimler Financial Services, 2015). 

The established companies’ interest in car sharing can be seen as a response to the high degree of 

competition within the automotive industry in terms of increasing prices of raw material and a demand for 

innovation (Kallstrom, 2015). The industry is much less stable than previously and is constantly developing 

as auto manufacturers, as well as electronic companies compete on the development of batteries for 

electrical vehicles and self-driving vehicles (Dicken, 2011; 341). Car manufactures face the challenges of 

meeting current and future environmental regulations on emission and much research is conducted on how 

to develop new ways of transportation that meets the ever increasing regulations related to greenhouse gas 
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emissions and air pollution (Ibid.: 343). Finally, the need to define and implement a clear market positioning 

strategy in a market characterized by fragmentation, saturation, overcapacities, competition and cost 

pressures from high research and development costs make established auto manufacturers companies seek 

out alternatives (Holweg, 2008) such as the development of electrical vehicles and car sharing initiatives. 

4.2 Car sharing in Copenhagen 

In order to add a local level to the analysis of car sharing initiatives, the market for car sharing in Copenhagen 

has been analyzed. Five car sharing initiatives have been identified; namely BMW’s DriveNow, Delebilen by 

Hertz, Greenabout Move, LetsGo and GoMore. GoMore offers both car sharing and carpooling through their 

P2P platform. The car sharing market in Copenhagen is rapidly developing and several actors compete in 

order to uncover the right solution in terms of car sharing in Copenhagen and gain a foothold within the 

market. Car2Go, a fifth car sharing initiative with international presence develop by the German auto 

manufacturer Daimler AG, terminated its service in Copenhagen in February 2016 only 17 months after it 

started, a further testimony of the high degree of competition in the market and the companies’ challenges 

with obtaining a critical mass in terms of members (Barlag, 2016) 

In addition to the four identified car sharing initiatives, several private unions provide car sharing initiatives 

to their local neighborhoods. These unions are characterized by having a small number of cars to share and 

operate as small communal unions. 

4.3 DriveNow 

The empirical foundation of the thesis is the car sharing initiative DriveNow and the following section 

provides the reader with an introduction to the concept of DriveNow, BMW and Sixt AG. 

DriveNow can be categorized as an access based sharing economy initiative and have been developed by 

BMW, through their sub-brand BMW i, in corporation with the German car rental company Sixt AG. The brand 

alliance of BMW and Sixt AG is employing a “do it yourself” entry strategy to the sharing economy. The two 

companies thus combine their individual strengths, where BMW is the expert in terms of production of cars 

and knowledgeable about electrical vehicles and Sixts AG provides expertize in terms of logistics. It is a pay 

per minute car sharing service that allow individuals to use city cars for a limited time period and afterwards 

drop them off on the nearest parking spot. DriveNow has an area of operation where the cars can be picked 

up and dropped off. Within the area of operation DriveNow members can, through the use of an app, locate 

an available DriveNow car in close proximity and reserve it for free for 15 minutes, in order for users to have 

time to get to the location of the car (DriveNow Gmbh & Co. KG & Arriva Danmark A/S, 2016c). The cars can 

be dropped off in specific DriveNow parking spots or in standard parking area, where DriveNow in 
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corporation with the local authorities have arranged specific permits for DriveNow cars (DriveNow UK Ltd., 

2016). In order to be able to use the cars made available through the DriveNow initiative, customers sign up 

as members in advance and DriveNow charges a signup fee. Hereafter all costs are covered by a pay per 

minute fee (DriveNow Gmbh & Co. KG & Arriva Danmark A/S, 2016b). 

DriveNow is branded as an individual brand with its own logo, website and visual identity, with no explicit 

connection to its parent brands of BMW, Sixt AG and Arriva, and BMW does thus not apply a monolithic 

branding strategy in the case of DriveNow, but market DriveNow as an individual “product” brand. 

 

Figure 5 - DriveNow Area of Operation, Copenhagen 

4.3.1 International presence 
Since the car sharing initiative was first launched in Munich in April 2011 (Boeriu, 2011) eight other cities 

throughout Europe have followed suit and as per February 2016, DriveNow operates in five German cities; 

Munich, Berlin, Hamburg, Düsseldorf and Cologne, Vienna in Austria, London in the United Kingdom, 

Stockholm in Sweden and Copenhagen in Denmark (DriveNow Gmbh & Co. KG & Arriva Danmark A/S, 2016a). 

Until November 2015 the concept was also running in the San Francisco Bay Area, United States, but was 

discontinued due to new parking regulations (BMW CarSharing LLC, 2016). 

As DriveNow operates the car sharing initiative internationally, already signed up members can use the 

DriveNow service in all cities DriveNow operates in (DriveNow GmbH & Co. KG, 2016). The signup fee and 
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pay per minute rate varies from country to country as well as the terms and conditions are dependent on the 

specific country. The accumulated DriveNow car fleet consist of 3950 cars, where some are electrical and 

others run on diesel or gasoline. 

 

Table 2 - DriveNow International Presence (DriveNow GmbH & Co. KG, 2016) 

4.3.2 DriveNow in Denmark 

DriveNow entered the Danish market in September 2015, when the cars were introduced as city cars in the 

Copenhagen area. In Denmark, DriveNow is structured as a franchise through a partnership between the 

parent initiators, BMW and Sixt AG, and the local partners Arriva, E.ON and Rejsekortet (Vinther Andersen, 

2016). The Danish DriveNow fleet consists exclusively of electrical cars, that are recharged through electrical 

charging stations located throughout the area of operation. DriveNow encourages members to drop of the 

cars in the electrical charging stations and reward members that do so with bonus minutes in order to 

increase the incentive for customers to help recharge the cars (Ibid.). 

4.3.3 BMW 
BMW is a German car manufacturer with a long history of producing premium cars and motorcycles. Since 

the establishment of the BMW Group in 1916, the company has positioned itself as the provider of premium 

quality cars with a vision of inspiring people on the move, while shaping “tomorrow’s individual premium 

mobility” (BMW Group, 2016a). The partnership between Sixt and BMW and the development of DriveNow, 

is part of BMW’s overall strategy to meet the future needs associated with the growth in urban living and the 

rise of the sharing economy (Boeriu, 2015). 

BMW i is BMW’s sustainability concept that support the development of sustainable mobility through the 

introduction of electrical vehicles, such as the BMW i3, and mobility services (BMW, 2016). Through the BMW 

i concept, BMW put forward the idea of changing perspectives in order to make room for sustainability and 
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emission-free mobility. BMW wish to link cars and mobility services in an intelligent way through its mobility 

services in order to promote urban mobility. Through the BMW owned venture capital firm BMW i Ventures, 

BMW enter into long-term strategic initiatives that promotes a sustainable mobility behavior such as 

DriveNow or the parking initiative Just Park (BMW, 2015). 

4.3.4 Sixt AG 

Sixt AG is an internationally operating car rental company founded in 1912 in Munich, Germany and BMWs 

business partner in the development of DriveNow. Sixt AG is known as a frontrunner within its industry in 

terms of integrating technology into their business and was the first car rental company to allow their 

customers to make reservations online and subsequently via smartphones (Sixt AG, 2016). As a car rental 

company, Sixt AG is experts within fleet management and is responsible for the fleet operation and logistics 

of DriveNow (Vinther Andersen, 2016).   
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5. Analysis 

The following chapter will analyze the empirical data collected through individual interviews with current 

DriveNow members as well as through focus group interviews with users and non-users of DriveNow. First, 

in section 5.1, the consumers’ perception of the nature of the DriveNow service is uncovered, followed by 

an analysis of the consumers’ motivations for using DriveNow in section 5.2. In section 5.3, the consumers’ 

understating of communities is placed within the landscape of car sharing. Section 5.4 consists of an analysis 

of the non-users’ perceptions of CSR in relation to the DriveNow concept and finally, section 5.5 outline how 

DriveNow influences the consumers’ perceptions of the BMW brand, thereby fulfilling the purpose of the 

thesis. 

5.1 The nature of the DriveNow service 

In Denmark, DriveNow as a concept is balancing on the line between public and private transportation 

because of the involvement of Arriva as a franchisee. Arriva operates much of the public transportation in 

Denmark and is known by consumers as a provider of public transportation. 

DriveNow considers itself to be a provider of public transportation (Vinther Andersen, 2016) and expects to 

integrate DriveNow into the national transportation planning service Rejseplanen.dk in the future, further 

strengthening the ties to the public transportation network and making DriveNow a stronger supplement to 

bus, train and metro (DriveNow GmbH & Co. KG, 2015). DriveNow can thus be seen as an alternative to other 

means of both public and private transportation such as taking the bus, the metro, the car or biking. As a 

result, DriveNow is not only in competition for customers with direct competitors such as the carpooling 

service GoMore and the now discontinued car sharing service Car2Go, but is also competing for customers 

using other means of public transportation. This claim is substantiated by the users’ explanations of how they 

view and use DriveNow, which is elaborated in the following paragraphs. 

In the focus groups and the in-depth interviews, the respondents express two parallel views as to what 

DriveNow provides them with and whether they consider DriveNow to be a provider of public or private 

transportation. The respondents, that are users of DriveNow, view DriveNow as an alternative to other 

means of public transportation such as the bus, the S-train or the metro, whereas non-users only view 

DriveNow as an alternative to cars and thus view it as an alternative to private transportation. 

Ruta, a frequent user of DriveNow, explains how she uses DriveNow because it is easier and less time 

consuming than using other means of public transportation such as the metro or the bus. 
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To Ruta, DriveNow replaces busses and metros, when she is in a hurry or make unconventional trips such as 

taking her friends to the airport. Christoffer, another frequent user of DriveNow describes how he also uses 

DriveNow as an alternative to public transportation, if he is busy or have excess luggage that will make a trip 

with public transportation more difficult. 

  

Christoffer explains how he uses DriveNow because it is more convenient than using public transportation. 

For Christoffer, DriveNow is an alternative, that he considers when other means of public transportation 

seems inconvenient. In his example, DriveNow provides an alternative to the bus and he thus supplement 

other means of public transportation with DriveNow. 

The users of DriveNow express a general perception of DriveNow as an alternative and supplement to taking 

public transportation, when the situation requires them to arrive at their destination fast or when they are 

carrying a lot of belongings. 

Whereas the users emphasize how DriveNow is an alternative to using public transportation, the non-users 

do not view DriveNow as an alternative to public transportation. Instead, the non-users consider DriveNow 

an alternative to borrowing and renting a car and only consider it for trips, where they in any case are in need 

of a car. 

 

“I catch myself taking a car (red. a DriveNow car), when I take my friends on and of the airport, also, 

if I have to go somewhere quickly and then it is easier to take the car, than taking the metro and the 

bus.” 

Ruta, Focus Group 1 

“It is mostly when I am busy, I think, and when the bus does not go. (…) I used it as late as yesterday, 

where we arrived on the bus from Jutland and we were on the way home and we had a lot of luggage 

with us. We had a lot of food, that my mother-in-law had given us and we did not want to take all of 

it on the bus and it was a lot easier just to get a car right there.” 

Christoffer, Individual Interview 2 

“I have only thought of it like a smarter alternative to renting a car from a company.” 

Emilie, Focus Group 1 
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Emilie, a non-user, views DriveNow as an alternative to renting a car from a car rental company. She does 

not consider DriveNow to be an alternative to other means of public transportation. To her, a car is a luxury 

that allows her to do things that are out of the ordinary or go places, she would not normally go. Having a 

car at her disposal allows her to plan a trip to the forest as well as it gives her the opportunity to use the car 

for practical purposes such as going to IKEA or transporting bigger things, she would not otherwise be able 

to transport without a car. Emilie explains how she only view DriveNow as an alternative to private 

transportation, because she would not use public transportation to do the same things as she would with a 

car. If Emilie cannot borrow a car from her friends or family, she will not plan trips, where she needs a car 

and already planned trips would be postponed or cancelled, as she does not consider a car such a necessity 

that she would rent one herself.  

 

Interestingly, in the quote Emilie opens up for the possibility of becoming a DriveNow member, as she 

expresses how it seems more approachable than renting a car from a normal car rental company. 

While users and non-users express two different views in terms of what type of service DriveNow is providing, 

both groups agree that DriveNow is not an alternative to their everyday means of transportation. None of 

the respondents express a daily need for a car and will therefore not use DriveNow daily.  Rather, DriveNow 

satisfies the consumers’ occasional need for a car, without the concerns related to owning a car. 

 

“I mostly use a car, when I need to go to IKEA or something like that or when I am moving and I 

almost always then use my parents’ car (…) then I have been using it for like practical things, but also 

to drive out to, like the woods around Copenhagen, like Dyrehaven or Hareskoven, so actually I think 

it is a really nice freedom to have, when I have the car, but I just don’t need it so much that I rent for 

myself. I would still borrow my parents’ car, but maybe a little less, because of DriveNow.” 

Emilie, Focus Group 1 

“I don’t need a car every day, so it doesn’t make sense for me to buy my own car, also because having 

a car in Copenhagen is not really useful. I would have to be concerned about parking all the time and 

where to park it at night. It would really just be really expensive and give me a lot more to think 

about. I think that is why I like DriveNow, I kind of get a car without having all the trouble, which is 

nice, when it is not really a necessity for me to have a car, because I usually bike.” 

Sofie, Individual Interview 3 
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Sofie describes how she associates the ownership of a car with increased stress because of concerns about 

parking and increased financial concerns. As a DriveNow user, she expresses how she avoids the 

complications of owning her own car, while still experiencing the flexibility a car can provide. 

Users and non-users express two different perceptions of DriveNow in terms of when the service can be used 

and what it is an alternative to. As previously stated, DriveNow consider its service to be a form of public 

transportation and an alternative and supplement to public transportation already present in Copenhagen. 

The users of DriveNow expresses a similar understanding of DriveNow and include DriveNow in their 

considerations, when they are using public transportation. It thus becomes a supplement they consider, 

when they require their public transportation to be fast and convenient. The non-users of DriveNow do not 

consider it to be an alternative to public transportation, rather a direct supplement to a car, they would 

otherwise either borrow from friends or family, or rent from a traditional car rental. The non-users see cars 

as something that provides them with an opportunity to make special trips, whereas the users to a greater 

extent consider cars to provide them with a more convenient way of transportation that occasionally can 

supplement their use of public transportation. None of the respondents, both users and non-users, view 

DriveNow as an alternative they can use in their everyday transportation, rather an occasional alternative. 

5.2 Consumer motivations throughout the decision process 

In order to be able to analyze DriveNow’s influence on the consumers’ image associations of BMW and how 

it influences their perceptions, the consumers’ underlying motivations for using (or not using) the car sharing 

service are analyzed. The underlying motivations that guide the consumers’ behavior are relevant to 

understand as they tell something about what values the consumers attribute to DriveNow. 

As outlined in the methodology section, the empirical data is coded from the perspective of the consumers 

and the analysis of the consumers’ motivation for using DriveNow is thus structured around the stages of the 

decision making process to illustrate the consumers’ motivations for using DriveNow throughout their entire 

decision journey. Throughout the focus groups and the individual interviews, the respondents express a 

general tendency to highlight the issue of convenience as the main motivation for using DriveNow or any 

other type of transportation. The analysis of the consumers’ motivations for using DriveNow will thus take 

departure in the concept of convenience and further unfold how consumers, both users and non-users, view 

convenience differently throughout the decision making process. 

5.2.1 Searching and selecting 

The respondents’ transportation habits prove to be very ingrained and the respondents express how they 

generally do not consider changing their behavior and choices of transportation, because they are satisfied 
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with their current transportation options. The users of DriveNow were, prior to signup, not actively searching 

for new means of transportation, but as they were exposed to DriveNow’s advertising and became aware of 

the concept of DriveNow, they felt inclined to try it. The users felt persuaded by DriveNows’ advertising, that 

heavily emphasizes the availability of the DriveNow cars and how DriveNow provides the users with increased 

flexibility. The users express how DriveNow’s advertising motivated them to try it out, because they believed 

the advertising message of DriveNow as a convenient and easy to use alternative. 

 

Jens, a frequent user of DriveNow since the introduction in September 2015, explains how he was familiar 

with the concept of car sharing, but did not act upon his interest in the concept of car sharing, before he was 

presented with DriveNow, because he believes it is an alternative that is easy to use compared to other car 

sharing initiatives. Jens’ main concern about using a car sharing concept is the perceived inconvenience. The 

perceived difficulties of using a car sharing service have previously refrained him from actively searching for 

a car sharing service, because he perceives it to be inconvenient and not worth his while. 

 

In this quote, Sofie express how she, in alignment with what the other users tell, did not actively look for a 

car sharing service, but when DriveNow was presented to her, she obtained a favorable view of the car 

sharing initiative and as a result, signed up immediately to try it out. Sofie did not seek out other alternatives, 

when she was presented with DriveNow, because she was convinced by the advertising message of DriveNow 

as reliable and easy to use. DriveNow succeeded in portraying the car sharing service as an easy, reliable and 

convenient alternative that does not require much from the users in terms of changing habits or familiarizing 

themselves with long complicated user manuals or price structures. DriveNow has managed to influence the 

consumers’ image associations related to the specific product attributes and communicate how it is as easy 

as using public transportation. The non-users do not acknowledge this understanding of DriveNow as an 

“I knew it existed (red. car sharing), but it was not until DriveNow came that I became aware of how 

easy it was. Or, at least I got the impression that it was easy and that was not the impression I 

previously had of car sharing” 

Jens, Individual Interview 1 

“I signed up, mainly because I could sign up for free because they had just launched in Denmark and I 

saw a poster about it. I actually think I signed up in my lunch break the same day. I didn’t check if 

there was anything better, I don’t know why, maybe like, their advertising just made me feel good 

and it seemed like their service worked.” 

Sofie, Individual Interview 3 
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alternative to public transportation, but consider it as a direct alternative to using private cars, whereas the 

users of DriveNow have assumed this understanding of DriveNow as a natural supplement to their normal 

use of public transportation. All the users were familiar with the concept of car sharing prior to their sign-up 

and DriveNow is thus benefitting from the consumers’ existing knowledge of, and interest in car sharing, as 

they do not need to be introduced to an entirely new service offering, instead they need to be convinced 

that DriveNow offers them a service that can add value to their transportation habits in terms of added 

convenience. 

Ruta describes how she was already a user of the car sharing initiative Car2Go and felt compelled to try out 

DriveNow, when it was introduced to the Danish market. 

 

Both Sofie and Ruta explain how their introduction to DriveNow and the subsequent membership of 

DriveNow was almost coincidental and not something they planned in advance or gave any additional 

thought. Instead, it was something they did as they became familiar with the service and almost immediately 

decided to test it out because they did not foresee any costs of trying it out. 

Jens lists the marketing done by DriveNow as what made him try it out and express how he did not feel 

inclined to seek out alternatives or investigate other options. 

 

The respondents express little interest in and need for additional research on the market for car sharing once 

they have encountered a service. 

“I started first from Car2Go because I was simply walking down the street and I saw this little smart 

car standing there and I was like what is this thing? I had no even idea that some car sharing is 

happening, so I just took a picture of the barcode and I just looked into it and I started using it and 

then like sometime later, DriveNow came up, oh that must be something similar, so I signed up for 

that one as well because I was very curious.” 

Ruta, Focus Group 1 

”They did some good marketing and managed to get my attention. It seems like a market with a lot 

of alternatives, said without having investigated it properly, but I think it seems like very few 

alternatives are as reliable as DriveNow. Probably also because they rolled out so strongly in terms of 

advertising and created a lot of awareness about themselves and their concept.” 

Jens, Individual Interview 1 
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In continuation of the very limited search process, where the users express little interest in exploring other 

options, the selection process is characterized by the same laissez-faire approach as the search process, 

where the users chose the first car sharing service presented to them. Besides being convinced by DriveNow’s 

advertising message, the respondents also express a high degree of trust in personal recommendations, 

when it comes to the selection of a car sharing service. When introduced to a car sharing service by their 

peers, the consumers spend little time and effort on searching out alternatives and instead trust 

recommendations from friends, families or communities. The consumers’ peers have a large influence on 

their choice of car sharing service. 

Emilie describes her choice of car sharing service as the result of a recommendation from the organization 

she is a member of. The organization organized an event located outside of the public transportation network 

and this led her to try out car sharing for the first time. 

 

Emilie did not consider any other car sharing alternative as to what was recommended, but trusted the 

recommendation from the organization. Melissa, another non-user, further supports the argument that a 

recommendation from a peer would greatly influence her choice of car sharing service provider and express 

how she would trust a such recommendation if she was to consider using a car sharing service. 

 

Whether it is a personal recommendation or a successful marketing campaign, once they are convinced that 

the service provides them with the emphasized convenience they demand, the users try it out without doing 

any additional research. 

“Københavnsfødevarefællesskab (red. Copenhagen Food Co-operative) told us to get a car ourselves 

and they told me to get it from there (red. DinBilMinBil), so I just rented a car through there and it 

was like private people, just renting out their cars, kind of like Airbnb” 

Emilie, Focus Group 1 

”If you have heard about others who have used it and they think it was cool and that it worked and 

was easy, then I’d probably just choose that.” 

Melissa, Focus Group 2 
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Kristina’s statement further illustrates how the level of involvement in the decision making process of 

selecting and joining a car sharing service is seemingly very low. For Kristina, the importance lies in whether 

or not the service provides her with what she expects, namely a fair price and convenience in the usage 

situation. The respondents lack of interest in seeking out other car sharing alternatives and doing any market 

research prior to signing up for a car sharing service illustrate how their perceived financial, social and 

psychological risks are low. 

5.2.2 Post-decision 
As illustrated, convenience is the number one denominator identified by all respondent to influence their 

perception of DriveNow and their willingness to use the service. The respondents emphasize the importance 

of convenience in relation to any choice of transportation, but emphasizes different understandings of 

convenience, as they highlight different things as being what they consider to be convenient. Respondents, 

who mainly use their bike for transportation emphasize how a bike is convenient because there is no waiting 

time, not geographic constraints within city limits, and they do not have to rely on public transportation or 

be concerned about traffic flow. Respondents that use public transportation as their main mean of 

transportation, emphasize the convenience of the busses, the metros and the trains, as they do not have to 

worry about the weather or parking. The users of DriveNow place the same emphasis on the convenience of 

DriveNow as non-users did on their preferred type of transportation. Convenience is reoccurring as the 

number one factor for choosing car sharing as a means of transportation, but they prioritize and emphasize 

different types of convenience. 

 

Alexander emphasizes how he finds it convenient not to have to worry about parking, which Sofie also 

described as important to her in a quote on page 43. Another type of convenience identified by the users are 

convenience with regards to the time spend on transportation. DriveNow provides the users with a faster 

“If the price is fair and it works, then you would not bother to examine all the other options. Then it is 

fine.” 

Kristina, Focus Group 1 

“I would like to pay for convenience and paying for convenience is the number one incentive for 

taking DriveNow, like it is convenient. You get a car, you can go from A to B and you don’t have to 

worry about parking, because it is free, basically you can drop it off anywhere you want in 

Copenhagen.” 

Alexander, Focus Group 1 
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alternative than a bike or other means of public transportation. The respondents also emphasize how they 

consider convenience in terms of the flexibility of the transportation mode. When using public 

transportation, the respondents are dependent on the location of stops, whereas bikers do not experience 

this constraint. Martin describes Car2Go, another car sharing initiative, as convenient because the booking 

system was easy to use and because he experienced the time from thought to action as short. 

 

The influence of convenience is not only occurring in the decision regarding the consumers’ preferred mean 

of transportation, as well as in their perception of car sharing services, it is also reoccurring as convenience 

in the purchasing process. This is analyzed in the following paragraph. 

5.2.2.1 Purchasing  

The nature of DriveNow as a “membership” service influences the customers purchasing process. Consumers 

have to purchase the right to use the service by paying a sign-up fee. Once the sign-up fee is paid, DriveNow 

becomes a pay per minute car sharing service, where customers pay through their Rejsekortet account. The 

users who participated in the individual interviews and the focus groups all signed up for DriveNow during 

the introduction period, where DriveNow offered free signup to their customers. The influence of a signup 

fee can thus not be analyzed in the following paragraph and is excluded from the analysis. 

The influence of convenience as consumers’ main motivation for using DriveNow is already present in the 

sign-up phase. The ease of the sign-up process plays a major influence on how the consumers view the 

concept of DriveNow. Both users and non-users express the need for convenience in the sign up process as 

the key to whether or not they will end up using the service. If the signup process does not come across as 

convenient, the consumers discard the service and turn to other means of transportation. 

 

Christoffer back up Kristina’s prediction with a story of how he experienced difficulties in his first attempt to 

use a different car sharing service (red. Car2Go). After signing up online, he could not get into the car and 

”I have not used Uber or DriveNow myself, but before Car2Go stopped, I used them a lot. It worked 

pretty well. You did everything over the cellphone and it was a really easy app to use. Found the car 

and registered and then you walked to the car and you drove.” 

Martin, Focus Group 2 

“First off all, I think the preparation that allow you to actually borrow the car is pretty important to 

me. If it is too complicated I would never get it done.” 

Kristina, Focus Group 2 
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after several attempts and support from the service provider, he was advised to physically show up to get 

the problem fixed. 

 

The anecdote highlights the emphasis users put on convenience as the number one incentive for using a car 

sharing service and how perceived convenience and ease of use is a source of competitive advantage 

between the different car sharing providers. The transportation service that the consumers perceive as the 

most convenient and easy to use is the one that in the end, end up providing the consumers with what they 

demand from their transportation; convenience. As the consumers’ level of interest in the specific service is 

low, because they are already accustomed to other alternatives such as biking or using public transportation, 

they find it easy to keep using other means of transportation, if they experience any inconvenience or trouble 

in the signup process. Christoffer never became a user of Car2Go, because of the bad experience in the sign-

up process, but the experience did not discourage him from trying out DriveNow, when that was introduced, 

which indicate that a bad experience with one type of car sharing service does not transfer onto other car 

sharing initiatives. 

5.2.2.2 Using 

Concerning the process of using DriveNow, the respondents express how convenience and flexibility is the 

consumers’ number one motivation for using or potentially using DriveNow. 

 

Alexanders’ comment emphasizes how the convenience of DriveNow is again the number one incentive for 

him. For him transportation is something that gets him from A to B and he values time efficiency and 

reliability highly, as previous experiences with using the metro for transportation have led him to have little 

faith in public transportation. The other respondents support his view on convenience in the usage situation 

”I was told that I had to pick up a new keycard in this shop they had, where it would be reactivated 

and then it as supposed to work again, but it still did not work, so I thought “Fuck it, I can’t be 

bothered. Not anymore.” So when DriveNow came, I thought I should test it out, because it is much 

easier, because it is just with Rejsekortet.” 

Christoffer, Individual Interview 2 

“So it trumps public transportation, why? Because you would rather trust yourself, at least I would, 

than the metro, because even a broken clock is right twice a day, but the metro system, it can be 

anything” 

Alexander, Focus Group 1 
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and the lack of trust in public transportation. To this, Emilie added an emphasis on the geographical 

availability of the DriveNow cars as an important functional product attribute. 

 

Consumers are looking for convenience in their transportation habits. They want their transportation to be 

reliable, effective and flexible. DriveNow is a membership based car sharing service, where the users pay per 

minute they drive and as the users after every trip can evaluate whether or not they wish to continue using 

the service, the experience of each trip is of great importance, as a bad experience can make them discard 

the service. The users’ emphasis on convenience is yet again the key motivation for consumers. As the users 

basically seek a service that provides them with utilitarian benefits, a difference between expectation and 

experience of the service can get them to reconsider their use of DriveNow. 

 

Ruta’s experience illustrates how convenience and functionality trumps the social benefits of the electrical 

car. The functionality and the utilitarian benefit of convenience is the number one priority for Ruta and the 

social benefits of driving an electrical car is second priority to her and not something that must influence 

negatively on the performance of the car. 

“You don’t have to bother yourself taking it back and forth and yeah convenience is definitely 

important. Why would anyone use it if you have to go and pick it up somewhere else?” 

Emilie, Focus Group 1 

“I grabbed the closest DriveNow, which was fully charged, which was 96%. So I went to Solrød Strand 

and then to be honest, I didn’t have the power to come back all the way (…) so I asked him (red. her 

brother) to find the nearest charger somewhere in Greve and I plugged it in to try and charge it (…) 

and I couldn’t log out because I am outside of Copenhagen, so I had to stay there. Wait for the car to 

charge enough so I could actually drive back to the city and plug it somewhere. So it took me three 

hours, just hanging around. (…) So I had to wait and the clock is ticking and I am still logged in and 

this costs me. So those three hours cost me over 500 kroner, just because I ran out of battery. That is 

insane. I mean eventually I drove to the city, just ditched the car and took another one and just drove 

back home. It was a crazy day. It was such a waste of time and money, so I wouldn’t dare to go 

anywhere outside of Copenhagen with that car anymore. 

(...) After my experience where I ran out of power, I would probably appreciate it would be fuel or at 

least hybrid, but I do realize why it is purely electric. I mean, I am for it, but not very convenient if you 

suddenly run out of power.” 

Ruta, Focus Group 1 
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For the users of DriveNow, convenience is the single most important attribute of DriveNow and the 

importance of convenience is reoccurring in every step of the consumers’ decision making process. 

DriveNow’s uniques selling proposition is its ability to provide consumers, who do not need a car every day, 

with the flexibility and convenience of having a car without the perceived hassle of owning a car. In the 

searching and selecting stages, the respondents express how they trust recommendations from peers and 

the users expressed how DriveNow’s advertising message emphasizing convenience and ease of use made 

them interested in the concept. The respondents express no need to compare DriveNow with other car 

sharing alternatives, but they also express how the sign-up and initial trips were considered test-drives, as 

they do not find it difficult to disregard the service if they find it not to provide them with the convenience 

they want. 

5.3 The community aspect of the sharing economy  

Theoretically speaking, community is a main characteristic of the sharing economy, but while the 

respondents recognize DriveNow as part of the sharing economy, the users do not consider themselves as 

part of a DriveNow community or see DriveNow as the provider of a sharing community. The potential of 

joining a community is thus not a motivation for joining DriveNow. 

 

In this statement, Melissa highlights the core value that consumers ascribe to DriveNow, namely that 

DriveNow provides a solution to a problem, the issue of transportation. Because consumers already have 

ingrained habits of transportation, that solve their problem of going from A to B, DriveNow must provide 

them with a functionality they find more convenient than their present use of transportation in order for the 

consumers to consider it a valid alternative. DriveNow provides the consumers with a service and not an 

opportunity to join a community. 

The consumers’ lack of emphasis and acceptance of community is in opposition to Rachel Botman’s definition 

of the collaborative economy, as an “economy built on distributed networks of connected individuals and 

communities versus centralized institutions, transforming how we can produce, consume, finance and learn” 

(Botsman, 2013) and emphasizes how access based sharing of cars is synonymous with Belk’s low level of 

intimacy categorization of sharing, “sharing out”. For the respondents, DriveNow does not represent an 

”A community revolving around something that is exciting or where you have an interest in common 

makes sense, but this (red. car sharing and DriveNow) is not an interest as such. It is a logistical issue 

to be resolved because you are going from A to B. It is purely practical.” 

Melissa, Focus Group 2 
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opportunity to engage in social interaction with other users and they do not feel like DriveNow represents a 

community they wish to be a part of. 

The community does not play an active role in the decision to share and the consumers consider themselves 

as members of DriveNow, but not as members of a community, as described by Martin, when he reflects on 

his view on the members of DriveNow. 

 

Martin does not consider car sharing a social activity. On the contrary, the respondents appreciate that they 

cannot see any signs of the previous users, because it makes them feel like the car they are driving is not 

rented or borrowed. 

 

Sofie describes how she appreciates that the level of intimacy in the sharing process is low. She has no 

interest in the other DriveNow members and appreciates that she does feel like someone else have used the 

car prior to her. The respondents reject Botman’s strong emphasis on community and view the sharing of 

cars as an individual act and solely consider DriveNow to be a service they can use, that can provide them 

with a convenient transportation opportunity, a mean of getting from A to B. 

5.4 Consumers’ perception of CSR 

The analysis of the consumers’ motivations illustrates, how users of DriveNow value the utilitarian benefits 

of functionality and convenience of DriveNow as the most important attributes of DriveNow. During the 

course of the focus groups, it became apparent that the non-users, on the contrary, greatly emphasized the 

altruistic benefits of DriveNow and evaluated the initiative on the basis of its contribution to a sustainable 

environment and the positive influence on a city’s transportation in terms of car density. Non-users evaluate 

DriveNow in terms of how DriveNow acts responsibly as a car sharing provider, while offering a service to 

”It is not like I have something in common with the other DriveNow members. Or, I don’t know if I 

have something in common with them, but the membership of DriveNow, or Car2Go for that matter, 

is not really enough for me to feel like we have something in common.” 

Martin, Focus Group 2 

“The car is always really clean, it is like when you drive a new car for the first time and I kind of like 

that there are no traces of the previous users in it. I don’t need to know what other people bring into 

the car. It actually creeps me out a bit, when thinking that other people are also using the car. But 

that is not something I think about when I use it, luckily.” 

Sofie, Individual Interview 3 
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their customers. The following section will therefore take departure in the surprising finding regarding non-

users’ evaluation of DriveNow, where they emphasize the societal benefits of DriveNow. 

When the non-users evaluate DriveNow, they emphasize the positive attributes of the initiative in relation 

to the impact on society and the environment. The non-users of DriveNow emphasize how the concept of 

sharing help to lower the density of cars in Copenhagen and how the fact that the DriveNow fleet consists of 

electrical cars is as a positive feature that highlights how the initiative is environmentally friendly. 

 

Kristina, who is not a DriveNow user, does not evaluate the initiative in terms of its functionality and the 

utilitarian benefits it provides, but in terms of how DriveNow is benefitting the society she lives in. To her, 

DriveNow show an interest in society by introducing a concept that helps optimize transportation in 

Copenhagen as well as taking an interest in the environment by using electrical cars. Even though Kristina 

expresses a positive attitude towards the DriveNow concept, it is not enough for her to become a member 

and active user of DriveNow. 

 

Kristina has recently changed her habits, but has not been convinced that DriveNow can provide her with a 

more convenient alternative or serve as a supplement to her current, somewhat forced choice of 

transportation, so even though Kristina praises DriveNow as an alternative that takes an active stand 

concerning the environment and the society that the company operates within, it is not enough to make her 

a user. The non-users expressed a high degree of consciousness and interest in society and the environment, 

but when it comes down to their own habits, convenience trumps conscience and becomes what guides their 

behavior regardless of what they otherwise express in terms of attitude towards the environment. Emilie, 

“I think it is pretty cool that it is an electrical car. You know, there are a lot of cars in Copenhagen, so 

a car sharing initiative like DriveNow is helping, well at least not raising the number of cars, and 

when it then also is electrical cars, then it is good for the environment. I think it is really cool, because 

it is environmentally friendly compared to other car sharing initiatives, which are also good because 

you share the cars, but DriveNow kind of tops it by having electrical cars.” 

Kristina, Focus Group 2 

“I really enjoy the benefits of the commuter pass at the moment because my education in Odense 

requires me to have one. So, I have gone from biking everywhere to taking the bus and the metro. 

Because it is an opportunity and I pay for the commuter pass anyhow.” 

Kristina, Focus Group 2 
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for instance, emphasizes how the environmental element is very important to her, but not enough for her to 

start using DriveNow. 

 

It is the non-users that emphasize how DriveNow is doing something good for the society and the 

environment, but the users do not dismiss the positive influence on society and the environment, they merely 

do not attach this influence to their motivation for using DriveNow and it is not the first thing they mention 

when asked to evaluate the service. Emilie opens up for the possibility of her becoming a user and emphasize 

the importance of the environmental influence. This positive influence on the environment is not the 

fundamental driver for becoming a DriveNow user. It is still the perception of convenience; which Emilie 

proves by still not being a member. The environmental influence might be a motivation for being a DriveNow 

user, but is so implicit that, the users who can refer to the functionalities of the service, does not obviously 

refer to these, whereas the non-users, with no experience of the functionalities, refer to these attributes as 

important. 

DriveNow does not include the environmental “good doing” in its advertising and in its communication with 

consumers, but the non-users nevertheless integrate this perspective into their evaluation of DriveNow as 

an important attribute to the service. Emilie expresses how the sharing of resources through car sharing is 

something she appreciates even though she is not herself a user. She views the initiative as something that 

benefits society and even though she herself does not use DriveNow, she expresses how she still feels she 

receives something from the initiative, namely its positive effects the lifestyle and the environment in the 

city she lives in. 

 

“I think that being environmental friendly is kind of important to me (…) so I guess in the environment 

in Copenhagen, it makes so much sense to have something that is easy to use and it is still 

environmentally good. I think that can make a big difference, if I chose to use it” 

Emilie, Focus Group 1 

“They also try to make sure that there is not a lot of unused cars in the city, which is nice, because the 

city is kind of like something we share. (…) Like we live in the city together, so it is nice when someone 

try to think about how we can make the city a nicer place to live together, like with DriveNow, we 

start sharing cars and then we do something good for the environment together and for the city. 

Emilie, Focus Group 1 
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The non-user Melissa does not share the perception that DriveNow decreases the number of cars in the city, 

but emphasizes how the electrical nature of the cars make her more positive towards the initiative. 

 

As opposed to the users of DriveNow who primarily evaluates the DriveNow initiative in terms of the 

functionality of the service and the experienced convenience compared to other types of car sharing or 

means of transportation, the non-users of DriveNow emphasize how they think of the initiative as something 

that has a positive influence on the environment and on the city. DriveNow users evaluate the service in 

terms of its functionalities and the value it adds in the form of convenience and express intrinsic motives for 

using DriveNow, whereas non-users evaluate the service in terms of the shared value the initiative creates 

and emphasize the altruistic benefits related to DriveNow. The non-users have favorable attitudes towards 

the DriveNow initiatives in terms of CSR, but convenience is king and the non-users have not been convinced 

that DriveNow can provide them with the desired convenience. This emphasis on DriveNow’s positive impact 

on the environment and society, but their choice to no be a member, illustrate how a sharing initiative first 

and foremost must provide the consumers with functional benefits, as an image of being good for the 

environment is not enough to succeed and regardless of the non-users’ conscious attitudes about the 

environmental influence and opinions about DriveNow, convenience trumps conscience.  

5.5 Brand influence 

In order to answer a significant part of the research question, the following section will shed light on how the 

DriveNow initiative is influencing the consumers’ perception of BMW. The analysis of the empirical data 

reveals the surprising finding that DriveNow benefits more from being associated with BMW, than BMW 

benefits from the association with DriveNow. 

5.5.1 BMW influencing DriveNow 

DriveNow is marketed as an individual brand, but the empirical data reveal how the respondents are aware 

of the fact that the DriveNow fleet consists of BMW cars and that BMW is involved in the initiative. In 

DriveNow’s advertising and its communication with consumers, DriveNow is marketed as an individual brand 

with its own website, its own advertising and its own visual expression. On the physical cars, the Danish 

franchisee Arriva has its name and logo but besides a small mentioning on the website, BMWs involvement 

”I think it has a good tone to it, that it is electrical cars. Like, when they put more cars into an already 

very car crammed city, it is nice that they at least think about the environment by using electrical 

cars.” 

Melissa, Focus Group 2 
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is not emphasized. Even though DriveNow and BMW do not practice obvious co-branding, the respondents 

mention the BMW brand without being prompted, when referring to the physical attributes of the brand and 

express how the familiarity of the BMW brand give them a feeling of reassurance, trust and reliability because 

it is a brand they know and have favorable image associations towards. 

 

The respondents highlight how the BMW brand influences their perception of DriveNow, as they transfer 

their positive image associations related to product attributes from the BMW brand to DriveNow. 

 

For Jens, the BMW brand play such a strong influence on his perception of DriveNow that it was a 

motivational factor for signing up and he explains how another car brand, such as Hyundai, could have 

negatively influenced his decision so strongly that he would not consider using the specific car sharing service, 

because he links his positive image associations of BMW to DriveNow. 

While both consumers and non-consumers are aware of BMW as the provider of the actual product, they 

still view DriveNow as an individual brand. 

 

The consumers’ strong favorable product associations with BMW transcended into strong favorable 

associations about DriveNow and the service they provide. Furthermore, the respondents express how the 

involvement of BMW, a company they view as having corporate credibility, makes them feel more confident 

”The fact that BMW is behind the initiative, it gives me some good associations about cars in general. 

They are pretty reliable. Like, there are no problems. They always work and it is something you think 

about.” 

Martin, Focus Group 2 

”I am probably a very selective consumer and I like quality, so DriveNow is relevant for me too. Now, 

if it had been a small Hyundai, I would probably not use it and not be as motivated to use it.” 

Jens, Individual Interview 1 

“I knew it was a cooperation between Arriva and BMW (…) but it is not something that means 

anything to me. DriveNow in itself is a strong brand. But at the same time it matters that it is BMW 

cars. They are reliable and good cars – like it is not a bad car brand.” 

Jens, Individual Interview 1 
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about the service that DriveNow provides. Martin express how he feels more secure, when he knows the car 

and how the involvement of a large brand makes him trust that everything works. 

 

The importance of the involvement of an established company is also important for Melissa. She expects less 

issues with larger companies and makes a connection between the size of a company and the service quality. 

 

DriveNow strongly benefits from the consumers’ positive image association of the BMW brand in terms of 

quality and reliability, and it influences the consumers’ willingness to try out DriveNow. The respondents 

express positive image association of BMW as a brand and view BMWs involvement in DriveNow as a stamp 

of approval and quality, because their positive image associations of quality influences their perception of 

DriveNow cand their positive image associations related to BMW as a trustworthy expert influences their 

perceptions of the overall DriveNow service.  

5.5.2 DriveNow influencing BMW 

Whereas, the influence of the BMW brand on DriveNow is very explicit and related to the consumers’ trust 

in DriveNow in terms of performance, product quality and reliability, and influences their willingness to 

become users, the influence that DriveNow has on BMW is more implicit. 

Even though the study reveals how the users of DriveNow, first and foremost evaluate the car sharing 

concept in terms of its functional benefits and convenience, the users, when prompted by the researcher or 

the other respondents acknowledge, how the DriveNow initiative display positive characteristics in terms of 

environmental sustainability and influences their image associations of BMW in relation to its values and 

programs. The user Jens, who has stopped using DriveNow when he is going to the airport as a result of 

changed parking rules, which illustrates how convenience his number one priority, recognizes how the 

initiative is positively linked to the issues of environmental sustainability. 

“I kind of like that you know the car and the brand and kind of know how everything works. Also 

regarding insurance, then it is nice to know that everything is in order, if something goes wrong.” 

Martin, Focus Group 2 

“If I her something about a small company, then automatically, I would think, “I’ll just wait until they 

are bigger and they have everything under control”.” 

Melissa, Focus Group 2 
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Both users and non-users view characteristics such as the electrical cars and the aspect of sharing as positive 

for their understanding of the initiative and consider associations such as electrical cars being 

environmentally friendly and sustainable as positive attributes for the initiative. 

 

The respondents link the positive associations to the BMW brand and consider the initiative to be an act of 

CSR and a way for the company to contribute to the development of a sustainable society. 

 

The DriveNow initiative creates positive image associations for BMW in terms of the company’s interest in 

the environment and its CSR involvement, but the initiative also influences the respondents’ perception of 

BMW in terms of its performance as a car manufacturer. The respondents consider the proactive approach 

to product development an advantage and a signal from BMW that it is a high performing and forward looking 

company. 

 

”There is a sustainable profile to the initiative and the idea of exploiting the resources, that are being 

produced anyway.” 

Jens, Individual Interview 1 

”Additionally, I think that many people have this view of the sharing economy as being green and 

good for the environment, so it is some positive associations that are connected to it and that they 

create for themselves.” 

Christoffer, Individual Interview 2 

”Maybe it is their way to make a positive contribution in relation to the environment.” 

Kristina, Focus Group 2 

”My view on their (red. BMW) involvement in DriveNow, is that they are developing this i-series and 

they move forward. They are one of the European manufacturers that are the furthest in their 

development of electrical vehicles (…) and I think that means something. It shows that they are not 

stagnating as a manufacturer.” 

Jens, Individual Interview 1 
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Jens relates the development of DriveNow to the performance of BMW and view DriveNow as an initiative 

that illustrate how BMW in general differentiates itself from its competitors in terms of product 

development. Christoffer sees DriveNow as a symbol of BMWs future strategy of becoming green and he 

considers it to be a positive feature for BMW, as it makes the brand come across as an innovative. 

 

Christoffer anticipates that the issue of environmental sustainability will only increase in popularity over the 

coming years and view BMWs commitment to the i-series and the development of electrical cars and car 

sharing initiatives as positive attributes for a car manufacturer. Kristina shares his opinion and view the 

initiative as positively influencing her opinion of BMW as a car manufacturer. 

 

The respondents express how their favorable associations towards BMW in relation to the DriveNow 

initiative is also dependent on the information they receive from DriveNow through advertising. The 

consumers’ perception BMWs involvement in DriveNow as something positive is influenced by the fact that 

they have not been exposed to any advertising, where BMW claim ownership over the initiative or showcase 

how the initiative is environmental friendly. 

 

Sofie describes how her perception of BMW is dependent on how the company choose to communicate its 

involvement in DriveNow, which corresponds with the paradox of CSR communication, where a 

“commodification” of CSR has influenced the consumers’ perceptions of CSR initiatives in such a way that 

”I think BMW, with the i-series, are trying to take a more green road and build themselves a future 

through this development and I definitely think it does something for their brand.” 

Christoffer, Individual Interview 2 

”It is the new black, so somehow I think, that the fact that they have been so anticipatory is 

something I find very attractive.” 

Kristina, Focus Group 2 

“I think, if they (red. BMW) started to broadcast how good they are and how environmental friendly 

BMW as a company is, then I would think it was really hollow, like come on, it is pretty obvious that 

they are not the greenest company in the world. But I like that they are doing it without trying to 

shove down our throats how good they are.” 

Sofie, Individual Interview 3 
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initiatives may come across as opportunistic and without any intrinsic or altruistic motivations (Nijhof & 

Jeurissen, 2010). Sofie express how she will start to doubt BMW if it begins to explicitly communicate about 

all the good things it is doing and see it as a hollow quest for acceptance. Melissa expresses how she, despite 

her positive attitude towards DriveNow, thinks it is as a consolation of the bad doings that BMW take part 

in. 

 

Whereas, the first part of the analysis showed how the respondents have favorable associations towards the 

BMW brand in terms of product quality, trustworthiness and expertise which transcends down to the 

DriveNow brand, the respondents express a strong skepticism towards BMW and the car manufacturing 

industry, when it comes to the industry’s corporate externalities in terms of pollution. The respondents 

express how they do not believe that car manufacturers can be inherently good, rather, a positive perception 

of a car manufactures’ CSR involvement would result in the company being perceived as “the best of the 

worst”. The consumers’ descriptions of the car manufacturing industry illustrate their fundamental 

skepticism towards the car manufacturing industry. 

 

Melissa express how the basic characteristics of the manufacturing industry is cause for skepticism. She 

considers the whole industry as representatives of bad behavior in terms of the environment and an initiative 

like DriveNow is not changing her perception of car manufacturers as the producers of diesel burners and 

cars that cause pollution and negatively impacts the environment. 

”Isn’t it kind of like the big bad wolf in the auto manufacturer industry, like a car producer, that is 

trying to say, soften the blow in relation to the pollution they make, by making some electrical cars  

and place them in the big cities.” 

Melissa, Focus Group 2 

”All car manufacturers are companies that are not actually doing something good for the 

environment. Everybody knows that cars are extremely polluting and they produce an enormous 

amount of vehicles worldwide. All car manufacturers do, including BMW. And it may very well be that 

they try to make some cars that are electrical cars, but they still produce the old diesel burners.” 

Melissa, Focus Group 2 
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Emilie further supports this view and describes how she fundamentally considers cars to be bad and BMW is 

therefore by definition producing something that is not good for the environment. The respondents express 

how they consider BMW and companies in general to act in their own interest and prioritize the economic 

responsibilities of running a company above everything else. 

 

Emilie express how she believes that the company is only interested in its discretionary and ethical 

responsibilities, if they are directly linked to the economic responsibilities and she thus enunciate how her 

confidence in BMW as a responsible company is very little. The consumers express a general distrust in BMW 

and the auto manufacturer industry, which indicates how the industry in general can strongly improve its 

reputation. The respondents do not express negative opinions about the DriveNow initiative as such and 

express how it influences their perception of BMW as a responsible and innovative company. The 

respondents believe that companies’ number one priority is making money and believe they would do so in 

any way they can. The consumers thus express a cynical perspective in terms of BMWs intentions as they 

attribute companies’ CSR initiatives functionalistic motives. They view DriveNow as something that BMW 

solely do because it benefits the company. This is in alignment with prior research that shows how consumers 

rank a company’s’ wish to appear responsible and the influence on their image from CSR initiatives as the 

main drivers of CSR initiatives, and more important than a company’s sincere interest and concern for a 

specific issue such as the environment (Sen & Bhattacharya, 2001). The respondents express an instrumental 

understanding of CSR, where an initiative as DriveNow is initiated because it can help BMW create value in 

terms of increased performance and reputation. 

The analysis show how DriveNow implicitly influences the consumers’ image associations of BMW as a 

responsible and innovative company, even though the consumers express a skepticism about BMWs 

intentions. The corporate brand of BMW strongly influences how the consumers evaluate the “product 

brand” of DriveNow, whereas DriveNow’s influence on how the consumers view the corporate brand of BMW 

“I am all for that they are doing it, it is just that they don’t change the way I look at it (…) it doesn’t 

change BMW into something like inherently good, because they are producing cars.” 

Emilie, Focus Group 1 

“But I kind of feel like if they could make money on something really bad, they would also do that.” 

Emilie, Focus Group 1 
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is more implicit. Whereas BMW benefit from the DriveNow initiative in terms of the company’s perceived 

responsible behavior, that lead the consumers to view the company as innovative, DriveNow directly benefits 

from the BMW brand in terms of product functionality, trust and expertise. The respondents express how 

the fact that BMW is behind the initiative directly influences their willingness to try the service and consider 

it to be a sign of quality. Both the BMW brand and the DriveNow brand benefit from the initiative, though in 

different ways. DriveNow is influenced by the consumers’ already existent perceptions and image 

associations related to BMW in terms of product attributes, benefits, and attitudes, and its corporate 

credibility, whereas the analysis indicate how BMWs reputation in the longer run can benefit from DriveNow 

in terms of the consumers’ perception of both product attributes, the company’s values and programs as 

well as its corporate credibility.  
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6. Discussion 

Chapter 6 presents a threefold discussion based on the analysis conducted in the previous chapter. Section 

6.1 contains a discussion of the concept of sharing in relation to community. In section 6.2, the sharing 

economy and initiatives of sharing as acts of “creating shared value” is discussed followed by a discussion of 

the influence of DriveNow on BMWs brand in terms of CSR and legitimacy in section 6.3. 

6.1 The community aspect of sharing 

The analysis shows how the respondents do not think of DriveNow as a community and contrary to the 

general understanding of the sharing economy as being participatory in its nature and an opportunity for 

participants to interact with the ones they share with (Bove-Nielsen, 2015), the respondents in the analysis 

appreciate as little intimacy as possible. This corresponds to the act of “sharing out”, where sharing is 

considered to be a one-time act with no greater purpose of the sharing (Belk, 2013). 

The importance of community is greatly emphasized within sharing economy literature (Botsman & Rogers, 

2010b; Bove-Nielsen, 2015; Gansky, 2010; Skytte, 2014). The emphasis on communities and the rejection of 

centralized institutions as actors of collaborative consumption in the definition of the collaborative economy 

as “an economy built on distributed networks of connected individuals and communities versus centralized 

institutions, transforming how we can produce, consume, finance and learn” (Botsman, 2013) do not 

correspond with the respondents’ lack of interest in the other users of DriveNow. The users use DriveNow 

because of the functional benefits of the service and because it provides them, as individuals, with a 

convenient way of transportation, not because of an interest in a community. Furthermore, the rejection of 

centralized institutions does not match with how the respondents express that the involvement of BMW 

provides them with trust and security in their choice of car sharing service. 

Whereas Botsman emphasize communities and rejects the involvement of centralized institutions, Owyang’s 

definition of the collaborative economy “as an economic model where ownership and access are shared 

between corporations, startups, and people” (Owyang, 2013; 4) highlights the importance of centralized 

institutions. His definition corresponds with the development seen within the sharing economy, where more 

and more traditional companies partake and where their reputation acts as a source of competitive 

advantage, because the consumers appreciate the involvement of a familiar brand. DriveNow’s plans of 

integrating its service into the national transportation planning service Rejseplanen.dk further demonstrate 

how centralized institutions gain more and more influence within the sharing economy. 
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The reason for the consumers’ rejection of a DriveNow community might be that traditional companies are 

subject to other conditions within the sharing economy than startups born out of the sharing economy. The 

respondents express how BMW and DriveNow is the provider of a convenient and reliable service they trust, 

but they do not wish to engage in a community, which might indicate that consumers do not wish a 

community from the traditional companies as it comes across as insincere, when initiated by traditional 

companies, because the consumers take on an instrumental perspective on CSR. Rather than trying to force 

a community, traditional companies can position themselves as providers of expertise, reliability and trust, 

another important aspect within the sharing economy. 

A broader, but more accurate definition of the sharing- and collaborative economy could be obtained by 

combining Botsman’s and Owyang’s definitions, thus considering the sharing- and collaborative economy to 

be an economy built on distributed networks of connected individuals, communities and centralized 

institutions and where access and ownership are shared. The definition takes into account how traditional 

companies begin to partake in the sharing economy and how community within the sharing economy no 

longer is a prerequisite, but an option. 

Furthermore, the investigation creates grounds for a revision of Botsman’s categorization of the sharing 

systems; redistributing markets, collaborative lifestyles and product-service systems, in order to integrate 

the level of intimacy and community into the categorization (figure 6). 

 

Figure 6 – The Sharing Economy’s level of Intimacy 

There is a clear distinction between sharing initiatives that facilitate access-based consumption, such as 

DriveNow and Airbnb and ownership-based consumption, such as Patagonia’s partnership with Yerdle, 

where used Patagonia clothes was given a second life. The distinction of the collaborative lifestyles system is 
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more unclear. Collaborative lifestyles, where people share intangible assets such as time, space and skills, 

can be considered to fall in under access-based consumption, as people can gain access to knowledge or 

spaces for a limited time period. The consumers’ appreciation of intimacy and their wish to partake in a 

collaborative lifestyle varies and is thus rather an indication of their wish for community within the two types 

of sharing systems; access-based and ownership-based, than a different system altogether. DriveNow is an 

access-based sharing initiative and the consumers express little need for intimacy because they use the 

service because of its functional benefits. DriveNow thus exists on the periphery of the concentric circle. The 

greater emphasis the users place on intimacy and community, the closer to the center the initiative moves. 

BlablaCar, a French carpooling service has integrated a rating system, where the members can indicate how 

much they wish to talk during the car ride. “Bla” = little talk, “Blabla” = moderate amount of talk, and 

“Blablabla” = very chatty (BlablaCar, 2016). The system allows the members to express to what degree they 

wish intimacy in their sharing. BlablaCar does not exclude members that do not wish to engage in a 

community, rather it allows the members to place themselves where they wish within the “Sharing 

Economy’s Level of Intimacy” circle. The findings from the analysis do not indicate that the users wish to 

engage in a community revolving around DriveNow, but if BMW was to integrate a community aspect into 

DriveNow, it should create an opportunity for community, without dissociating the users who do not wish a 

high degree of intimacy. 

6.2 DriveNow as CSV 

Botsman’s definition of the sharing economy as “an economic model based on sharing underutilized assets 

[...] for monetary or non-monetary assets” (Botsman, 2013) is in line with DriveNow’s business model as 

several sources (Martin, Shaheen, & Lidicker, 2010; Vinther Andersen, 2016) show how car sharing impacts 

household vehicle ownership, but much debate revolving around how green the sharing economy actually is 

exist, as critics seek quantitative evidence of the sharing economy being green. The fundamental idea of the 

sharing economy is to address the societal issue of overconsumption (Botsman & Rogers, 2010b) but the 

sharing economy is only sustainable if the consumers’ participation in and consumption of sharing initiatives 

replaces less sustainable consumption. If the changes in consumption patterns do not lead to a decrease in 

consumption, but becomes an add-on in terms of consumption, the basic idea of sharing initiatives as an act 

of CSR is diminished. BMWs own investigation on the German market states that one shared car replaces 

between 3-6 privately owned cars (Vinther Andersen, 2016) and a North American study estimates that car 

sharing remove between 9-13 cars for each shared vehicle on the road (Martin et al., 2010). The foundation 

for a sustainable sharing initiative is thus present. 
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It can be argued that sharing as a business model is only sustainable if it employs the principles of Creating 

Shared Value (CSV) and thus view value creation in relation to costs, and not only benefits, and takes 

responsibility for the corporate externalities of its business operation. Richard Steinberg, CEO of DriveNow 

at BMW addresses how BMW is rethinking its marketplace positioning in the sharing economy: “We used to 

be the provider of premium cars and now we’re the provider of premium mobility” (PwC, 2015a; 12). His quote 

shows how BMW, with DriveNow, has reconceived its products to create a service that meets the needs of 

society, while also generating value for the company. Porter and Kramer call CSV a solution for companies 

aspiring to integrate responsibility into the core of their business model, as the CSV framework presents 

companies with a guide to how they can reconcile with society (Porter & Kramer, 2011). As a business 

innovation, DriveNow is expanding BMWs market, while creating value for society. BMW is thus integrating 

the aspect of CSR into their product and service offerings following the principles of CSV. 

The application of a CSV strategy does not eliminate the paradox of CSR communication. In the process 

towards reconciling with society, businesses are in a position, where some of their business operations does 

not live up to the expressed aspirations and in this process the paradox of CSR communication is especially 

apparent. If a company wish to communicate about its transition or specific initiatives, it risks negative 

attention from stakeholders, that scrutinize the company’s claims and judge the company for all of its actions, 

and not just the ones communicated about. The question is how companies can activate CSV in a way, so it 

not only provides value in terms of new markets and products, but also influences the company’s image and 

reputation. 

Through an initiative such as DriveNow, that is utilized in conjunction with the company’s core product 

offering, BMW addresses issues of sustainable mobility within its industry. BMW does not actively 

communicate the CSR aspects of DriveNow. Instead, it lets the initiative speak for itself in a tangible way, 

where the consumers can experience the service for themselves and create their own image associations. 

The analysis shows how consumers, and in particular non-users, recognize the CSR value of DriveNow without 

having been exposed to CSR claims from BMW. This indicate that sharing rooted in the company’s core 

business as a CSV initiative in the long term may be a way for companies to activate their CSR strategy in a 

way the influences the consumers’ image associations related to the company’s values and programs.  

Furthermore, the increasing interest in car sharing is part of a bigger change in how mobility is perceived and 

as car manufacturers and tech companies across the globe are investing in the development of driving 

services, self-driving cars and car sharing initiatives (Chor, 2016), it can prove to be strategically clever in the 

long run for BMW to get on the bandwagon with DriveNow if this development continues. The knowledge 

gathered from DriveNow can give BMW a competitive advantage in terms of product development and 
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business innovation and during this process of redefining mobility, Drive acts as a showcase of BMWs 

commitment to society and the environment, which adds to the company’s image associations related to the 

company’s values and programs. 

6.3 Influence on the Brand’s image and reputation 

The consumers express how the DriveNow initiative make BMW appear as an innovative company, that 

addresses the issues of sustainability within the industry. Referring to Keller’s categorization of important 

image associations, one can see how DriveNow influences BMWs image in terms of its product attributes, as 

well as its values and programs. DriveNow influences the consumers’ image associations of BMW with 

regards to the product attributes as the initiative creates image associations in the minds of the consumers 

related to the innovativeness of BMW. Even though the consumers do not view DriveNow as an explicit CSR 

initiative, it positively influences their image associations concerning BMWs values and programs. The 

consumers view DriveNow as an initiative that has a positive impact on the environment in terms of 

decreased CO2 emission and decreased car density. 

Research (Keller and Aaker, 1998) has shown that an innovative corporate image is the only image association 

that influences perceptions of corporate expertise. When the consumers highlight how DriveNow positively 

influences their perception of BMW as an innovative brand, it indicates that DriveNow, in combining a sharing 

initiative with an integrated CSV approach, exhibits expertise and create corporate credibility among its 

stakeholders. The positive influence on BMWs image as an innovative company, thus also impacts its’ image 

as an expert within its industry. 

 

Figure 7 - Important Corporate Image Associations (own illustration, inspired by Keller, 2000) 
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This illustrates how the four different types of important corporate image associations are strongly 

connected, and obtaining and sustaining legitimacy as a long term process that includes establishing the 

company in a favorable position, requires that consumers and stakeholders hold positive image associations 

within all four types regarding the company. 

CSR and CSR communication have often been a discussion of greenwashing and how corporations should use 

this to enhance their image and create brand value and it is commonly known that communicating about CSR 

can pose negative attention (Morsing et al., 2008). Keller (2000) describe image associations that reflects the 

company’s values and programs as activities that “do not always relate directly to the products” (Keller, 2000; 

121), but DriveNow exemplify how a company through a sharing initiative can link the consumers’ image 

associations concerning its values and programs directly to the product and to such an extent that the users 

do not explicitly recognizes it as a CSR initiative, because they first and foremost evaluate the product. It can 

be argued that a such connection is of great value to BMW, as it can overcome the issue of “commodification” 

of CSR and the paradox of CSR communication, because the initiative 1) is strongly tied to the company’s 

core business and 2) communicates implicitly about CSR through the actions taken. 

DriveNow provides consumers with enhanced functional value because of the service provided, whereas the 

associations about CSR are more implicit; they exist, but are not the main motivation for using DriveNow. 

Consumers prioritize functional value in relation to CSR higher than emotional and social value. The actual 

benefits a customer gets from a product or service is considered the functional value of the product or 

service. Research have shown that functional value is the leading driver when consumers integrate CSR into 

their decision making as it is comparable with a greater consideration for purchases revolving around price 

and product quality attributes, whereas emotional and social values related to CSR was found to be less 

important. It can be argued that the level of activation is also higher as it directly involves consumers as with 

the case of DriveNow, where the users, by merely driving the cars, are actively involved (Green & Peloza, 

2011). 

Up until now, most researchers have agreed that CSR and price and product quality have had little to do with 

each other and Hoeffler and Keller (2002) argue that programs related to communicating corporate 

responsibility “would not be expected to have much impact on more functional, performance-related 

considerations” (Hoeffler & Keller, 2002; 79), but as the consumers recognize the CSR value of DriveNow, it 

can be argued that a such initiatives can provide consumers with connections between CSR and price and 

product quality as the sharing economy by nature influences the price and product quality. This is different 

from many other CSR initiatives that is not as strongly linked to company core activities and where 

communication become more important that the actual activity or program. If CSR initiatives is integrated 
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into the core of the service, companies may overcome the issue of bad publicity and green washing. By 

exhibiting expertise BMW might expand its license to operate a way that in the long run might turn BMW 

into an opinion leader, from whom stakeholders seek advice, when they are to develop e.g. regulations 

concerning private mobility and a green transitioning of automobiles. 

BMW has recognized how the norms and values within society are changing and how an increased interest 

in the environment is influencing what consumers and other stakeholders expect from companies. DriveNow 

can be seen as an attempt to adapt to these changing norms and values within society in order to retain 

cognitive legitimacy, while driving a change that can give them a competitive advantage in the future. Even 

though the communication of CSR is considered to be a key driver of reputation, especially if communicated 

by a third party (Heding et al., 2009; 59) a single initiative like DriveNow, cannot stand alone, if it is to make 

an impact on BMWs reputation, as reputation is the result of a long term process. It can act as a part of a 

longer process towards establishing BMW as a company with a positive reputation among its consumers and 

stakeholders, and provide BMW with “license to operate” and perhaps a license to talk, if BMW in the long 

run employs the principles of CSV to a such degree that they become considered to be experts within 

sustainable personal mobility. 
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7. Conclusion 

The objective of the thesis was to uncover how sharing initiatives influence consumers’ perceptions of 

established brands and how they can be used to enhance legitimacy. The thesis was guided by an interest in 

how traditional companies can partake in the sharing economy and what influences such participation would 

have on brand image and reputation. The thesis revolved around a case study of DriveNow, a car sharing 

initiative by BMW and Sixt AG. The researcher viewed DriveNow as a CSV innovation and combined CSR 

theories, with Keller’s theory on important corporate image associations and theories on the sharing 

economy to uncover how DriveNow influenced the consumers’ perception of the BMW brand and how the 

initiative could be used to create legitimacy. 

In general, the study reveals how DriveNow explicitly benefits from the BMW brand, whereas DriveNow 

influence on BMW is more implicit, but yet relevant and important to notice. DriveNow benefits from the 

BMW brand in terms of the image associations the consumers hold of BMW related to product quality, 

trustworthiness, and expertise within its field. Product quality is a very tangible image association that 

directly influences the consumers’ willingness to test out DriveNow. The influence that DriveNow has on the 

consumers’ perception of the BMW brand proved to be related to two types of image associations, namely 

its values and programs as a reflection of its concerns with the environment and innovativeness. The 

environmental aspects proved influential even though, or perhaps because, the consumers in general hold 

less favorable perceptions of car manufacturers in relation to their environmental behavior. Innovativeness 

in turn influences corporate expertise and thus corporate credibility and the company’s legitimacy. 

The analysis further reveals how the consumers’ skepticism towards CSR and CSR communication is not 

evoked because BMW have not actively used DriveNow in its CSR communication. The initiative in itself is 

communicative and actively engages the consumers, who then come up with their own evaluations of the 

initiative, mostly revolving around its functional benefits, but also including a recognition of the CSR 

involvement.  

7.1 Theoretical contributions 

With respect to the research question, the following section outlines the thesis’ theoretical contributions. 

Firstly, the thesis proposes a revision of the categorization of the sharing systems proposed by Rachel 

Botsman. The revised categorization, as seen in figure 6 on page 66, distinguishes between access-based and 

ownership-based sharing and embrace the concept of sharing as a purely functional business model as well 
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as a potential driver of community, which have previously been neglected because a high level of intimacy 

and community have been assumed present within most sharing initiatives. 

Secondly, the combination of branding, the sharing economy and CSR as a research field indicate throughout 

the thesis how the synergies between the three topics pose opportunities for legitimacy creation. 

 

Figure 8 - Research gap 2.0 

The causality of the research field indicate how the long term process of legitimacy creation can be an effect 

of causal factors of both CSR, sharing initiatives and brand management. The emphasis is on the relationship 

between branding and the sharing economy as the two themes simultaneously enhance each other. The 

dynamics within CSR influences both branding and a sharing initiative in a quest for legitimacy and sharing, 

when combined with an existent brand enhances a brand’s CSR involvement because of the perception of 

sharing as positive for the environment and subsequently becomes a potential driver of legitimacy.  

In line with the communication view, that view CSR “as communication and as a forum for debates over social 

norms and expectations attached to corporate responsibilities” (Schultz et al., 2013; 682). The results from 

the study indicate how initiatives of sharing employed through the principles of CSV can foster a 

communication of CSR as the initiative is self-communicative. When employing a CSV strategy in the 

implementation of sharing initiatives, the paradox of CSR communication is still present, but the thesis 

propose that the paradox can be diminished because CSV employed sharing initiatives acts as aspirational 

CSR and to some extend avoid the CSR communication paradox because of a show it, don’t tell approach. 

7.2 Managerial Implications 
Because of the paradox of CSR communication and the findings from the analysis, that indicate how 

consumers are skeptic towards companies that explicitly communicate about its CSR involvement, BMW 
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should continue to communicate the functional benefits of DriveNow to its consumers and not emphasize 

the environmental aspect of DriveNow. The analysis display how consumers recognize the CSR aspect of 

DriveNow without having been exposed to any CSR information and DriveNow in itself thus act as CSR 

communication. Rather, BMW should continue to showcase its car sharing initiatives in its annual CSR report 

and employ an expert CSR communication process targeting all other stakeholders than its consumers 

(Morsing et al., 2008). By communicating its CSR involvement to politicians, NGOs, local authorities and 

journalists through the use of facts and figures, BMW can in the long run obtain an endorsed CSR 

communication process, where its CSR involvement and expertise within private sustainable mobility is 

communicated by third party stakeholders. When CSR is communicated by third party stakeholders it is 

considered a key driver for legitimacy creation (Heding et al., 2009), as experts bring forward the elitist CSR 

communication message that the company emits and communicates it to the general public as endorsed CSR 

communication (Morsing et al., 2008). BMW should thus let experts communicate its CSR involvement until 

BMW itself is considered and expert within personal mobility. 

Furthermore, BMW must follow suit on the CSV principles employed through the DriveNow initiative and 

continue to employ a CSV strategy that seek to reconcile with society and create value for the company, 

while creating value for society. In order for BMW to attend to the binary value creation suggested by the 

CSV framework, BMW must continue to adapt to the changing norms and values within society, which leads 

to a maintenance of the company’s cognitive legitimacy. Moreover, it is important for BMW to continue to 

lead innovation within personal mobility, as the company can risk losing its pragmatic legitimacy in the long 

run, if other companies manage to invent new transportation systems that makes BMW irrelevant and not 

beneficial for society. It is argued that adapting to norms and values, leading innovation and employing a CSV 

strategy accumulated will lead to a positive normative evaluation of the company, which in turn enhances a 

company’s moral legitimacy.
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9. Appendices 

9.1 Appendix A - Focus group transcriptions 

The full transcriptions of the focus group interviews are outlined below. The transcriptions are presented in 

its original languages (English/Danish) and quotes used in the analysis have been translated from Danish into 

English. 

9.1.1 Appendix A1 – Focus group 1 

Participants Gender Age User/Non-user 

Alexander Male 27 User 

Ruta Female 25 User 

Emilie Female 26 Non-user 

Interviewer 

Welcome. Unfortunately, we have two no shows, so it is just going to be the three of you, but them you have 
more time to talk, which is great. As you know I am interest in DriveNow, but we are going to start a little 
broader and talk about general transportation habits. 

As we move along, I am going to tell you more about what I am investigating, but in order not to influence 
your answers, I am not going to tell you that much, but we will cover the topics of car sharing, the sharing 
economy, responsibility of companies and legitimacy of companies. I am going to record it and afterwards 
transcribe it. 

There is no right and wrong. What I am interesting in is your interactions and how you create meaning 
together, so please just talk all that you can. Try not to talk at the same time, because it is going to make it 
difficult to transcribe, but I you want to add anything just interrupt. Whatever you say, it can’t be wrong. I 
would like to start with you giving a brief introduction of yourself, just what you do, age, name, what your 
experience is with DriveNow and car sharing in general. Mainly, so I can get your voice on tape, so it can be 
identified afterwards, but also so we can get the conversation going. 

Emilie 

My name is Emilie. I am 26 and I study psychology. Ehm. I am on my third year now. I have only tried like a 

shared car once and now I don’t remember the name, but maybe you do? 

Interviewer 

GoMore? 

Emilie 

Yes. No – DinBilMinBil. I only tried it once and it was because I volunteer in Københavnsfødevarefællesskab, 

like a food sharing initiative, where you can buy food from local farmers and one of the things you have to 

do to be a member is to work three hours a month, but then in the summer I was able to work like a whole 

day and then it counted for half a year. So, then we were like a couple of people who were going on the same 

day to a farm, so Københavnsfødevarefællesskab told us to get a car our self and they told me to get it from 
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there, so I just rented a car through there and it was like private people, just renting out their cars, kind of 

like Airbnb. 

Interviewer 

You didn’t look for any other car sharing alternatives? 

Emilie 

No, not really – I don’t really know that much about car sharing, and I just assumed that when they 

recommended it, it would be the best option. Also, because if they recommended it, it must be kind of good, 

you know? 

Interviewer 

Cool, thanks. Alex? 

Alexander 

My name is Alexander. I am 27 years old. I am on my last year, studying Management, Innovation and 

Business Development, here at CBS. Ehm, daily I work as a technology scout, it is called. I benchmark 

emerging tech and looking at disruptive business models, so by all means, I was almost encouraged to try out 

DriveNow, GoMore, Car2Go. Everything that basically have to do with new sharing initiatives. My experience 

of this area, is that I really like it. It is a good incentive for engaging with both transportation and community 

in different ways and I think that given that the worst investment you can do in Denmark is basically a car, 

there is absolutely nothing talking negatively about initiatives like this. 

Interviewer 

Cool, Ruta? 

Ruta 

My name is Ruta. I am 25. I study Brand and Communication Management on my 2nd year and is also at my 

thesis at the moment. How I started out with the DriveNow, is actually, I started first from Car2Go because I 

was simply walking down the street and I saw this little Smart car standing there and I was like was is this 

thing? I had no even idea that some car sharing is happening, so I just took a picture of the barcode and I just 

looked into it and I started using it and then like sometime later, DriveNow came up, oh that must be 

something similar, so I signed up for that one as well because I was very curious. I really like driving, so I was 

just mainly very curious, about what is the difference in driving the car, like this little car and what is the 

difference between driving the electric car, so the first impression was definitely positive. The driving 

experience itself, but since Car2Go is not around anymore, so we kind of have to stick with DriveNow, but I 

mean I was quite happy. 

Interviewer 

Yes. So what are your general transportation habits like every day, do you have your own car, do you drive, 

do you take the metro, do you bike? Is there certain times where you use certain types of transportation. 

Alexander 

Public transportation. Metro. I very rarely bike. 

Ruta 
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I have both. I have the travel card for the metro and I also cycle, but I am not very used to winter cycling, so 

I have seasonality with this. But I cycle mainly in the summertime and in the spring. But the rest of the season 

it is metro. 

Emilie 

I mostly cycle and then sometimes I take the bus to the main station and I take the train to Odense, but 

otherwise I almost always cycle. 

Interviewer 

So when do you need a car? I know you guys are using DriveNow. 

Emilie 

Well, I mostly use a car, when I need to go to IKEA or something like that or when I am moving and I almost 

always then use my parents’ car and sometimes when they are on vacation, they leave the car here with me 

in Copenhagen. So that’s mostly when I use the car and then I have been using it for like practical things, but 

also to drive out to, like the woods around Copenhagen, like Dyrehaven or Hareskoven, so actually I think it 

is a really nice freedom to have, when I have the car, but I just don’t need it so much that I rent for myself. I 

still borrow my parents’ car, but maybe a little less, because of DriveNow. 

Interviewer 

And when do you guys use the car? 

Alexander 

We have, actually, a shared car in the company as well. Basically the partners share the car, but I can also 

borrow it, so it is really enough, but I specifically use Car2Go (red. meaning DriveNow), when we are like five 

people, when we are above four people, so because it is cheaper than an Uber or a taxi and it is more 

convenient. 

Interviewer 

So it is when you are going somewhere for work or leisure times? 

Alexander 

Completely, you know, basically it can be anytime. In this case it was just friends and we needed to go from 

A to B. 

Ruta 

I have kind of have something similar experience. Mainly, I catch myself taking a car, when I take my friends 

on and of the airport, ehh, also, if I have to go somewhere quickly and then it is easier to take the car, than 

taking the metro and the bus and it depends on where I am going. If it is somewhere a bit distant, then of 

course it is faster to actually take the car and just go there. 

Interviewer 

Alexander, you mentioned something about public transportation. Do you consider car sharing public 

transportation? 
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Alexander 

I consider it a hybrid initiative, given that Arriva, actually moved in with DriveNow and not Car2Go, kind of 

talks two ways. One is probably cost and the other one is bureaucracy. Ehh, and it is a good measure of 

regulating current public transportation, I would say. Kind of taking the pressure on, like transportation in 

general in Copenhagen. Also, yes, in the hybrid form of public, I would say, with the whole agreement with 

the electrical charging being free, that could not have been done on behalf of a company. You need some 

kind of insider. Partnerships. 

Emilie 

It is just that, I can see, when you say it like that, that it is kind of public transportation. But I have never 

thought of it like public transportation. 

Alexander 

Yeah, I agree. 

Emilie 

I have only thought of it like a smarter alternative to renting a car from a company. That is like in my mind. It 

is an alternative to renting a car, but at the same time, they also try to make sure that there is not a lot of 

unused cars in the city, which is nice, because the city is kind of like something we share. 

Interviewer 

What do you mean, something we share? 

Emilie 

Like we live in the city together, so it is nice when someone try to think about how we can make the city a 

nicer place to live together, like with DriveNow, we start sharing cars and then we do something good for the 

environment together and for the city. 

Interviewer 

So it is still private because you are not in the same bus with a lot strangers and you have the flexibility to do 

your own thing? 

Emilie 

Yes, that’s it. 

Ruta 

To be honest, to me it seemed, I kind of maybe made the connection, because I saw on the car that it is 

written Arriva, that it has been sponsored by Arriva, so in my head it was naturally okay, that must be some 

collaboration, so in a way it could be seen as public, because I mean, because you have the access to it 

whenever you want to right, but it could be yes and no, it depends on how you look at it I guess and it was 

not my initial thought. 

Interviewer 
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Alright, you also mentioned, in terms of sharing and when you share, do you consider DriveNow a company 

or do you think about the other people in the car, so the ones that have been there before you or are you 

just renting so it is mainly an individual activity? Does it make sense? When you (referring to E) DinBilMinBil 

it was you renting a car from some private people, you didn’t consider as more than just the facilitator? 

Ruta 

Like a platform? 

Emilie 

Maybe I think about it more like that, I think about DinBilMinBil a lot like Airbnb. That it is still like something 

that makes you able to share with each other, so I guess in that way I thought about it like something more 

than just renting it, because it was like a whole system, that like they also tried to make me like, put up my 

car for rent, I didn’t have a car, so it has this feeling that it is like a platform for sharing I think. 

Alexander 

I think there is an actual aspect of reliability for DriveNow. I mean, given any public transportation in context. 

If I sit in a metro and I leave it, the only person, who would ever know I have been there would probably be 

the camera and if they want to view me if I actually lit the metro on fire, they would be able to find me, but 

besides that, no, they will never find me. But with DriveNow, there is basically, there is a utilitarian principle 

that you have been in this car and you will leave this car for someone else and I remember signing in. When 

you take a car, you basically have to rate how clean is the car and I usually rate very hard if it is not clean. 

Like I consider a little dirty to be very dirty in DriveNow and I always try to just take something away, to make 

it a bit nicer and then of course the person after me feels that it probably nicer than I would have thought. 

So there is a kind of new, social engagement setting in the whole aspect of having a car that is not private, 

not public, but it is both. It just binds you to being more accountable. That is at least my perception of sitting 

in a car, that is mine for the duration of the trip. 

Ruta 

Plus, they have all your data. Like the driving license copy, right? So they can easily track you down if you 

made some damage or stuff like that. 

Alexander 

Plus, you buy an insurance, or well they ask you about insurance. I never buy it, but just that fact that they 

ask you to become responsible even though you don’t buy it, makes a difference. 

Ruta 

Also, the parking fines. I had a parking ticket with Car2Go actually, so I contacted them and they just said, 

okay, we can pay it for you, but you will have to pay us back and there will be an administration fee, like 100 

kroner extra, so I just said you know what, I will just deal with it myself. 

Alexander 

Wow, that’s a lot. 

Ruta 
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Yeah, so we just didn’t turn the clock, when we went to Fisketorvet, so the fine was legit and there was no 

way I could have argued against it. I haven’t had a fine with DriveNow, so I don’t know how they would deal 

with it. 

Interviewer 

Basically the same way. The administration fee is a little higher, but otherwise the same. Okay, so in terms of 

DriveNow. DriveNow is an initiative started by BMW and Sixt, a German car rental company. In Denmark, it 

is a franchise started by Arriva, so Arriva is behind all the operation, but BMW is providing all the cars to 

DriveNow and Sixt is the logistical partner behind it. So they make sure te technology behind it works. Have 

you considered DriveNOw, you already mentioned Arriva, but have you considered any other partners in 

relation to DriveNow? When you are in it, are you aware that it is BMW or Arriva? 

Ruta 

I could just only assume that BMW was on board, I mean how else are they having the cars? I would just 

assume that they part of it. 

Alexander 

So you ask if we feel like there are other partners along, when we sit in the car? 

Interviewer 

Yeah, if it ever crossed your mind? If you ever made the connection or if you thought about who was behind 

it? 

Alexander 

I didn’t know Sixt was, that is interesting, because if you look at it from a business model perspective, they 

are basically, excuse my language, but fucking themselves, they are taking away the whole rental market 

from themselves and from their competitors. BMW, though, makes sense. I mean Car2Go was shit right? It 

is a smart car, there was no space, it was nothing, it was scares, there were no cars basically. 

Ruta 

But simple. I found it more simple in the way that you didn’t need charging. It was fuel based. 

Alexander 

It was fuel based, but then we are assuming that the current rate of electronic vehicles won’t increase and 

right now there is a big development and that is probably why they chose to engage with a franchise, right. 

There is a big incentive for electric cars, because there is a high tax deduction on them. But BMW offered 

how many? 400? 

Interviewer 

Yes. In Copenhagen 400 so far. 

Alexander 

That is game over for any other competitor trying to do the same thing. 

Ruta 
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I think Car2Go had only 200 and every time I had to take a car, I was like, arg, hard to to because they were 

not around. So let’s switch to DriveNOw and see where those are and they are always around. 

Interviewer 

Car2Go is initiated by Mercedes. 

Alexander 

They did a bad job (laughing) 

Interviewer 

Cool. Now that you know BMW is behind it, can I hear a little bit about your perception of BMW as a brand? 

Just in general? 

Ruta 

To me it is like a hardcore brand. I mean, they have really good cars and actually good cars. I mean, I didn’t 

have that many chances to drive it. I tried once the actual real cars, not the once they use right now (red. 

DriveNow cars), but the actual BMW car. It is a powerful car. Definitely not a little Smart, that will barely 

accelerate. High quality and premium. 

Interviewer 

Do you have anything to add to what she is saying? 

Alexander 

It is called an i3. It is such a new car. I think that is one of my perceptions. That BMW, they take, you know, 

they make an electric car and it can drive a maximum of 100 kilometers, which is never going to work in the 

US, because it is such a long distance between the cities. So it is a great introduction parameter for them. I 

think their new strategy, because before they build these big bulldog looking Sedan’s that are quite nice. 

There has never actually been a BMW that is that small, they might have had this like kind of SUV car station 

car looking, but they are quite compact the i3. Which is why I feel they are easy to drive in big cities. So it is, 

yeah, it is a luxury brand, but it is a different strategy, a completely different strategy from a company that 

makes limousine cars and high volume cars to offer free cars. 

Ruta 

I wouldn’t buy the ones that they offer. I mean to me, they are just terrible looking. 

Alexander 

I don’t think anyone would buy it. It would be interesting to look at the private market. How many are actually 

buying these cars, because you can’t drive them very far. They are completely reliable on actually being 

charged and small trips. 

Ruta 

I do have a story though – do you want me to share it? 

Interviewer 

Yes, please. 
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Ruta 

My brother, he wanted to take his car to a repair person and he wanted me to take Car2Go and take him to 

the airport. I couldn’t find Car2Go around, so I grabbed the closets DriveNow, which was fully charged, which 

was 96%. So I went to Solrød Strand and then to be honest, I didn’t have the power to come back all the way. 

It is around 40 km to Solrød Strand and it is another 41 to get to the airport and I thought I had like 20 km on 

the screen, so there was not option, so I asked him to find the nearest charger somewhere in Greve and I 

plugged it in to try to charge it and he still has to go, so he still had to take a taxi to go to the airport and I 

couldn’t log out because I am outside of Copenhagen, so I had to stay there. Wait for the car to charge enough 

so I could actually drive back to the city and plug it somewhere. So it took me three hours, just hanging 

around. Thank God, there was actually a supermarket, where I could walk around. So I had to wait and the 

clock is ticking and I am still logged in and this costs me. So those three hours costed me over 500 kroner, 

just because I ran out of battery. That is insane. I mean eventually I drove to the city, just ditched the car and 

took another one and just drove back home. It was a crazy day. It was such a waste of time and money, so I 

wouldn’t dare to go anywhere outside of Copenhagen with that car anymore. 

Alexander 

See that is interesting, I want to add on to this story. We have a Tesla in the company. Which is a great 

awesome car. However, a Tesla, has a limit of 400 km, which means that you have to adapt completely new 

driving habits to drive it. Basically, you can’t just charge up, because the charge time is approximately, with 

a super charger, I don’t if this was a super charger. 

Ruta 

I don’t think it was. It just charged like 10 km in those two hours. 

Alexander 

It has an 85 KW battery which takes, on a super charger, it takes like 500 KW an hour, so you can do it in half 

an hour, but if not, you need to wait right. And the current purchase line of electric Tesla cars in Denmark 

has just skyrocket, so this winter I was going to visit my family in Jutland and we thought, okay let’s take the 

Tesla there and what we realized was that once we came, there is two station where you can charge on the 

way, where there are 6 chargers, and usually when we drive for work, it is no problem, you drive, you charge 

20 min, there might be one or two other Tesla’s it is fine. This time we came to the stop and there was a line 

of 15 Tesla’s just waiting. Every single one of them waiting to charge. So what we realized is that the driving 

habits of electrical cars are completely different form the driving habits of combustion engine cars. Because 

truly you cannot just suffice and assume that you can drive from A to B, because A to B is actually C, D, E and 

F. 

Ruta 

I even tried to change to these setting that they have on the car, there is echo, at first I was on the normal 

one and then realized this is going down to fast, so I took another one and then eventually I took the third 

one, which has the 90 km battery and then it turns of all the heating and everything and it was in the middle 

of winter and it was really freezing. 

But it gives you a warning. Did you just drive to the location? 

Ruta 
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It does, but I was one my way there I saw this is not good. 

Alexander 

So you ignored the warnings? 

Ruta 

I didn’t. I just had no choice, I had to go to where I was supposed to go before I could find out, okay what am 

I going to do now. 

Interviewer 

Okay, let’s go back to BMW. Alexander, you mentioned briefly, why do you think BMW is entering a market 

like the car sharing market? You have seen LetsGo and there is a lot of startups, but BMW as a big traditional 

company is starting move into this market? What are your thoughts on that? 

Alexander 

Well, if, I think everything in transportation is changing. I mean, oil is running down, gasoline is running up, 

price vice. Electric initiatives are being incentivized. Tesla again, has moved in and taking a lot of market 

share, selling big as Sedan’s cheaper in Denmark, than in the US. So there are completely new initiatives for 

why we actually move in and purchase these things. We still have the whole, time, value and money as 

consumers. We want most for a buck, basically. But also we want to spend less time and I think that is most 

important for us. Less time. So I think the whole aspect of looking at what transportation is today versus what 

is was 20-50 years ago is that right now, we chose convenience and I would like to pay convenience and 

paying for convenience is the number of incentive for taking DriveNow, like it is convenient. You get a car, 

you can go from A to B and you don’t have to worry about parking, because it is free, basically you can drop 

it off anywhere you want in Copenhagen. So it trumps public transportation, why? Because you would rather 

trust yourself, at least I would, than the metro, because even a broken clock is right twice a day, but the 

metro system, it can be anything. So you have ownership of your own car for a specific limit of time, but 

there is no facilitator of this. Before, yeah, there was the rental companies, so what we see are converging 

markets. BMW understanding that they are making a lot of money on big luxury cars, but they are missing 

out on money from this small incentive of people going from A to B. Cheaply and fast and if they can offer a 

price, that is lower or assumed opportunity cost of taking public transportation, I would do that. It is 

surprising, and that is also cool, to see that Mercedes was first movers and BMW was second movers, but 

they are building on top of there probably mistakes that Mercedes made. It is not only about small convenient 

cars, but it is also about all these values that we consider around it. Do you know about the Copenhagen 

2025 initiative? So, they have vouched for three initiatives for Copenhagen. A city alive, which means that 

people are supposed to be more in the city. A city with an edge, meaning, that there should be more diversty 

and the last one is a responsible city, which is green foot print and no CO2 and all these criteria, fit perfectly 

with DriveNow. 

Ruta 

I think Car2Go kind of tried to match, because eventually they introduced electrical cars as well, but I have 

no idea, where they were maybe it was a hybrid. 

Interviewer 
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Does it make an influence on your perception and your choices that DriveNow is only electrical cars? Or is it 

just, that’s how it is. 

Emilie 

For me it would definitely. Because I guess, in like, my friends and myself, all of them are well educated and 

aware of the environment and I think that being environmental friendly is kind of important to me. A lot of 

people who grow up in Copenhagen, I mean I have a driver’s license, because I didn’t grew up in Copenhagen, 

but all my friends they grew up here, don’t have a driver’s license, because you don’t really need cars, 

because they you have the big bikes or you take public transportation, but I guess in that way, DriveNow 

could be like a good alternative, because then you have to borrow your parents cars, and people do that all 

the time or you have to rent a car and for me that seems like a very big thing, because you have to sign all 

kinds of papers and you have to deliver it back in the right time, so I guess in the environment in Copenhagen, 

it makes so much sense to have something that is easy to use and it is still environmentally good. I think that 

can make a big difference, if I chose to use it. 

Ruta 

After my experience where I ran out of power, I would probably appreciate it would be fuel or at least hybrid, 

but I do realize why it is purely electric. I mean, I am for it, but not very convenient if you suddenly run out 

of power, but then again, the same can happen with fuel, there are just more gas stations than electrical 

chargers. I thought, why is it not fuel. I fully get why; it is purely electric. It is not meant to be for long 

distances. 

Alexander 

You found out the hard way. But Greve is a nice place though. 

Emilie 

Somehow I think it is kind of also a problem, because that is also when I would rent a car. If I have to move 

something, but I would also rent it, if I had to go out of the city. Like, the place I drive the most is outside of 

Copenhagen. 

Ruta 

But isn’t is also part of the infrastructure, like if you have electric cars, then you need to make sure, that you 

need to have a charging station. But I don’t know if it is part of their business to expend more. Either they 

want to be purely Copenhagen based or are you supposed to go out of the city. 

Interviewer 

Their strategy in the future, is to expend their area of operation, but they would never stretch all the way to 

Roskilde. It is a city car. 

Alexander 

I could image that they build on density, right? 

Interviewer 

Yeah, exactly. 

Emilie 
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It makes sense that you can’t have a charging station very far out, but still that is where I would have to use 

a car. Like when I used DinBilMinBil, it was because we were going somewhere public transportation didn’t 

make sense, because otherwise we would probably have taken the train. So, I think in that way it is very 

specific. 

Interviewer 

Indirectly and sometimes also directly, you mentioned convenience and the aspect of you being able to drop 

of the car everywhere. Is that a big influence as well? That you don’t have to go and rent it somewhere and 

make it like a whole trip? It is more something that is just there. 

Ruta 

For me, definitely – you don’t have to bother yourself taking it back and forth and yeah convenience is 

definitely important. Why would anyone use it if you have to go and pick it up somewhere else. 

Emilie 

If you have to rent a car, then it is more then you have to take your bicycle or you would have to that the 

bus, so you would only do it if you really needed a car, because fx. you were buying something big or you 

have to go out of the city where you can’t use it. So, I think, almost nobody would rent a car, just to make a 

small trip in Copenhagen, so in that way it is very different. 

Interviewer 

So there is a difference between renting a car for that specific purpose and using DriveNow as sort of a means 

of transportation similar or an alternative to public transportation or biking. 

Alexander 

In the city. 

Interviewer 

In the city. 

Ruta 

Sometimes, I even catch myself to even go to the metro, which I know is broken in the middle of the night, 

so I might as well just take a short trip home with the car because I know I can park it in front of my house. 

Emilie 

I don’t think there is any in Nordvest? 

Interviewer 

There are, right next to fitness world. Okay, what do you think if I make the connection between corporate 

responsibility, corporate companies taking initiatives to making changes, positive changes in the world and 

combining that with DriveNow and BMWs entrance into the car sharing market? Because car sharing as 

electrical cars reduce the emission of CO2, they remove cars from the street and drivers of DriveNow use 

cars less in total, than non-members. It is a connection that makes sense to you guys? 

Alexander 
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I think it goes beyond to be honest. I was very intrigued by this one article by Porter. Do you know Porter? 

No? 

Emilie 

No. 

Alexander 

So Michael Porter is a theorist and an academic, but he actually recently introduced a new article talking 

about something called CSV, instead of something called CSR, corporate social responsibility, he says it is a 

dead term and it is basically throwing money at a poor person, and that CSV is the new way of looking at 

business, which is creating shared value and corporate shred value is a way companies not only doing 

something good for society, but tying their value chain and supply chain to this cause. So, the only way that 

they are making money is if the society in itself is basically doing better. So what they are doing here, I mean 

I could understand if BMW introduced this new car as it is. They introduced this new cheap electric car, drives 

a 100 km and it is CO2 friendly, right. That is CSV. They are doing something good for the environment. It is 

cheaper for the people and they still make money. But what they do instead, is that they actually go in and 

then tie themselves to three different partners basically. They are tying themselves to Sixt, making sure that 

they are lifting, as you say, the logistics and everything is taken care of. They are tying themselves to Eon, 

which is they charging station, which all the DriveNow cars are getting power through. So they are actually 

helping the current electronic grid, that is being planted in Copenhagen. That is growing in Copenhagen and 

they are helping Arriva, lifting up this pressure from public transportation. So, I think it is a quite interesting 

initiative, but it is so focused on helping us, I would say. Of course it is focused on making money, because if 

they didn’t make money they wouldn’t get their project going. But it is focused on helping the average Dane, 

yes it is a first world problem, but we love having help with first world problems. We love diminishing our 

time by 15, 20, 30 min, how much we spare using DriveNow. But it is a fundamental tying together the 

current, you know, abstraction or problem with public transportation. Reliability. Reliability is still, no matter 

how good public transportation is, we cannot trust it, we would much rather trust ourselves. Here comes 

BMW, saying you can rent a car, we trust ourselves, go drive. Then at least you don’t have to wait for the bus 

or the metro. So they are actively taking part in changing habits and changing infrastructure. 

Emilie 

Well, I see it a little bit also like that they couldn’t sell the car because there wasn’t all these charging stations, 

so they kind of have to also like partner up. 

Alexander 

That’s the tying together right. One wouldn’t succeed without the other. Kind of like the bow and the arrow 

example. 

Emilie 

Yeah, but then it is just because, it is not that it is not good, but I also just see it more like a business strategy. 

I don’t study business but it is like, I still see it as like the way they think is how can we make money on electric 

cars instead of how can we help but maybe that is just because I am cynical. 

Alexander 

That is exactly how business works. We want to help you, but you are paying us. 
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Interviewer 

When you say that is that because every time a company does good, if it also does good for them, then it is 

not really good? Is it better if they do good and it doesn’t help themselves? 

Emilie 

Ehm, no, I all for companies doing good, but I have, I think I have this like skepticism that like if some way 

along it would be better for them do something bad, they would just do it. I guess I don’t trust it. I am like 

okay this is fine, and I think it is good and it is great, but I am still kind of like, like advertisement sometimes 

try to sell, like Dove try to sell like a good body image and it always makes me feel like, kind of like ambivalent, 

because I am like, it is better then selling that everybody should feel bad about their body and then you have 

to buy all this expensive makeup, but it still kind of. They are just doing it because it sells and they don’t really 

do it all the way like, Dove is still like white, almost skinny woman and I guess I just, it is not like it chances 

my whole perception BMW, I still think they’re, like I think it is really cool project and I think I would use it 

and I think it is really good. But I kind of feel like if they could make money on something really bad, they 

would also do that. 

Interviewer 

How about a company like, DinBilMinBil or GoMore, which are small startup companies that started only 

doing or only working within the sharing economy. Is that different? 

Emilie 

Yes, in my head it is different, maybe it is not different in real life, but in my head it is different because they 

make some money, but like private people also make money on it. So, they are more like a facilitator. 

Interviewer 

And that is better? It is a very interesting topic? 

Alexander 

It is a good point 

Interviewer 

The sharing economy have been characterized by startup companies and there is a lot of big traditional 

companies that are starting to move in on the sharing economy, but there is an issue of how you view 

traditional companies vs. startup companies. 

Emilie 

I think I judge BMW harder, than maybe DinBilMinBil, but I guess I don’t always think it is better, because I 

don’t like Uber e.g. because it makes like a new problem for organized work. So it is an issue of labor rights, 

because it doesn’t, I kind of moves into not just being “I am not going to use my car on Sunday so I could 

drive somebody, but moves into people trying to live of it and then you have a taxi business where there is 

not organization between workers, so pay level goes down, you don’t have any pension and you don’t have 

any rights, so for me that is like it is a threat to the Danish work model system where you are very secure, 

when you have a job, so for me makes it a new underclass work market, that is very black and also there have 

been some rape cases, so it is more unsecure. Like I would not feel safe, so that is also a difference. I don’t 

see all thoes kind of companies as positive, but some of them. 
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Ruta 

There must have been some initial demand in the first place to start with. I mean why would you set up a 

project like DriveNow in the first place. Either they want to create a demand for it or there must have been 

some demand in the first place, but they wanted to actually capture it. 

Alexander 

I just think that it is a very good point actually, that we have two sharing economies. One of corporate, like 

BMW going together with the public and one with the startup going together with the consumer and having 

these two entities, and I like you saying okay, BMW they are making money on it, you know, being pretty 

skeptical, however, DinBilMinBil, that is cool. I have a car, I don’t use it, you can use it, but Uber, not cool. 

Because you are actually destroying jobs. But Uber started as a, you know two guys from San Francisco, they 

needed a car, they needed a car sharing and found this was a great way of carpooling, so that is basically 

carpooling 2.0 and I think this entire aspect, it is such a grey area, which is why regulations are terrible at the 

moment. But to add on, the question you actually asked on how we create value and you said, how did, what 

was the question? 

Interviewer 

I asked about the difference between traditional companies and startup companies? 

Alexander 

I think the whole aspect, because they (red. DriveNow) doing it. They are taking care of the labor market, it 

is with Arriva, they are taking care of the private sector. 

Emilie 

In that way it is more organized 

Alexander 

Organized. No one is losing their jobs, actually they are making jobs. They are taking care of the infrastructure. 

We have complete control over this grid, which is a big strength, but also a weakness in the longer run and it 

can escalate in a lot of different way. But this is the way, because startups are relentless. They don’t care 

about regulations. They actually care about making money more than anyone. They care about scaling. The 

bigger we get, the more people we have on our platform, the better we are. Yeah, some people might lose 

their jobs, but look at all the good we are doing. We are everywhere, everybody is using us, it is cheaper than 

a taxi, why wouldn’t anybody use us. So, I think there is a lot of misconception and a lot of, you know 

regulative fighting going back and forth, is it black money, you need to as a private citizen you need to tell 

how much money you are making. So, is it just the average problem with the consumer and opposite to Uber, 

with BMW I am sure everything is on white paper. 

Interviewer 

It seems like, now you are talking for BMW, the case of BMW, whereas you were like, big corporations are 

just exploiting opportunities of making money. Is it a matter of how you view it or is it because it is a grey 

area where there is not right and wrong? 

Emilie 
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But, my point was not that it was bad, like I am all for that they are doing it, it is just that they don’t change 

the way I look at it. So, I am not sure I think it is, like I think it is better than Uber e.g. but it is just it doesn’t 

change BMW into something like inherently good, because they are producing cars. 

Ruta 

Maybe it is because it is so different from what they are used to doing, it takes some time to adjust. I won’t 

be a grey area in five years’ time, maybe, in ten years’ time. 

Alexander 

And we need to understand that the current rate of technology, I mean, the last twenty years, more have 

happened in the human history, than the last thousand years. Everything is being pushed at an exponential 

rate and we get smarter and stronger and these things are accessible. This is the platform (red. referring to 

a cell phone). Every single one of these technologies are building one it and this one is only getting stronger 

and regulations cannot keep up with it. 

Ruta 

And that is why they are now catching up with what has happened in these twenty years, right? 

Alexander 

I think they are catching up with what has happened in the last two years. Without having any idea of what 

is going on in the next five years. 

Interviewer 

Cool, time is almost up. Thank you so much for your time. 

9.1.2 Appendix A2 – Focus group 2 

Participants Gender Age User/Non-user 

Martin Male 25 Non-user 

Melissa Female 25 Non-user 

Kristina Female 26 Non-user 

Interviewer 

Velkommen til. Jeg hedder Lærke og vil være moderator i dagens fokus gruppe. I en fokus gruppe kan i ikke 

sige noget forkert. Det jeg er interesseret i er hvad i synes og hvad i tænker og hvordan i sammen skaber 

mening omkring de emner vi skal snakke om. Hvis jeg afbryder, så er det bare fordi at vi skal videre i teksten 

eller jeg gerne vil høre de andres input omkring det i siger og ikke fordi i siger noget forkert. Prøv at lade være 

med at snakke i munden på hinanden, men byd endelig ind, hvis i har noget at tilføje. Ja, jeg synes vi skal 

starte med sådan en lille personlig introduktion, navn, alder, hvad laver jeg, så vi lige får løst stemningen lidt 

op. Derefter gennemgår vi nogle temaer. Vi skal snakke om transportvaner generelt, jeres erfaringer med 

delebiler og deleøkonomi og så kommer vi ind på det specifikke initiativ fra DriveNow og så skal vi snakke om 

virksomheders ansvarlighed og så skal vi ramme et sidste emne til sidst. Det kommer til at tage en lille time, 

så jeg synes bare vi skal komme i gang. Vil du starte? 

Kristina 
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Jeg hedder Kristina og jeg er 26 år. Jeg er oprindelig fra Odense og studerer også i Odense, men bor i 

København. 

Melissa 

Jeg hedder Melissa, er 25 år. Bor i Valby og læser på ITU. 

Martin 

Jeg hedder Martin og er 24 år. Jeg er studerende stråstreg arbejdende fra Amger. 

Interviewer 

Super. Vi skal jo snakke lidt om transport vaner og DriveNow, når vi kommer derhen, men til at starte med 

vil jeg gerne høre lidt om jeres generelle transportvaner. Hvad bruger i mest som transportmiddel og hvornår 

bruger i noget andet? 

Melissa 

Mit liv er ret sæson præget. Jeg cykler om sommeren og tager metroen om vinteren. 

Interviewer 

Og det er kun sådan det er? 

Melissa 

Ja, nej – jeg tager også min cykel nu, men det er fordi at jeg gider ikke cykle i snevejr og gider ikke cykle i 

regnvejr og desværre er den danske vinter og efterår lidt lort og så har jeg boet i Odense, så jeg har haft 

pendlerkort, så jeg har bare kunne bruge det, men ellers så min cykel. 

Interviewer 

Cykel og offentlig transport? Busser, metro? 

Melissa 

En kombination. Nu er jeg lige flyttet til Valby, så nu er det s-tog, før var det mest metro. 

Martin 

Jeg cykler generelt for det meste. Ellers kan jeg godt finde på at tage bussen og hvis det er helt galt, så låner 

jeg rigtig meget min fars bil. Den er rigtig god. 

Interviewer 

Hvornår låner du din fars bil? 

Martin 

Jamen, lige for tiden, så den permanent nede på adressen, så den bruger jeg ret meget. 

Interviewer 

Ellers, låner du den til at køre på arbejde i? Eller når du skal? 

Martin 
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Så låner jeg den hvis jeg skal i skoven eller hvis jeg skal i IKEA eller Bilka, hvis jeg også skal have nogle ting 

med hjem. Det hænder også at jeg tager den på arbejde, hvis det regner. 

Kristina 

Jeg nyder rigtig godt af pendlerkort lige nu fordi min uddannelse i Odense påkræver at jeg har et. Så jeg tror 

egentlig at jeg er gået fra at cykle over alt til at køre bus og metro. Fordi det er en mulighed og man alligevel 

betaler. 

Melissa 

Nu stiger det jo (red. Pendlerkortet) 

Kristina 

Ikke for os der er begyndt. 

Melissa 

Jo. 

Kristina 

Nej, det tror jeg ikke. 

Interviewer 

Delebilisme og deleøkonomi generelt, er det noget i har brugt eller prøvet før? Bare deleøkonomi, er det 

noget i har prøvet? 

Melissa 

Altså, jeg har prøvet Uber. 

Kristina 

Det har jeg også. 

Melissa 

Fordi det er nemmere, det er nemt og billigere end taxa og så er det ret nemt i København, i forhold til. 

Interviewer 

I forhold til hvad? 

Melissa 

I forhold til Taxa, jeg synes faktisk det er meget nemmere på en eller anden måde, fordi det sådan, jeg synes 

altid jeg står i kø og jeg synes altid jeg skal vente en time eller to. Plus, dem jeg har været sammen med 

bruger Uber og så bestiller de og så hopper man med. 

Kristina 

Betalingsmåden synes jeg også ret meget har noget at gøre med at man vælger at tage Uber fordi det bare 

er at tjekke ind på mobilen. 
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Melissa 

Man føler ikke altid at man bruger penge, fordi man bare er sådan nå, svipe. 

Kristina 

Tit er jeg fuld når jeg bruger Uber, haha. Jeg tog en Uber til Roskilde i år, eller sidste år da jeg skulle på festival, 

det fungerede meget godt. 

Martin 

Jeg har ikke selv brugt Uber, men har brugt Car2Go inden de stoppede brugte jeg det faktisk ret meget. Det 

fungerede rimelig fint. Man gjorde også alt sammen over en telefon og det var bare en nem app. Fandt bilen 

og registrerede sig og så gik man ned og hentede den og så kørte man og der var Car2Go egentlig rimelig 

billig. 3 kroner i minuttet eller sådan noget. Så det var nemt hvis man bare lige skulle over på den anden side 

af byen eller over på fisketorvet og hentet en pose mørtel på 10 kg eller sådan noget. 

Melissa 

Som man jo tit gør, haha. 

Martin 

Ja ja, haha. 

Interviewer 

Hvad med deleøkonomi generelt, udover delebilisme, nu har i selv nævnt Uber og Car2Go? 

Kristina 

Airbnb, har jeg brugt lidt. 

Martin 

Ja, den er jeg også på. 

Melissa 

Jeg har lige booket en lejlighed gennem det for første gang og jeg håber for alt i verden ikke at jeg står i New 

York og mangler et sted at bo en måned til sommer. 

Martin 

Jeg har lejet min lejlighed ud gennem Airbnb. Det er jo super nemt at gøre det. Det er bare mere oprydningen, 

der er lidt irriterende. Frustrerende ikk? Men udover det, man gør det jo også fordi det giver en eller anden 

form for økonomisk incitament for den der lejer ud og så er det jo også nemmere for dem der så kommer og 

besøger. Det er en fin løsning, hvis man heller ikke har lyst til at bruge alt for mange penge på hotel. Jeg har 

også boet i Berlin. Men det var, jeg tror det var nogle der havde fundet ud af at der er mange, der bruger 

Airbnb, så de har bare separate lejligheder, som de bare lejer ud gennem Airbnb. Det virkede i hvert fald 

sådan. Der var ikke rigtig, så mange remedier og sådan. 

Melissa 
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Det tror jeg også den vi har lejer er. Han bor vist i lejligheden ved siden af og så lejer han den her lejlighed 

ud. 

Interviewer 

Så det er ikke så meget at man kommer ind i andre menneskers hjem at i har oplevet? 

Kristina 

Jeg boede i Hamborg, har en yoga guru, som så lejede hendes hus ud og hun havde sådan et helt yoga alter 

og alle hendes rum var sådan farvekoordineret og der synes jeg virkelig den der autensitet at komme ind i en 

andens hjem gjorde at det var fedt at bruge Airbnb. 

Martin 

Ja, helt sikkert. 

Kristina 

Samtidig med at der var også lidt små ulækkert, men det kunne man godt ligesom se bort fra fordi man fik 

en oplevelse i sig selv i at være et andet sted og være i et andet menneskes hjem. 

Melissa 

Så er det jo også billigere end hotel, ikk? 

Kristina 

Plus, at man ikke kan lave mad, det tror jeg også tit mange vælger ud fra. 

Martin 

Så er det køkken og oftest så, det kommer selvfølgelig an på hvor gode de værter man har er, men så er de 

også gode nogle gange til at give fifs til hvor man skal tage hen og hvilke andre steder, der er. Det værdsætter 

jeg i hvert fald, når man kommer steder hen, hvor man ikke har været før. At man kan få nogle insights, så 

man ikke bare læser turist bogen. 

Melissa 

Ja, Turen går til. 

Interviewer 

Når i kommer ind på renlighed, hvordan er det så i forhold til delebilisme og Uber eller Car2Go f.eks. er det 

noget i har tænkt over, når i bruger det? 

Kristina 

Jeg har kørt med nogle, hvor jeg sådan har tænkt, ad, lidt klamt, men på den anden side, hvis man er fuld og 

får lov at styre musikken, så er der mange ting, der opvejer for colaflaskerne der ligger. 

Melissa 

Ja, klart. McDonald’s papiret, kunne man godt undvære. 

Martin 
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Men generelt, er de der Car2Go biler rimelig rene føler jeg. Det er selvfølgelig også noget de servicerer, men 

man gør det hele gennem et system, hvor man trykker hvor renlig den er i forhold til hvad man måske 

forventer. Så ved jeg ikke om de kommer ud og gør den rent eller noget, men det virker altid meget nydeligt 

og renligt. 

Interviewer 

Betyder det noget? 

Martin 

Ja, det synes jeg det gør. Det er rart at man føler man kommer ind i en ren bil. I stedet for hvis man låner en 

bil og man kommer ind i en ren bil, så føler man også bare at når man så går så har man et ansvar for at 

efterlade den i ordentlig stand. Eller man, hvis der er noget der er galt med den, så føler man pludselig at 

man står til ansvar for de ting, der er galt med den. 

Interviewer 

Hvorfor føler du det ansvar, hvis det var der i forvejen? 

Martin 

Så har de ens navn ikk, og alle informationer og kortinformationer og så lige pludselig, så, jah, altså jeg har 

ikke oplevet det før, men hvis de bare lige pludselig trækker nogle penge, fordi der er en skade på bilen, som 

man ikke har lavet, fordi der er en der ikke har meldt ind. Så det er lidt det der med at skulle stole på dem 

der har været der før. 

Melissa 

Altså, nu var jeg faktisk ude at køre i en af de der DriveNow biler i går fordi en fra min klasse skulle i IKEA og 

jeg er lige flyttet, så jeg mangler noget, så vi prøvede en af DriveNow bilerne. Hun har brugt det meget før, 

men det var første gang jeg brugte det og de var helt rene, spotless. 

Martin 

Ja. 

Melissa 

Men det lignede lidt sådan en lejebil og dufter også af en lejebil og det er også sådan lidt at hvis man sætter 

sig ind i noget, der er helt rent, så sviner man heller ikke, men hvis den havde været lidt mere beskidt, så 

havde jeg nok været lidt mere ligeglad. Så havde det været mere ligegyldigt, men fordi den var så ren, så var 

man sådan okay, så passer man lige lidt på og den er helt hvid. Det gør også noget. 

Interviewer 

I København findes der flere forskellige former for delebilisme. Du har selv nævnt Car2Go, som er samme 

princip som DriveNow, hvor man finder en bil på sin app og så går man ned og henter den og så låser du op 

og så kører du og så kan du stille den hvor du har lyst indenfor et bestemt område. DriveNow er samme 

princip, det er så kun elbiler, så der kan man enten bare stille dem et random sted eller man kan sætte den i 

en oplader og få 20 min gratis kørsel. Så findes der DinBilMinBil og GoMore, hvor man lejer andres biler og 

hvor man så internt aftaler, som minder mere om Airbnb og hvor låne perioden også er længere. Så der 

betaler man ikke per minut. Så har Hertz, som er et traditionelt biludlejningsfirma har en delebilsordning og 
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så findes der nogle anpartsforeninger, som fungerer hvor man betaler sig ind. Men der er jo lidt en forskel, 

så hvis i skulle bruge en bil og i ikke kunne låne jeres forældres, hvad er det så der har indflydelse på hvad i 

vælger? 

Melissa 

Umiddelbart, så synes jeg at da Nadia skulle leje en bil og jeg hoppede med for det var ret nemt at hun kunne 

gå ind på hendes app og betale med hendes rejsekort. Fordi det var oprettet ordentligt. Hun havde ligesom 

gjort forarbejdet, så hun kunne nærmest bippe sig ind, som hvis det var en bustur og det var vildt nemt. Det 

virkede som om det var vildt tilgængeligt. 

Martin 

Det er også fint i forhold til omkostningerne, at man bare logger ind og betaler for min. eller kilometer. Det 

er noget andet hvis man skal bruge den kontinuerligt hver måned, men hvis man tænker, jamen jeg bruger 

den kun en gang hver anden tredje måned, så er det nemt og behageligt at vide at, jamen jeg går bare ned 

og finder en bil på gaden og betaler for den tur jeg skal bruge, i stedet for at man skal betale et højt startbeløb 

eller et abonnement. 

Kristina 

Jeg tror umiddelbart at forarbejdet, der ligesom gør at det kan lade sig gøre at man kan låne den der bil, har 

ret meget at sige for mig. Fordi ellers får jeg aldrig gjort det. Så hvis man skal ned et eller andet sted og have 

alle mulige papirer udfyldt og aflevere ting. 

Melissa 

Kopi af kørekortet. 

Kristina 

Så umiddelbart ville jeg vælge det der er nemmest, den nemmeste løsning. Også fordi hvis man pludselig har 

brug for en bil, der er ret spontant hvis jeg skulle bruge en bil, så det har stor betydning for mig. 

Martin 

Også tilgængeligheden af bilerne ikk? At man ikke pludselig skal ligge og cykle 7 km for at hente en bil og så 

skal man køre derud og så skal man cykle 7 km hjem igen. Det ødelægger lidt ideen. Så er det jo ikke praktisk. 

Tilgængelighed er virkelig vigtigt og så prisen selvfølgelig. Nu er jeg studerende, så har oprettet mig på 

forskellige ting og det vægtede også ind at det var billigt, når man brugte det. 

Interviewer 

De her forskellige ordninger, der er nogle af dem der er ejet, f.eks. Hertz er et lidt mere kendt navn end 

DinBilMinBil, og LetsGo og DriveNow. Har det nogle indflydelse hvem der står som afsender, har det nogle 

indflydelse på jeres opfattelse og tænker i over hvem det er der gør det? Eller er det mere praktikaliteterne 

der betyder noget? 

Melissa 

Ville man ikke automatisk vælge dem man hører om? Jeg har hørt om GoMore, men Hertz havde jeg ikke 

hørt om, så det er jo den man kender til man vælger. Men jeg tror heller ikke jeg ville undersøge det så meget, 

hvis jeg skulle bruge det, for det er jo ikke noget jeg vidste jeg manglede, men når det så pludselig er der er 
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det jo meget smart. Og hvis man har hørt andre bruge det og de synes det var fedt og at det fungerede nemt, 

så ville jeg nok bare vælge det. Jeg ville ikke kigge på hvem der kom først. 

Kristina 

Og hvad man er præsenteret for først. Jeg ved Distortion havde et samarbejde med GoMore sidste år, så det 

er egentlig det eneste jeg kender, så den ville jeg nok gå til først. 

Melissa 

Og hvis prisen er fair og det virker, så ville man ikke gide undersøge alle de andre. Så er det fint. 

Kristina 

Specielt, hvis der er for mange muligheder. For det lyder som om der er mange forskellige slags og det 

forarbejde er for meget arbejde synes jeg. 

Martin 

Ja, jeg synes måske der er nogle af navnene, som man godt kender. Men hvis du siger Københavns kommune 

står for en af ordningerne, så er det umiddelbart ikke noget jeg ville vælge. 

Interviewer 

Den hedder Københavns Delebiler, men har ikke noget med kommunen at gøre. 

Martin 

Det kunne man godt tro. Det troede jeg i hvert fald og Københavns kommune, de kan da i hvert fald ikke 

finde ud af at leje biler ud. Så dem ville jeg holde mig langt fra. 

Kristina 

Det er ligesom de der cykler, der holder rundt omkring. Det føles ikke som om det er noget der fungere særlig 

godt og at de er særlig gode til at få det til at fungere. 

Interviewer 

DriveNow er startet af Sixt, som er en tysk biludlejningsvirksomhed og BMW, som laver biler og i Danmark, 

det eneste sted i verden hvor det er en franchise, som er i samarbejde med Arriva og det er derfor du kan 

bruge rejsekortet til det, men det er ligesom BMW og Sixt, der står bag det her initiativ og det findes i 9 

forskellige byer rundt om i Europa. I høj grad i Tyskland og så i Danmark, Sverige og London og man kan bruge 

det på tværs af landegrænserne, så hvis du er medlem i Tyskland kan du også bruge kortet i andre lande. Når 

nu I ved det, hvad er så jeres indtryk eller hvordan påvirker det jeres opfattelse af DriveNow, når i hører hvem 

der står bag? 

Martin 

Det med rejsekortet er jo sindssygt smart, jeg gider ikke rende rundt med 10 kort i pungen, for så skal jeg 

kunne tage bilen, så skal jeg tage bussen, så skal jeg tage metroen. Det er rart for mig at jeg bare har et kort, 

som jeg kan bruge til alt. Og så det med at BMW står bag, det associere med rimelig gode tanker omkring 

biler. De er rimelig pålidelige. Der er ikke nogle problemer. De kører altid og det er da også noget man tænker 

over. 
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Melissa 

Nu så jeg lige reklamen på tv for DriveNow, hvor de lægger vægt på at det er elbiler, så det med at det er et 

bilmærke, der laver mere miljøbevidste biler, der er nemme at bruge og man kan bruge dem ved hjælp af et 

rejsekort for dem til at virke enormt tilgængelige og så er det sådan nogle små by biler. Så de virker nemme 

at bruge i byen. 

Kristina 

Det er jeg meget enig i. Jeg kører ikke så tit og det kan godt være lidt skræmmende at køre i København, så 

størrelsen betyder virkelig noget. 

Interviewer 

Har det en betydning at det er elbiler? 

Kristina 

Ja. 

Melissa 

Ja. På en eller anden måde, så har det og det.. 

Interviewer 

Hvorfor har det det? 

Melissa 

Jeg ved ikke, jeg tror måske bare det har en eller anden god tone at det er elbiler. Altså, sådan når de sætter 

flere biler ind i en allerede meget bil proppet by, så er det rart at de i det mindste tænker på at det er en elbil 

og det har jo så også, det betyder at de nogle gange skal sættes i en oplader, men det er jo så det man skal 

prøve sig frem. Den jeg prøvede, den havde massere af strøm og den satte vi i oplader bagefter og det klarede 

hun ret hurtigt. 

Kristina 

Jeg synes det er ret sejt at det er en elbil. Altså, der er jo vildt mange biler i København, så en delebilsordning 

som DriveNow er vel med til, i det mindste ikke at hæve antallet af biler, og når det så samtidig er elbiler er 

det jo godt for miljøet. Jeg synes det er ret sejt fordi det er miljøvenligt sammenlignet med andre 

delebilsordninger, som jo også er gode fordi man ligesom deles om bilerne, men det her topper det så lige 

med også at være elbiler. 

Martin 

Det betyder vel egentlig ikke så meget for mig at det er en elbil. For mit vedkommende, at det er en elbil. Jeg 

tror mere det er ideen med at de er dygtige til at give en form for kompensation, når man så sætter den i. At 

man så får 20 min ekstra, når man sætter den i en lader. 

Melissa 

Der er vel også en grund til at Tesla’en er blevet populær, det er jo også en elbil. 

Kristina 
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Det er jo det nye på en eller anden måde, så jeg tror på et eller andet punkt at man har tænkt så meget frem, 

det synes jeg er meget attraktivt ved så at bruge dem. For det er vel den vej det går. 

Melissa 

Forhåbentlig. 

Martin 

Ja, det tror jeg også. Jeg tror det er en fordel for dem og deres målgruppe. Det er svært for andre 

delebilsordninger at lave en elbil, for så skal man pludselig have standere i indkørslen og slå den til og sådan 

noget. 

Melissa 

De appellerer godt til Københavns spelt hipster målgruppe og ville måske ikke fungere så godt i Jylland. 

Interviewer 

Hvad mener du med det? 

Melissa 

Raw food, spelt typerne. 

Interviewer 

Hvorfor appellerer det til folk der er glade for rawfood? 

Melissa 

Jamen, det er økologi. 

Martin 

Godt for miljøet og sådan noget. Vi skal alle sammen være grønne. 

Melissa 

Vi tænker på hinanden, når vi tænker på jorden. 

Kristina 

Miljømæssigt overskud i hverdagen, som viser at man har styr på sit liv på et eller andet måde. 

Melissa 

Man føler jo næsten man bliver dømt, når man står i supermarkedet og køber skrabeæg. 

Kristina 

Hver gang man køber økologisk, så får man det lidt godt med sig selv. 

Melissa 

Ja, nu passer jeg ind. 

Interviewer 
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Spændende. DriveNow er jo et deleøkonomisk initiativ, som er lavet af Sixt og BMW og derfor så skriver de 

også om det i deres CSR rapport. CSR det står for Corporate Social Reposnsibility. Hvad er jeres tanker 

omkring at DriveNow bliver beskrevet i BMWs CSR rapport? 

Martin 

Det er jo på ingen måde et CSR initiativ. Det er rent kommercielt. Jeg tror simpelthen de tjener, så mange 

penge på det. Jeg kan ikke forestille mig at de ville gøre sådan noget uden at tjene penge, i så stort et omfang. 

Det er jo kæmpe stort i flere byer, så man ville jo ikke gøre det så vidt spredt hvis det bare var et CSR initiativ 

for at få en grøn fod på en rapport. 

Interviewer 

Hvad forstår du ved et CSR initiativ? og kan et CSR initiativ ikke være kommercielt eftersom du siger "hvis det 
bare var et CSR initiativ"? 
 
Martin 

Jamen et CSR initiativ for mig, er et initiativ hvor der er stor fokus på hvilken værdi det skaber for samfundet. 
Så om det er et grønt og miljø rigtigt initiativ, eller noget samfunds fremende på andre måder er i samme 
bås. Jeg mener dog at CSR er blevet skubbet ned over hovedet på virksomhederne, så de føler sig tvunget 
eller nødsaget til at gøre noget ved. Derfor er der mange gange hvor de bruger nogen af deres produkter, 
services i en given CSR rapport, og det er lidt noget pjat. Derfor er CSR initiativer ofte kommercielle, specielt 
hvis de bliver udbredt i større omfang, ellers er det jo penge i kloaken - og det går jeg ud fra de ikke er 
interesseret i. Som en gæv gut ved navn Adam Smith så fint sagde det : the business of a business is business. 
Der skal ikke sås nogen tvivl om hvorvidt virksomheder agerer kommercielt til det modsatte er bevist. Jeg er 
dog overbevist om at nogen CSR initiativer er for at skabe noget mere grønt eller samfunds fremende, men 
det er i bund og grund også får at møde kunder og interessenter. 
 
Melissa 

Er det ikke lidt den store stygge ulv i bilindustrien, en bilproducent, som prøver på at sige som et lille plaster 
på såret for den forurening vi skaber, så laver vi elbiler og putter dem ind i storbyer. Altså, det er sådan lidt 
du ved, BMW producerer jo biler og det er ikke ligefrem den mest rene branche. 
 
Martin 

Nej, absolut ikke. 

Melissa 

Så nu laver vi lige sådan en lille ordning med nogle dejlige elbiler og så ser det godt ud. 

Kristina 

Ja, det opvejer på papiret, hvad de ellers gør. 

Melissa 

Det virker lidt som et skalkeskjul. 

Martin 
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Ja, ja. Det er jo helt klart et godt initiativ, men det er noget der også fremmer dem selv, fordi at de er kommet 
meget længere med den udvikling, de selv sidder og laver på elbiler, ved at lave sådan nogle koncepter. Kunne 
forstille mig at feedbacken er ret god på sådan noget her. Men det er jo både gavnligt for dem og samtidig 
gavnligt for miljøet. 

Interviewer 

Når du siger at BMW er den store stygge ulv? 

Melissa 

Alle bilvirksomheder er jo virksomheder, der ikke ligefrem gør noget godt for miljøet. Alle ved jo, biler er jo 

noget der forurener enormt meget og de producerer jo enormt mange biler på verdensplan og der gør alle 

bilfabrikanter jo, inklusiv BMW. Og så kan det godt være at de prøver at lave en masse biler, der alligevel er 

elbiler, men de producerer jo stadigvæk de gamle diesel slugere. Så, man kan sige, det er jo en stor 

virksomhed, med mange fabrikker, der prøver på at, det er ligesom tøjmærker, som egentlig ikke tænker sig 

særlig meget om, hvad angår der producenter af tøj og så noget, og så. 

Kristina 

Så laver de en conscious kollektion 

Melissa 

Præcis. Så har vi lavet en fairtrade linje for at se gode ud. 

Kristina 

Ja, så får du 15% hvis du kommer med gammelt tøj, som de kan genbruge. 

Melissa 

Præcis. Prøver på at lægge et plaster på såret ikk? 

Martin 

Jeg tror også at hvis man skal komme længere med sådan et CSR koncept hos BMW, så ville det jo også være 

den strøm de så bruger, hvor kommer den fra? Er det atomkraft eller kulfremstillede eller er det fra Vestas 

vindmøller? For det ville jo være næste skridt. 

Melissa 

Ja. 

Martin 

Hvis det bare kommer fra alt det andet, så er det jo lige meget. 

Interviewer 

Nu nævner i tøj og at man kan få procenter, hvis man afleverer tøj, det ser i også som CSR eller hvad? 

Kristina 
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Nah, tror mere det er for at spejle det i noget andet. Nu har jeg selv været i H&M koncernen og der prøvede 

de at køre det her koncept ind i Monki, og det er jo det med at du er nødt til at give folk noget for at de gider 

give noget igen eller, den er bare sværre at sælge, så det er for at lokke folk til. 

Melissa 

Jeg tror heller ikke der er mange der ved hvor meget tøjbranchen egentlig forurener. Det er jo helt vildt. Det 

er vel, de prøver jo på at skjule det lidt, for at folk ikke bliver klar over hvor meget det forurener. Folk ved jo 

godt biler forurener. Man ved jo også godt at bilproducenter forurener. 

Interviewer 

Har det en positiv indflydelse at de så gør sådan noget her, selvom I jo siger at de bare gør det fordi de tjener 

penge på det. 

Melissa 

Det har det jo, for jeg ville vælge det fordi jeg synes det er fedt at de bruger elbiler, så har det jo en påvirkning 

på hvordan jeg ser BMW. Det har vel en eller anden form for indflydelse på hvordan jeg ser BMW. 

Kristina 

Det er måske deres måde at byde ind med noget i forhold til miljøet. Så det er jo ikke, de kan jo heller ikke 

lukke fabrikker. 

Martin 

Det er jo til de mere sådan, dem der bruger bilerne mindre. Det er jo dem de snakker til her. Hvor dem der 

bruger de normale biler, rør det dem jo ikke at BMW går ud og laver det her koncept. De har jo stadig de her 

store diesel hakkere, der kører rundt nede i Tyskland, hvor at de ser bare stadig BMW, som det bedste i 

verden. Lige meget om de har elbiler eller ej. Så jeg tror kun det er for en lille målgruppe at det påvirker dem. 

Melissa 

Var det ikke BMW, der for et års tid siden blev beskyldt for at snyde i nogle rapporter? 

Martin 

Volkswagen 

Melissa 

Var det Volkswagen? Same shit, different name. 

Kristina 

I forhold til forurening? 

Martin 

De sagde bilen udstod mindre end den i virkeligheden gjorde. Men bilerne kører fint. 

Interviewer 

Og det er det vigtigste? 
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Martin 

Ja! 

Interviewer 

Vi har lidt været omkring det, men udover at de skal tjene penge på det, hvorfor tror i så at de har lavet det? 

Er der andre grunde til at de er udviklet det? 

Martin 

Jeg tror da at det har noget at gøre med en øget interesse i samfundet, og at vi i højere grad forventer at 

virksomhederne i højere grad interesserer sig for samfundet og grønne ideer og tiltag. 

Melissa 

Og en interesse i storbyer. Hvordan kan man fremme en mere bæredygtig transportmulighed inde i centrum 

og hvordan man kan holde bilfrie søndage. Det snakker de jo stadigvæk om og måske. 

Kristina 

Er det egentlig ikke blevet indført? 

Melissa 

Jeg ved det faktisk ikke. 

Martin 

September 2016. Mener jeg. 

Melissa 

Men så kunne man måske kigge på andre måder at mindske antallet af biler på, hvis folk ikke bare. Det er jo 

ligesom hvis man lavede køreordninger på arbejde og sådan noget. Altså, for at få færre biler på vejene, når 

der nu er så mange af dem. 

Martin 

Jeg tror også markedet skifter lidt ikk? Der er flere der tager offentlig transport og cykler og bilerne bliver 

ikke brugt lige så meget som de gjorde en gang. 

Kristina 

Det er vel for at sikre sig selv også fordi diskursen netop ændre sig indenfor miljø og det går jo på at det hele 

skal blive grønnere og mere miljøvenligt. 

Melissa 

Der er jo også en ny metro og folk skal have nemmere tilgængelighed til metroen. Så man nemmere kan 

komme rundt. 

Interviewer 

BMW siger at for hver DriveNow bil, der bliver introduceret i en tysk storby, så fjerner de mellem 3-6 

almindelig biler fra vejene af og en gennemsnits bruger af DriveNow kører samlet mindre end de ville gøre 
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hvis de ikke var medlem af DriveNow. Så de mindsker jo forbruget af biler sammenlagt og i Danmark er det 

så elbiler, så der er CO2 udslippet også automatisk mindre fordi de ikke kører på Benzin eller Diesel. 

Melissa 

Ved du hvor deres strøm kommer fra? 

Interviewer 

Nej desværre. 

Melissa 

Det havde jo været endnu federe, hvis de kunne have sagt, det er grøn strøm der kommer på bilerne. 

Interviewer 

Ville det betyde noget? 

Melissa 

Narh, nej nok ikke, men det ville fandme være gennemført. 

Kristina 

Det ville se godt ud på papiret. 

Melissa 

Men det ville nok ikke have den store forskel. Det ville være virkelig blæret. 

Martin 

Men altså, det er jo klart at man bruger bilen mindre, hvis man ikke har den selv. Hvis du skiller dig af med 

din bil og tager en DriveNow, så er det jo ikke lige så tilgængeligt og lige så nemt, som bare at hive bilen ud 

af garagen. Så tager man bare cyklen eller bussen i stedet. 

Kristina 

Det har vel også noget fokus på kollektivisme. Hele den måde vi lever på, vi deler jo mere og mere. Bare se 

Airbnb. Det er jo også smart at køre på det. 

Melissa 

Det er jo det der er smart ved GoMore. Hvis man alligevel skal til Fyn, så kan man jo bare tage nogle med. 

Interviewer 

Synes i DriveNow som offentlig transport eller privat transport? 

Melissa 

Det er et god spørgsmål. Jeg ser jo stadigvæk Metro, som offentlig transport, når man bruger Rejsekortet, 

men DriveNow er jo i princippet privat transport. Det er en bil vel. Men man betaler jo med sit Rejsekort og 

det er jo meget sådan, men man lejer jo ikke en bil og så skal man samle nogle op på vejen. Det er jo dig der 

lejer den. Det er en upermanent lejebil. 
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Martin 

Men jeg tror det at de er sammen med Arriva, det giver lidt et indtryk af at det er offentligt, så man kan 

tænke på det på begge måder, men Arriva er vel også en virksomhed. 

Interviewer 

Som vi tidligere snakkede om, så findes der jo en mange forskellige initiativer, Airbnb og man kan dele tøj, og 

cykler og hvad ved jeg. Og der er rigtig mange start-up virksomheder, men der er så også nogle større 

etablerede virksomheder, der ligesom er gået ind og er begyndt at tilbyde deling. Har det en indflydelse på 

jer, om det er en stor etablerede traditionel virksomhed der står bag eller en lille virksomhed? Eller er det at 

så længe det virker, så er det lige meget? 

Kristina 

I forhold til hvordan man ser på det, hvad jeg ser et brand som er jo noget de selv har siddet og styret i forhold 

til hvordan man vælger at fremstille sig selv på, så jeg tror helt sikkert at jeg vælger efter hvad jeg har hørt 

om for både på godt og ondt og ikke så meget om det er en kendt virksomhed eller nogle der kun laver 

deleøkonomi. 

Melissa 

Det er nemmere for mig at blive påvirket hvis folk fortæller mig én dårlig oplevelse om en mindre virksomhed 

og så tænker jeg, så er det lort. Fremfor at der er en der siger jeg har en dårlig oplevelse med en stor 

virksomhed, for jeg hører nok om nogle der har haft en god oplevelse. 

Kristina 

Der skal mere til at vælte en stor virksomhed for mig end en lille tror jeg. 

Melissa 

Præcis. Det skal der nemlig. Hvis jeg hører noget om en lille virksomhed, så ville jeg automatisk tænke, jeg 

venter lige til det engang er blevet stor og de har fået styr på det. 

Interviewer 

Så du stoler mere på store virksomheder? 

Melissa 

Det er nemmere for andre at vælte min holdning af pinde ved små virksomheder end det er ved de store. 

Men det er ikke fordi jeg stoler blindt på store virksomheder. Overhovedet. Øh, altså hele rejsekortet har jo 

også været i kludder, så det er jo ikke fordi man tænker, det er skide smart, det fungere bare. Men alligevel, 

så tror jeg bare at det er sådan det er. 

Martin 

Jeg tror også det har noget at gøre med det produkt man vælger eller man bruger til at dele, eller i en 

deleordning. F.eks. en delebil synes jeg generelt en lidt stor ting. Sætte sig ind i en bil, en eller anden start-

up virksomhed står bag, det er ikke super sikkert. Det ville jeg nok ikke gøre eller have det alt for godt med. 

Der kan jeg godt lide at man kender bilen og brandet og ved nogenlunde at sådan her fungerer det. Også i 

forhold til forsikringer, der er det rart at vide at der er styr på det, hvis der er noget der går galt. I stedet for 

at man sætter sig ind i en sæbekassebil. Så jeg tror også det kommer an på det produkt man skal efter, hvis 
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det bare er tøj eller en fairtrade ting, så er det lidt sjovere at prøve de små, for det er lidt mere specielt. Men 

risikoen er bare det større når det handler om biler. 

Melissa 

Det der med kvalitet, synes jeg også hænger meget sammen med brand og man tænker nogle gange at så 

må det være god kvalitet, hvis det er BMW, for det har eksisteret i 100 år, så de må kunne finde ud af det. 

Kristina 

Jeg kan huske at da jeg tog kørekort, valgte man nærmest køreskole ud fra at man så måtte køre BMW, når 

man havde køretimer, altså selvom det lyder helt åndsvagt. Men det snakkede vi meget om. Det betød et 

eller andet. 

Interviewer 

Jeg har lidt nogle billeder af DriveNow bilerne. De skulle egentlig være brugt til at forklare jer om DriveNow, 

men lad os kigge på dem nu i stedet og så vil jeg gerne høre hvad i synes om dem. 

Kristina 

Det synes jeg er sjovt, sådan noget. 

Interviewer 

Jeg finder den lige her. 

Melissa 

Altså, jeg synes jo, hele den her sort, hvide, blå kombination er lidt bank agtig, men det er måske også meget 

godt. 

Kristina 

Den er lidt Brian agtig. 

Melissa 

Hele den der blå farve er meget Danske Bank agtig og en pålidelighedsfarve og hvid, så er den ren. Deter 

nemt at se hvis den er snusket. De prøver ligesom at holde den nogenlunde ren. Så det er sådan lidt. Den er 

sådan lille ikk? 

Martin 

Det den gør det er at den er meget anderledes fra andre biler, så man lægger mærke til den når man går på 

gaden, så ser man den og tænker, nå der var da lige en DriveNow bil. 

Melissa 

Og det er vel et Københavnerkort, der er på bagenden. 

Kristina 

Er det det? 

Melissa 
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Ja, det er sådan et abstrakt kort. 

Martin 

Det ligner Amagercenterets logo, eller CBS. 

Kristina 

Haha, ja, det gør det da egentlig. 

Melissa 

Hvorfor er standerne ikke blå? 

Interviewer 

Har i lagt mærke til dem? 

Martin 

Ude i trafikken? Ja. 

Melissa 

Ja. 

Kristina 

Det gør jeg faktisk tit, nu når jeg tænker over det. Man ænser det bare lige, men det er sjældent jeg ser folk 

låse dem op og køre i dem. De holder bare. 

Melissa 

Jeg synes tit jer ser dem køre. Jeg var ved at blive kørt ned af en på et tidspunkt. 

Martin 

Det er ulempen ved de der DriveNow, de kører rigtig aggressivt, men det er jo så fordi de betaler per minut. 

Så de skal altid lige nå det sidste minut der. 

Melissa 

Lige nå rundt om hjørnet, hvis der er grønt. 

Martin 

Ej, men jeg lægger i hvert fald meget mærke til dem, nu er jeg jo også medlem, så der tænker man nå der er 

en DriveNow. 

Melissa 

Jeg kan godt lide at deres logo ikke står alt for stort på bilen. Det er jeg glad for. Det virker bare mindre 

cheasy, altså jeg synes tit hvis man lejer en bil, så står der tit et gigantisk navn henover bilen. 

Kristina 

Men også hvis den fungerer som reklamesøjle, som taxaer tit gør, det synes jeg også er. 
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Melissa 

Man føler måske mere at man lejer en rigtig bil, der er sådan, en del af en større sammenhæng og som ikke 

ser total grim ud og det har altså noget at sige. Fordi man tænker at den kan jeg godt leje. 

Martin 

Og så er den jo også praktisk. Der er jo fire, fem sæder tror jeg og baggagerum. Det er ikke ligesom Car2Go, 

der bare, med Smart’en, hvor man kunne side to og så ikke rigtig så meget baggage eller noget andet. 

Kristina 

Men det har jo en betydning hvad jeg skal bruge den til, hvis jeg ikke skulle have nogle last med, så ville jeg 

vælge en Smart bil og det er også noget med mine evner til at parkere. Netop når man skal køre i København, 

som jeg ikke rigtig kan overskue eller tør, så ville jeg tage den lille. 

Interviewer 

Hvor ville du så køre hen? Hvis du ikke have brug for baggage? 

Kristina 

Øh, ej, men så ville jeg jo nok slet ikke tage den, så så ville jeg tage metroen eller bussen eller min cykel. 

Martin 

Det er også fordelen ved de små biler, at man kan parkere overalt og det er endnu mere tilgængeligt, når 

man så har en elbil i forhold til parkeringspladser. Hvis man ved hvor de ligger. Der er vel et kort i bilen eller 

på app’en. 

Interviewer 

I forhold til sådan noget, nu har i ikke selv rigtig nævnt det og jeg har ikke spurgt ind til det, men man snakker 

meget om community building for brands, ville det have en indflydelse af delebiler? Har du nogensinde tænkt 

at du var en del af et community i Car2Go eller DriveNow? 

Martin 

Nej, det har jeg sgu ikke. Det er ikke rigtig noget jeg gider bruge min tid på og jeg har jo ikke rigtig noget 

tilfælles med nogle af de andre. Eller, det ved jeg ikke om jeg har, men medlemskabet af DriveNow og Car2Go 

er ikke rigtig nok til at jeg føler vi har noget sammen. 

Melissa 

Jeg tror bare at community, man siger jo at det er frivilligt, og et community om noget der er spændende 

eller fælles interesser, giver mening, men det her er jo ikke en interesse som sådan, det er jo et logistisk 

spørgsmål, der skal løses fordi man skal fra A til B. Her er det jo helt praktisk, det er jo ikke noget man sørger 

med det. Det er kun ting man er passioneret omkring, man gider at bruge tid på at dele med andre. 

Martin 

Jeg tror nogle af de andre løsninger, f.eks. GoMore, hvor man har private biler man låner, er det måske en 

smule mere relevant, men stadig ikke vildt meget synes jeg. 

Kristina 
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Så har man et ansvar, ja. 

Martin 

Og hvis det er de samme der lejer flere gange, så begynder man at kende hinanden, så kan man bonde over 

det. Her er det jo bare en virksomhed, som tilbyder en service og det er det. 

Interviewer 

Super. Tusind tak. Det har været så fint. Tak for hjælpen. 
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9.2. Appendix B - In-depth interview transcriptions 
The full transcriptions of the in-depth interviews are outlined below. The transcriptions are presented in its 

original languages; interview 1 and 2 in Danish and interview 3 in English. Quotes used in the analysis have 

been translated from Danish into English. 

9.2.1 Appendix B1 – In-depth interview 1 

Participants Gender Age User/Non-user 

Jens Male 29 User 

Interviewer 

Først vil jeg egentlig gerne høre lidt om dine generelle transportvaner. Hvad du bruger til daglig og hvad du 

ellers bruger til hvad? 

Jens 

Bil. Jeg arbejder udenfor byen, så jeg bruger altid min bil. 

Interviewer 

Bruger du andre transportmidler: 

Jens 

Nej, det er det. Bare bil. 

Interviewer 

Hvornår blev du medlem af DriveNow? 

Jens 

Det kan jeg ikke huske. Det har nok været i september, ja det ville være et godt bud. 

Interviewer 

Brugte du det meget? 

Jens 

Jeg brugte det meget i starten og så vil jeg faktisk sige at jeg tror vi er faldet lidt af på den. Fordi der var en 

nyhedsværdi i det, men vi har brugt det der hvor jeg har skulle mødes med min kæreste ude i byen og jeg har 

haft den ene bil og min kæreste har skulle møde mig et sted, så har hun brugt det, fordi vi skulle mødes et 

eller andet sted, hvor vi så sammen har skulle køre videre. Eller, øhh, hvis vi har skulle ud om aftenen, i stedet 

for at tage en taxa, fordi man ved man skal have noget at drikke, så har vi også brugt den. 

Interviewer 

Kan du forklare mig lidt om hvad der er, hvis nu jeg ikke vidste hvad det var og du skulle forklare det til en 

anden person. 

Jens 
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Det er et delebilskoncept, hvor man betaler per minut man kører og så holder de rundt omkring i byen og via 

en app går man ind og finder den nærmeste bil og tager den der hvor man skal hen og så lader man den stå 

der. 

Interviewer 

Er der andre specifikke situationer, hvor du har brugt det udover dem du allerede har fortalt mig om?  

Jens 

Øhh, ikke hvor vi har, men vi har også selv bil, men jeg tror at hvis vi ikke selv havde haft bil, hvis man så har 

skulle et sted hen i byen, hvis man har købt noget på den blå avis eller skal hente noget, en eller gratis ting 

fra en af de der hjemmesider, hvor man deler ting. Nu skal vi snart have barn, men hvis man er på en af de 

der facebook sider og ser et eller andet babyshow, man kan hente på Østerbro, så er det en god måde at 

kunne få fat i en hurtig bil. Men fordi vi lige har fået bil, er det blevet mindre relevant end det var tidligere. 

Men jeg kunne godt finde på at tage den i lufthavnen, faktisk, det tror jeg faktisk jeg har gjort et par gange, 

men så forsvandt deres parkeringspladers derude. 

Interviewer 

Ja, det var lidt uheldigt. 

Jens 

Jeg ved ikke om de er kommet tilbage igen. 

Interviewer 

Så vidt jeg ved så er der en parkeringsplads forholdsvis tæt på, og så kan man gå resten af vejen eller tage 

metro. 

Jens 

Og så er det lige pludselig ikke være relevant for mig, så tager jeg en taxa i stedet. Så er det ikke længere 

praktisk og så giver det ikke længere mening for mig. Fordi det er en convenient måde, hvorpå jeg samtidig 

kan spare 100 kr i forhold til at tage en taxa, men hvis jeg skal til at parkere langt væk og gå eller tage metro, 

så er det ikke længere et alternativ for mig. 

Interviewer 

Hvorfor er det lige DriveNow du har været medlem af? Er du medlem af andre tjenester? 

Jens 

Det er DriveNow fordi at 1) de rullede så tungt ud. 400 biler, det synes jeg var fedt, 2) det er en lækker bil og 

ja, jeg tror i forbindelse med nummer et, så er de overalt i byen. Med 400 biler så kan du finde en de fleste 

steder indenfor et par 100 meter. 

Interviewer 

Undersøgte du nogle af de andre alternativer, inden du blev medlem? Eller var det et helt naturligt valg at 

det blev DriveNow? 

Jens 
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Nej, det gjorde jeg ikke. De lavede en god markedsføring og fik dermed min opmærksomhed. Det virker som 

et marked med utrolig mange alternativer, uden at have mig sat ordentligt ind i det, men synes det er de 

færreste, der virker så pålidelige som DriveNow gjorde. Nok også fordi de rullede ud så kraftigt med reklamer 

og skabte meget opmærksomhed omkring dem selv og hvad det var for et koncept. 

Interviewer 

Havde du overvejet at bruge en delebils ordning inden du hørte om DriveNow? 

Jens 

Nah, eller, nej ikke rigtigt. Jeg vidste det eksisterede, men det var først da DriveNow kom at jeg ligesom blev 

opmærksom på hvor let det var. Eller, jeg fik i hvert fald et indtryk af at det var nemt, og det var ikke det 

indtryk jeg havde af delebilisme før. 

Interviewer 

Nu nævnte du selv at det er en lækker bil. Hvad mener du med en lækker bil? 

Jens 

Det er en god by bil. Altså, det er en, det er sjovt at den kører på el, altså der er noget nyt og tiltalende ved 

at få lov at køre en elbil. 

Interviewer 

DriveNow er et samarbejde mellem BMW og Sixt, et tyskbiludlejningsfirma og så har Arriva franchise på det 

i Danmark. Har du tænkt over hvem der var involveret i DriveNow? 

Jens 

Nej, det har jeg ikke tænkt over. Jeg vidste godt at det var et samarbejde mellem Arriva og BMW. Jeg vidste 

ikke at Sixt også var inde over. Men det er ikke noget der betyder noget for mig. DriveNow er et stærkt brand 

i sig selv. Men samtidig så betyder det altså også noget at det er BMW biler. De er pålidelige og gode biler – 

det er jo ikke et dårligt bilmærke. 

Interviewer 

Har du prøvet andre deleøkonomis initiativer, eller er det første gang at du stifter bekendtskab med det 

gennem DriveNow? 

Jens 

Øhh, det tror jeg faktisk. Har du nogle eksempler? 

Interviewer 

Airbnb er den mest kendte måske. 

Jens 

Ja, selvfølgelig, det anvendte jeg for 14 dage siden i Frankfurt. 

Interviewer 

Men ellers har du ikke brugt det? 
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Jens 

Nej. Jeg kunne sagtens, der er bare ikke lige noget af det der passer ind i min hverdag, men jeg er helt åben 

over for tanken om at benytte det, hvis det giver mening og er praktisk for mig. 

Interviewer 

Det jeg også er interesseret i det er også hvordan det påvirker din opfattelse af BMW at de er med på et 

initiativ som DriveNow? Hvorfor tror du de har kastet sig ud i det her? 

Jens 

For at sælge nogle biler og så er der også en god markedsføring i det, i og med at deres biler er tilstede i 

bybilledet og i mange andre byer rundt om i Europa. Når BMW ligesom kommer med på den der delebilstanke 

gang og det er noget man associere med BMW, så tror jeg også at det er en stor branding værdi i det. Men 

altså, de har jo solgt 400 biler, så det er jo nok mere end de kunne have gjort på et år. 

Interviewer 

Når du siger der bliver solgt biler, er det så DriveNow du mener har købt dem? 

Jens 

Altså DriveNow er én stor ordre på 400 biler, hvor det jo kræver 400 enkelte salg og så er det en god måde 

at få noget volumen på for BMW. 

Interviewer 

Tænker du at delebilisme tilføjer værdi til andre end virksomheden og dig selv? 

Jens 

Altså det er jo ikke sort og hvidt, så BMW kan jo godt tilføje værdi til både sige selv og andre, både forbrugere 

og miljøet samtidig, så det er ikke sort og hvidt hvis du spørger mig. Jeg har dyb respekt for at BMW og Arriva 

på sigt skal tjene penge på det her og de at de skal tjene penge, det er jo ikke velgørenhed, det de laver, men 

der er en bæredygtig profil over det og ideen om at udnytte de ressourcer, der alligevel bliver produceret. 

Hvis vi kan få antallet af biler i København eller München, eller et hvilket som helst land er jo en attraktiv 

tanke, da der er er mindre belastning på miljøet, men det er ikke sort og hvidt. For de skal tjene penge for at 

kunne eksistere og det skal forbrugerne støtte op om og det skal de have lov til. Men samtidig så synes jeg jo 

også at det har et super godt footprint på planeten. Jeg ved ikke, en gennemsnits bil i København, så jo rimelig 

meget stille, 60% af tiden, måske og hvis man kunne få det ned på 25% så ville det jo være godt. Så det med 

at udnytte nogle ressourcer vi allerede har i København, det synes jeg er meget attraktivt. 

Interviewer 

Får det dig til at tænke anderledes om BMW, eller tilføjer det nogle værdier til BMW, som du ikke tidligere 

har associeret med BMW? 

Jens 

Altså, nu sidder jeg selv lige nu i en BMW og er meget stor BMW fan, så jeg er måske ikke den rigtige at 

spørge. Jeg ser det at de er med i DriveNow, at de kommer med deres i-serie og at de rykker, de er en af de 

europæiske producenter, der er længst i deres udvikling af elbiler og med DriveNow, så bliver de tidligere 
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eksklusive elbiler gjort tilgængelig for folket og det synes jeg betyder noget i forhold til at de ikke står stille 

som producent. 

Interviewer 

Hvad er det ellers, du så godt kan lide ved BMW? 

Jens 

Årh, jamen det er jo en drivers experience. Den er køreorienteret, simpel, men alle komponenter er 

gennemarbejdet og gennemtestet. Det er jo en drivers car og den er køreteknisk orienteret og den handler 

godt. 

Interviewer 

Er det samme følelse du har fået når du har kørt i en DriveNow bil? 

Jens 

Nar, ja, jo – det er en lækker kvalitet, men for mig, der vil en elbil, der er nok noget af køreglæden der 

forsvinder i en elbil fordi du ikke har motoren og du kan ikke mærke eller høre den, så den er ikke køreteknisk 

udfordrende at køre en elbil. 

Interviewer 

Synes du at det er en fordel at det er BMW, der står bag DriveNow? 

Jens 

Ja, helt sikkert. Jeg er nok lidt en selektiv forbruger og kan godt lide god kvalitet og så rammer de også mig. 

Hvis nu det havde været en lille klein Hyundai, så havde jeg nok ikke sat min selv ind i den, så var jeg nok ikke 

lige så motiveret for at bruge det. 

Interviewer 

Der var tidligere nogle små Smart cars, der hed Car2Go, havde du sat dig ind i dem? 

Jens 

Måske, men de var så ikke så langt fremme i forhold til at gøre opmærksomme på sig selv. Det fangede ikke 

rigtig min interesse, så den reklamekampagne de kørte ved introduktionen, den så jeg, men det var sådan 

set det. 

Interviewer 

Det var egentlig det jeg havde. Tusind tak for hjælpen. 
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9.2.2 Appendix B2 – In-depth interview 2 

Participants Gender Age User/Non-user 

Christoffer Male 28 User 

 

Interviewer 

Jeg vil gerne have dig til at fortælle mig lidt om DriveNow, hvis du skulle forklare det til nogle, der ikke vidste 

hvad det var. 

Christoffer 

Jamen, det er et koncept, som går ud på at have i en by og i et begrænset område 500 biler, tror jeg vist det 

er i Københavns tilfælde, som man kan leje for et lille tidsrum hvor man så betaler en minut pris for den tid 

man kører i bilen. Man har så et adgangskort til bilen, som man kan bruge til at få adgang og så den så også 

noterer pris og kørselspris osv. via den her, øhm, ja. Det er vel mere eller mindre det. 

Interviewer 

Hvornår brugte du det første gang? 

Christoffer 

Første gang? Altså, allerførste gang brugte jeg, meget relateret, en ting der hed Car2Go, som ikke fungere 

særlig godt for mig. Det er måske et år siden og så DriveNow, det var en gang i december 2015 tror jeg. 

Interviewer 

Hvorfor fungerede Car2Go ikke for dig? 

Christoffer 

Jeg havde fået det der keycard og jeg var henne og køre det hen over og det fungerer ikke og så prøvede jeg 

at bruge telefonen i stedet for med deres app og det fungerede heller ikke og så ringede jeg til dem og så 

kunne jeg vist godt komme ind i den, men det tog 20 minutter at komme ind i den. Så tænkte jeg okay, hvis 

I så bare lige for arrangerede det her nøglekort, så ville det være fint. Så fik jeg at vide jeg skulle hente et nyt 

i den her butik, hvor det ville blive genaktiveret og så skulle det virke igen, men det virkede stadig ikke og så 

tænkte jeg fuck it, det gider jeg ikke. Ikke mere. Så da DriveNow kom, så tænkte jeg at det skule prøves, for 

det er meget nemmere, det er bare med Rejsekortet. 

Interviewer 

Hvorfor bruger du det? Og hvornår bruger du det? Og hvor meget? 

Christoffer 

Det er mest når jeg har travlt på en eller anden måde, tror jeg og bussen ikke lige går. Ej, jeg tror det hedder 

nok tid og komfort. For det er meget mere komfortabelt at sidde i en bil, i stedet for en bus og så er den vildt 

fed at køre i. Vildt lækker at sidde i. En fed bil, synes jeg. Så komfort, helt sikkert. Og så tid, for det er oftest 

hurtigere, i hvert fald hvis man skal gå meget hen til bussen og fra bussen igen, så er det meget mere direkte 

kørsel. Så er det meget hurtigere og især hvis jeg har baggage. Det er nok primært, der jeg bruger det. Jeg 

brugte det så sent som i går, hvor vi skulle, vi kom med jyllandsbussen og vi skulle hjem og vi havde ret meget 
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baggage med. Vi havde fået en masse mad af svigermor, som vi skulle have med og så gad vi ikke slæbe det 

ind i bussen og så var det nemmere bare lige at nappe en bil der. 

Interviewer 

Når du siger det er en lækker bil, hvorfor er den lækker? 

Christoffer 

Jamen, det er en BMW, i3 tror jeg. Jeg tror, ja, altså generelt er BMW jo nok bare lidt sådan, opfattelsen er i 

hvert fald meget high class. Den føles bare lækker. Den er stor og rummelig og det er måske også fordi jeg 

sammenligner den med de der Smart cars, der var meget små og ikke rigtig havde nogen motor og så videre. 

Der er et godt træk i den. Den køre hurtig og den er sjov at køre i og der er et godt lydanlæg. Der er god plads 

i den og et godt baggagerum. Meget fedt med de to døre, der åbnes ud af, det synes jeg er meget fedt. 

Interviewer 

Hvad tænker du om DriveNow i forhold til? Nu har du selv sagt den er praktisk og nem at bruge. Er det billigt 

at bruge? 

Christoffer 

Ikke synderligt. Altså, jeg vil sige i forhold til selv at have en bil og i forhold til hvor sjældent jeg ville bruge 

den bil, hvis jeg havde den, så er det egentlig ret billigt for man slipper jo for at betale forsikringer og alle de 

her ting, som er tilknyttet til fast at have en bil. I forhold til bus, så er det ikke billigt, men det kommer jo an 

på hvor højt man sætter pris på komfort og tid osv. 

Interviewer 

Kunne du forestille dig at det var et alternativ til at du købte din egen bil? 

Christoffer 

Jah, det er det vel lidt på en eller anden måde nu. Altså, måske udskyder jeg lidt det med at købe en bil. Eller, 

man kan sige at i og med at vi nu bor i byen, så er cyklen generelt, det mest effektive transportmiddel, så det 

ville ikke rigtig give mening for mig at have bil, lige meget hvad. Men hvis vi nu måtte flytte udenfor 

København, men så ville DriveNow jo nok heller ikke være relevant for så ville man nok have en bil udefra. 

Så, nej, det er nok ikke en alternativ til min egen bil, mere en ny mulighed, der er står til rådighed. 

Interviewer 

Du har selv nævnt BMW, er der andre virksomheder som du forbinder med Rejsekortet? 

Christoffer 

Altså, jeg ved det er en kombination af Sixt, billejeselskabet og ja BMW og så vist Arriva, som så er i Danmark. 

Men Sixt, kender jeg kun til fordi jeg selv har lavet en opgave om MinBilDinBil og så kiggede vi på lignende 

peer-to-peer service. 

Interviewer 

Er DriveNow det samme synes du? 

Nej, det er hvor du lejer andre privates biler. 
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Interviewer 

Synes du der er forskel på de to ting? Peer-to-peer og DriveNow? 

Christoffer 

Ja, altså, Peer-to-peer, der skal man, der har man en vis tid hvor man skal vente på at få svar fra 

vedkommende og nogle gange er det flere timer, andre gange er det 10 min. men det her med at man kan 

gå direkte hen til DriveNow og få den med det samme er super lækkert. Det gør det klart mere komfortabelt 

og convenient. 

Interviewer 

I forhold til deleøkonomi, det har vi været lidt inde over, ser du DriveNow som deleøkonomi? 

Christoffer 

Ja, det gør jeg helt sikkert. Det synes jeg er en del af det. Netop fordi man er flere mennesker om at dele en 

bil eller ting. At det så er en virksomhed, eller flere virksomheder, der ejer den ting, det synes jeg ikke gør 

det mindre dele-agtigt. 

Interviewer 

Hvad er forskellen på at dele med andre og dele med en virksomhed? Gør det dig mere tryg, er det mere 

praktisk eller dyrere? 

Christoffer 

Jeg ved ikke hvordan det egentlig er, men den måde jeg opfatter det på, så når det er en virksomhed, så tror 

jeg at jeg tænker, så skal der noget profit til og nogle forskellige ting til for at få det til at løbe rundt, så det 

bliver dyrere, men kvaliteten er måske højere, det er bedre biler, de er bedre servicerede. Der er lidt mere 

trust, der er lidt mere, man kan være sikker på at det er i orden det der er og hvis ikke det er, så bliver man 

godtgjort ordenligt. I forhold til hvis man lejer hos en privatperson, så er man ikke sikker på at det 

nødvendigvis er helt i orden og at man bliver godtgjort hvis der er noget i vejen. Men samtidig, så er det lidt 

den anden side af tallerkenen, hvis man skal sige, hvor der er lidt noget hyggeligt og sådan noget socialt over 

at leje en bil gennem andre personer, privatpersoner, og sidde i deres bil, som lidt ligesom Airbnb, der er 

noget, sådan lidt landsby vi deler lidt, så det bliver mere vi deler ting, hvor det andet måske bliver lidt koldt 

og ja, ikke kynisk, men meget kapitalistisk. Der låner man fordi det er praktisk. That’s it. 

Interviewer 

Udover det praktiske, så når sådan en virksomhed i sådan noget som DriveNow, hvordan ser du på det? 

Christoffer 

Jeg tænker at BMW vil jo gerne promovere deres egne biler og den her idé med at de er fremstillet, så vidt 

jeg ved, med et ret lavt carbon footprint  i forhold til andre elbilerog at de bare generelt kører på el, i 

modsætning til Car2Go og så komme ud og promovere den her nye elbil på en fornuftig måde. Og jeg tror 

også der er mange der har det på den her måde at deleøkonomi er lig med grønt. Så det er nogle gode 

associationer de skaber for sig selv den vej igennem. Jeg synes ikke at Sixt, har nogle former for referencer 

til det, altså man ved ikke det er Sixt, medmindre man ved det. Så jeg synes ikke de for noget ud af det, så 

for dem kan jeg kun se at de gør det for rent profit. Mens Arriva, jo er med fordi folk begynder at komme 
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med på den her delebølge, for hvis Arriva ikke selv er med, så er det nogle andre der er med og så mister de 

jo en profit, ved at nogle vælger DriveNow fremfor bussen. 

Interviewer 

Tænker du over hvordan bilvirksomheder fremstår ansvarlige i forhold til hinanden? Eller handler det om en 

lækker bil, til en god pris? 

Christoffer 

Jeg tænker over det, men jeg har ikke min egen bil, så i forhold til køb, har jeg ikke gjort mig så mange 

overvejelser om det, kun fiktivt eller hypotetisk i hvert fald. Men jeg har egentlig tænkt at jeg godt kan lide 

BMWs i-serie, fordi de har gjort meget ud af at gøre det bæredygtigt helt fra produktionens side og så alle de 

her normale ting, som hvor langt de kører på literen og hvor de er produceret, betyder jo også noget. Hvis 

jeg selv skulle købe en bil i dag, er det ikke sikkert det ville blive en BMW, men det ville nok blive en hybrid 

og det er klart noget jeg ville tænke over. 

Interviewer 

Også pga. prisen? 

Christoffer 

Ja, det ville ikke være den primære grund til at jeg købte den, det tror jeg i hvert fald ikke, men det ville 

selvfølgelig være en god ting. Kilometerprisen, som jo ville være lavere for en hybrid, ville ikke være en 

overvejende factor, det tror jeg i hvert fald ikke. Men det er jo en fin ting at overveje. 

Interviewer 

Ser du det som en positiv indflydelse på din opfattelse af BMW som brand at de laver sådan noget her, eller 

er det noget du ikke tænker over? 

Christoffer 

Jeg har tænkt over det i forhold til det der med at ja, BMW jo prøver lidt mere med i-serien at gå en lidt mere 

grøn vej og prøve at skabe sig en fremtid, den vej igennem og det synes jeg helt klart gør noget for deres 

brand. De er generelt gode til at brande sig. Lidt på samme måde, som det der kører mellem BMW og 

Mercedes hele tiden. 

Interviewer 

Hvad er det? 

Christoffer 

De har en eller anden lidt sjov fight, som de to stærkeste mænd i klassen, som hele tiden skal spille med 

musklerne, men meget passivt. De kan jo ikke stå at angribe hinanden direkte. Så det er lidt nogle undertoner 

i deres marketing, som kun folk der ved noget om mærkerne, ved at de referer til hinanden og angriber 

hinanden, men uden at det er direkte. Det er ikke helt eksplicit. Jeg så en her den anden dag, hvor der var en 

aftegning af BMWs meget anerkendte front grill, som er en lidt sjov rombe formet ting. Så stod der noget 

med at tillykke med de hundrede år, eller noget i den stil. Jeg tror det var fordi BMW har eksistereret siden 

1916, så havde Mercedes skrevet noget med at de havde 40 års forspring. Det var sådan en vi er lidt bedre 

ikk? 
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Interviewer 

Mercedes var jo inde over Car2Go sammen med Smart. 

Christoffer 

Det vidste jeg faktisk ikke. 

Interviewer 

Vi har hurtigt været omkring det, men hvilke andre transportmidler bruger du? 

Christoffer 

Mest cykel og så bus, hvis det regner eller hvis jeg skal et sted hen, som er lidt langt eller enkelt gange hvis 

jeg er lidt doven. Nogle gange motionerer jeg så meget at jeg har lidt ondt i benene at jeg simpelthen ikke 

gider at cykle. Så bliver det bus. Jeg tror de gange, hvor jeg oftest har brugt DriveNow, så har det været når 

jeg har baggage, som ikke har været så god til cykel eller bus for den sags skyld. 

Interviewer 

Har du prøvet andre former for deleøkonomi end Car2Go og DriveNow. 

Christoffer 

Jeg har brugt Airbnb her i sommers, hvor jeg lejede min lejlighed ud, så havde vi nogle til at komme og gøre 

rent og skifte nøgle og give nøgle og så brugte vi det mens vi var afsted, min kæreste og jeg. Der brugte vi 

Airbnb i USA. 

Interviewer 

Hvem hjalp med nøgler? 

Christoffer 

Det var min bror og hans kæreste, eller venner. 

Interviewer 

Har du brugt andre former for deleøkonomi? 

Christoffer 

Ja, GoMore. Der har jeg prøvet, jeg har egentlig også en bruger på DinBilMinBil, men jeg har aldrig rigtig fået 

en godkendelse derinde fra, så det er aldrig rigtig blevet til noget, jeg har aldrig rigtig kørt en bil derfra. Men 

ved GoMore har jeg lejet nogle biler, nogle gange. Jeg har aldrig taget lift, men jeg har lejet nogle biler. Det 

har fungeret rigtig fint, de gange jeg har brugt det. Det er lidt billigere og det er mere hyggeligt. Især det med 

at 50 meter væk er der en bil jeg kan leje for billigere penge end hvad jeg ellers kunne. Det er næsten billigere 

end at tage bussen op til min mor og låne hendes bil gratis og så køre rundt. Tidsmæssigt, så behøver jegikke 

bruge flere timer på at hente en bil. 

Interviewer 

Cool, super. Tusind tak for hjælpen. Det var rigtig interessant.  
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9.2.3 Appendix B3 – In-depth interview 3 

Participants Gender Age User/Non-user 

Sofie Female 26 User 

Interviewer 

Cool, thanks for participating. Can you tell me a little about your general transportation habit? What do you 
use, when do you use what and why? 

Sofie 

I mostly bike. I only bike actually. I bike to school and to work and if I am meeting up with friends. I take the 
train when I have to go you know far away. Like Jutland, unless I take the cheap busses. Wait, I have maybe 
taken the cheap busses once, so that doesn’t really count, I always take the train – it is too much hassle with 
those busses, because you have to book ticket in advance and they only depart from Valby, which is really 
inconvenient. Oh, and then I take the s-trains if I have to go, like outside of the center of Copenhagen, like I 
went to Bagsværd a lot in the fall for some case competition at Novo Nordisk and there I took the s-train, 
because first of all it is really far away and if I had biked, then I would arrive sweaty and that’s really not the 
impression you want to make when you are visiting Novo Nordisk. So sometimes, when it is far away I use to 
take the train, but DriveNow has actually replaced my use of s-trains. 

Interviewer 

Okay, I would also like you to tell me about DriveNow as if I did not know what it was. 

Sofie 

Okay, well it is a car sharing concept, where instead of owning your own car, you can borrow a DriveNow. 
They are, like, scattered around Copenhagen and then you go on your phone, locate a car, reserve it and then 
you go to it, from my house there is usually only 5 min to the nearest car. Then you open it with your rejsekort, 
Drive and drop it of where you want. The only important thing to remember is that you cannot drop it of 
outside the, like, area of operation, so like I couldn’t Drive to Roskilde if I would. That’s basically what it is 
about. Oh, and then it is electrical cars, which is pretty cool, and you can get free driving minutes if you park 
the car at a charging station and put it in the charger. 

Interviewer 

When did you become a member of DriveNow? 

Sofie 

Hmm, In the early fall. I was not very long after the cars was introduced in Copenhagen, I remember, because 
I signed up, mainly because I could sign up for free because they had just launched in Denmark and I saw a 
poster about it. I actually think I signed up in my lunch break the same day. I didn’t check if there was anything 
better, I don’t know why, maybe like, their advertising just made me feel good and it seemed like their service 
worked. 

Interviewer 

So did it live up to your expectations? 

Sofie 
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Yes, I think so. I was kind of scary the first time, because I have never driven an electrical car before, but it 
was really easy and the charging becomes easier, the more you try it. 

Interviewer 

Do you use it a lot? 

Sofie 

A couple of time a month I think. Like I said, I use it when I have to go further away than I care to bike or if I 
have to transport something or go to IKEA. I don’t need a car every day, so it doesn’t make sense for me to 
buy my own car, also because having a car in Copenhagen is not really useful. I would have to be concerned 
about parking all the time and where to park it at night. It would really just be really expensive and give me 
a lot more to think about. I think that is why I like DriveNow, I kind of get a car without having all the trouble, 
which is nice, when it is not really a necessity for me to have a car, because I usually bike. 

Interviewer 

Did you consider other types of car sharing initiatives? 

Sofie 

No, not really. I mean I know that GoMore exist and then there are those other DriveNow like cars, are they 
called LetsGo? 

Interviewer 

There is something that is called LetsGo, yes. 

Sofie 

Well, I knew about those, but I have never really, or I don’t know why I have never signed up, I just think that 
is have seemed very time consuming and difficult and you know, it is not like I really needed to use car sharing. 
It has worked fine with the train and my bike so far. 

Interviewer 

Did I matter that it is electrical cars for DriveNow? 

Sofie 

I don’t know, maybe a little. Or, well that was what was kind of scary about using the cars for the first time, 
but I like that it is electrical cars. I feel, and it sounds horrible, but of course I feel a little better, when it is an 
electrical car. Like, I am doing something about the environment. 

Interviewer 

And that is important to you? 

Sofie 

A little bit, it is not a bad thing at least. 

Interviewer 

Would you consider DriveNow if it was not electrical cars? 

Sofie 
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Yes, for sure. 

Interviewer 

Can you elaborate? 

Sofie 

Because it is really convenient and I still think it is better than owning my own car, which I would never do by 
the way, well I don’t know, but at least not right now. 

Interviewer 

So you mention that DriveNow is convenient for you? What do you mean by convenient? 

Sofie 

Well, it is very flexible, so it is better than busses and trains and faster and less sweat producing than biking, 
haha. 

Interviewer 

Okay. What else do you like about DriveNow? 

Sofie 

It is basically like having your own car, but without having to pay as much and not having to deal with the 
insurance issues. 

Interviewer 

So you think it is like having your own car? 

Sofie 

Yes, because the car is always really clean, it is like when you drive a new car for the first time and I kind of 
like that there are no traces of the previous users in it. I don’t need to know what other people bring into the 
car. It actually creeps me out a bit, when thinking that other people are also using the car. But that is not 
something I think about when I use it, luckily. 

Interviewer 

DriveNow is a result of a corporation between Arriva, BMW and Sixt, a German car rental company. Have you 
considered who was behind it or who was involved in DriveNow? 

Sofie 

Well, I like to do my research, so when I signed up I read through the website, so I did know that both Sixt 
and BMW, as well as E.ON and Rejsekortet and Arriva are partners in DriveNow. But prior to that I only 
noticed how it was BMW cars in the advertising. 

Interviewer 

Did it mean something for your perception that BMW was behind it? 

Sofie 
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Yes, I think it gave me a bit of security, like, BMW is a fairly reliable car brand right? Somehow, it gave the 
whole thing a little more professional look and not the general perception of sharing initiatives as something 
startups do. Which is not bad, sometimes it is just nice to know the brand behind it. 

Interviewer 

How does it affect your perception of BMW that they are in an initiative like this? 

Sofie 

Well, it is not bad I think. It is cool that they try new things and then it is also cool that it is electrical cars. It 
seems like theyare trying, maybe not so successful, but at least trying to compete with brands like Tesla. Like 
if the future is all about electrical cars, then they need to keep up, you know. 

Interviewer 

What about in terms of your perception of BMW as a responsible car manufacturer? 

Sofie 

Hmm, well, I think it is a nice initiative and the is cool that they do something about the pollution that they 
are evidently contributing with when they produce their normal cars. I think, if they (red. BMW) started to 
broadcast how good they are and how environmental friendly BMW as a company is, then I would think it 
was really hollow, like come on, it is pretty obvious that they are not the greenest company in the world. But 
I like that they are doing it without trying to shove down our throats how good they are. 

Interviewer 

So if they talk about how great they are you don’t believe them? 

Sofie 

No, well, yes, a little, but then it seems like they are doing it because they just want to pamper their image 
and not because they want to do something good. 

Interviewer 

So the motivation behind their actions matter, is that what you are saying? 

Sofie 

Well, I actually don’t think it should matter, because BMW is a company and they have to make money in 
order to survive, so it is better if they do it in a good way, than in a bad way. It is just, it would be nice if 
everybody only did good things, like because they were good and not because they could gain something 
from it themselves. But that is just not how the world works. Unfortunately, but then at least they do 
something. They shouldn’t be attacked because of their reasons for doing it I think. Because they are still 
doing better, than those that don’t do anything. 

Interviewer 

Yeah? 

Sofie 

It is just a really difficult topic, I think. 


